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Solar System Secrets

Solar System Secrets as Told by the Sun
The pyramid builders first interacted with
humanity’s 3rd generation on the planet Mars. It
was generally known and accepted that 'aliens'
were coming and going frequently. Since it was a
part of everyday life, not many found it odd.
The artificial moons Demos and Phobos were
'Eyes in the Sky' put in place by the rulers to
enforce societal law. Culture was much like the
Ancient Egypt that you have caricature
descriptions of in your text books. In fact, the
seeds of this nuance come from Pleiades where
the Astral Version of this Theosophy resides.
It was not war that destroyed the civilization of
Mars. Their orbit simply moved too far out to
sustain the balance that they had enjoyed for
18,000 years. The water began to dry up and food
could no longer grow. Air was becoming toxic as
the shaking of the magnetic field caused
volcanoes to blow. The remaining survivors came
up with the ‘Adam and Eve project’ to save their
species and then turned to the pyramid builders
for help.
Placing representative DNA samples in
3
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transportable containers, the pyramid builders
offered to deliver the specimens to the next red
planet in, Earth. Ever since then, they have been
interfering with the development of humanity.
On Mars, the people knew the pyramid builders
and were considered partners on an equal basis.
On Earth, the pyramid builders have used the
people’s forgetfulness to enslave them and make
them into servants. Opportunists above all else, it
was their cruelty and disregard for spirit which
enabled the Giza monuments to be built.
In a previous incarnation, Hitler was a pharaoh
and representative of the pyramid builders. He
remembered these times and their dramatic
magnitude. He could not escape the
megalomaniacal visions that consumed him. With
like disregard for the suffering of incarnated
spirit, he drove the people by the whip of his
stinging words and deathly serious sense of
purpose.
Now as the Earth begins to move out past the line
of equilibrium that Mars did in that age so long
ago, humanity has to consider something new.
Put together all the experience that you have
gained and create the Utopian civilization on
Venus. It is not coincidental that humanity named
her after the Goddess of Love. She will be the
4
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realization of all of our dreams – the true lady
liberty. Once the final transition has occurred,
blessings will be upon you and peace will at last
remain for a long enough period to enjoy it.
Eventually you will use the moons of Saturn as a
platform to the rest of the Universe. Allow
yourselves to think much bigger. Your technology
will follow your vision and conviction. There are
many ways to look at things and much better
propulsion systems on the horizon. Whatever you
do, do not take the pyramid builders with you to
Venus.
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Solar System Secrets II
About 65,000,000 BC, a Celestial Noah’s Ark
arrived at Earth from deep within the Orion
Constellation, to save the DNA of the remaining
Thunder Lizards from the upcoming extinction
event. The Orion Mission intended to relocate
Dinosaur DNA to an Earth-like planet in the
Draco System. The initial harvesting was a
success and the subsequent planting of the
foreign species on the planet Jalon carried forth
without incident.
Unfamiliar with the strong environmental
accommodation of lizards, the Orion Sentient
Beings were caught off-guard while during their
continuing observations they noticed a change in
the behavior of the flourishing creatures. Over
many years the thinner atmosphere of Jalon
caused the Reptilian bodies to shrink and their
vibratory frequency to rise into what we would
call the lower astral planes or the first layer of the
4th dimension.
Without dense gravity pushing blood flow down,
their brain synapses became more supple,
extending into a cerebellum and just the first
inklings of a cerebrum capable of self-conscious
7
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thought. The transition enabled them to evolve a
sense of tool-making in a few thousand years into
something well beyond humanity’s most current
technology. The instinctual homing device in
their medulla called them back out to the stars.
Having the extra advantage of being just into the
4th Dimension, they developed the means to
travel light years of space in a fraction of the time
it would take for even the highest potential 3 D
craft.
Soon they felt their way back to the Solar System
of their origin, but were surprised to find out that
they could no longer access this area of the
Universe because their bodies no longer
coincided with the frequency. After much
quarrelling amongst themselves, they decided to
inhabit unconscious human bodies and try to
maintain 3D form by eating meat, drinking blood,
and absorbing the energy of weak 3D beings.
Still feeling like the planet Earth was theirs, they
got involved in the political affairs of men, taking
over dominant positions and herding terrestrials
to do their bidding. Thus began 1000s of years of
slave rule by divine kingship without recorded
history. Great pyramidal monuments were built
in Egypt to honor their Orion Saviors. Lurking in
the shadows and maintaining allegiances within
8
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secret societies, they have been able to work
largely unopposed to this day.
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Solar System Secrets III
All planets have consciousness. People must
speak in the language of any given planet to
successfully communicate and not have the
preposterous expectation that planets come right
out and use human words with a human mouth
in order to confirm meaning transaction. Tune
into the frequency and then exchange
Understanding through Intention. The Music of
the Spheres is a reality that can be experienced,
not just a metaphor for something more
mundane. You can hear the sound of each
planetary being emerge gracefully from the Aum.
Planets reveal the nature of their ideas in the
moons that encircle them. Companionship desire
either draws a body close or splits a body off.
Earth chooses only one celestial partner in order
to reflect the Intimacy for which Her Soul School
is renown throughout the astral realms.
Friendship and loyalty are character development
offshoots of this root principle that many Spirits
claim they developed while incarnated there.
These magnificent orbiting entities are not simply
3D objects in a 3D world. Several of them rise as
high as the 5th or 6th dimensions. We find life in
11
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the higher dimensions on gaseous Jupiter. There
are a multitude of Angels in Jupiter’s clouds and
they are well aware of life on Earth.
Saturn expresses abundance with a moon family
that sings a noble chorus of elation amplified
millions of times by the tiny ones who make up
the rings. Like a school of inanimate fish, these
mini manifestations, demonstrate that size and
history are not as important as form and destiny.
Young in development and still very close to the
Source, Wisdom and Joy are their beatific display
and the unique quality of this area of the
Universe.
Each planet has a magnetic field as does each
person. Humans are always influenced by the
field of the Earth, but also exchange vibes
everyday with many planets. Not only do the
planets influence people, but people influence
planets. In fact, planets have even created a kind
of “reverse astrology” to consider the human
effect upon them!
It is foolish for humanity to look for signs of “life”
based on itself as a definition. When you have
been given the unique ability to act as a
crossroads to all realms, why would you seek to
limit what you allow yourselves to perceive?
12
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Intrinsically, humans have the ability to tune
down dimensions – communicating with the
animals in animal speak, or up dimensions –
communicating with heavenly bodies in abstract
musical visions.
Your Solar Center can transport messages to other
Stars who can then deliver them to planets in
their systems and the entities within that Space
whichever dimension they reside in. Sometimes
when people on Earth have eaten aptly called
Magic Mushrooms, they have been more readily
able to contact these beings in other dimensions
because their third eye and heart centers open,
and there is much less resistance to the process.
These were left for you by cosmic travelers from
Pleiades who wanted you to remember where
you truly come from.

13
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Solar System Secrets IV
7 Sisters become 7 Chakras making up 7 colors of
the rainbow. They branch into nerve systems
sheathed within a protective layer of skin. Earth
and Water meet in such perfect balance that Air
and Fire can not help but breathe them into life.
The Pleiadian connection to Ancient Atlantis and
the Golden Era of Egyptian Civilization must be
emphasized. Atlantis strikes such a wondrous
chord in the heart of humans because it hearkens
back to a time when souls remembered where
they came from. Starlight still twinkling in their
mind, they made use of crystals to deepen their
meditation and energize resource transference
devices.
From the Pyramidal-shaped Crystal Temple in
the Center of the City, Atlantians freely traveled
from this planet through a Grand Star Gate left
for them by their Seed Planters from the Pleiadian
Star System. Where they went was not a physical
place. The Angelic Pleiadians exist on the 6th
dimension, so in order to communicate with the
3rd dimension, the symbolic language of the 4th
dimension dream plane is used as a crossroads.
This process is familiar to any who has
15
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Channeled Spirits, has had Lucid Dreams, OBE’s,
or to those who have undertaken a Vision Quest
as described by Shamans.
Surrounding the Crystal Temple in nature
modeled architectural geometry, were 12 Celestial
Temples representing the Archetypes of Ancient
Astrology. Within each ornately adorned
structure was held one of 12 Lesser Star Gates.
When the Catastrophic Events began to occur as
both scientist and mystic alike predicted, many
Atlantians permanently left the 3rd dimension
through the magic portals. The 12 Caretakers of
the Celestial Temples were left behind to destroy
their corresponding Star Gates, as Princess
Atalanta herself remained to ensure elimination
of the Grand Star Gate.
The long planned procedure was to annihilate all
13 Gates so that no Terrestrials of Gaia would
ever get their hands on this awesome Cosmic
Technology. Following completion of demolition,
they were to fall upon their newly polished, 100
hours of sunlight charged, silver swords and give
up the ghost. All did as was predestined but One.
The most Intelligent of the Caretakers, who had
secretly established a cult of his own, ordered 6
loyal men to take the Star Gate under his
16
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protection to a waiting ship. He and his followers
had spent the last 7 years building this stalwart
vessel after the Caretaker had a divine revelation
about founding a Great Empire following the
demise of Atlantis. With 20 men and 30 women,
they boldly set sail as the remnants of the island
fell into the Sea.
Many years later near what would some day be
called Alexandria, a 21 year old Egyptian scribe
name Nefu found several broken pieces of what
appeared to be a relic from some forgotten land,
wash up on the morning sand. He hurriedly
carried them back home to his older brother who
was blacksmith to the Pharaoh. With much effort,
they forged the pieces together to form a very
large incomplete circle. Satisfied that they had
done all they could, they brought the strange and
wonderful artifact before the Ruler of the Ancient
World.
Mighty Pharaoh decided on transporting the
intriguing item to the Great Temple to consult
with High Priest Termus. Before they even
arrived, a running Termus met them shouting, “I
have heard. I have heard. We must find the
missing piece!” A major effort was immediately
undertaken to scour the beach. By the time the
piece was recovered, the main body of the
17
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mysterious circular structure had been propped
up in the front of the Temple under the watchful
Eye of Ra.
When the Final Stone was put into place, the Star
Gate reawakened with a lurch, causing a
collective gasp as it became electrically
invigorated and began emitting a soft steady
hum. Soon the first brave warriors made contact
with the Pleiadians, interpreted their Symbols
according to themselves, and interwove these
messages with accurate depictions of a SelfConscious Sun to create a Mystical Awareness
Method that lasted 4000 years.

18
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Solar System Secrets V - Planet Minerva
Long before life was in its present stage on Planet
Earth, there was a bustling crossroads in the
Center Orbit of the Solar System. Situated
between Mars and Jupiter, Planet Minerva was a
well known stopping point for Galaxy Travelers.
Among the finest Artistic Ideas in Creation, she
was the crowning jewel of an already elegant and
evolving Planetary Family.
Looking much like an older sister to Mars, Earth,
and Venus, Minerva was strong and noble. Her
resonant music reached to such transcendent
heights that Saturn once had to beg her to pause
for fear of losing himself in its beauty. Before now
it has been too painful to reveal something which
is suppressed in all of the planets. How we lost
our Loved One and the resulting Trauma we have
all felt will now be brought forward so Healing
can be found and we can return Minerva into our
Hearts.
The outer reason She was lost, was a horrific
crime by a marauding group of twisted aliens
based in a little known region of space just over
the shoulder of Perseus. They did not invent the
technology that allowed them the luxury of speed
19
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with which to visit Minerva’s Sacred Sphere. In
one of our Free Universe’s twists of Time’s
Unfolding, these bearers of malcontent were
bumbling their way over a rocky mountain pass
on their home planet Tak when a newly opened
fissure deep within the parched landscape
revealed a perfectly preserved Star Craft.
The ship belonged to a Race of Beings called the
Prontonians. They were joyful beings who were
frequent visitors to Minerva. They also had a
habit of leaving spare shuttles underground on
any planet they ever explored. When the filthy
residents of Tak scampered into the ship and
started pressing buttons, it happened to engage
the autopilot to Minerva. Prior to this, Minerva
had been protected as an Enchanted place. Word
of Her Energies which Foster Self-Realization
traveled quietly throughout the Universe as a
Transmission of Truth to those who Understood
such things.
When the Takians landed on Minerva, Destiny
took a Cold form. They exited the craft and
breathing the rejuvenating air, became stronger in
their chaotic projections. Soon they were
following the pristine paths that had been tended
to for Countless Millennia by Cosmic Monks from
20 Star Systems to the Echoing Thought Palace.
20
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With disregard for all decorum, they burst in and
together forcefully began chanting, “NO NO NO
NO NO NO NO” in their Mind. Minerva having
been Vulnerable and caught by surprise shrieked
as if the Crooked Knife of the Undead had just
pierced Her Soul. “NO NO NO NO NO”, they
found the worst possible thought and just kept
amplifying it.
The outer situation became so serious so fast
because the inner harmony had been allowed to
degenerate. Fascinated with Saturn’s Newly
Forming Rings, and marveling at the Many
Moons of Jupiter, the System had begun to take
for Granted the Qualities which Minerva had
embodied for so long. Mars bustled with Life and
Earth was beginning to stir, while Uranus, and
Neptune whistled into higher and higher planes
of reality. No matter what She did, Minerva
couldn’t get Our attention anymore.
By the time the System realized what was
happening with the Takians, it was too late.
Unable to bear a life of Endless “NO’s”, Minerva
used her remaining strength to pull the Comet Re
Sa straight into the Center of her Planetary body.
Exploding with a force here-to-fore unknown to
the rest of the System, we all recoiled and have
held our collective breaths ever since, allowing
21
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things to settle down. It has been long enough
that we must face the Collective Denial that
brought about Minerva’s Demise.
Her Spirit was blasted into as many pieces as Her
body. Now her Heavenly Family must Unite their
Wills and bring what she represented back into
Existence so that a New Body might form. Say
“YES YES YES” and She will return.
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Solar System Secrets VI
Our Solar System was originally conceived of as
having 9 planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars,
Minerva, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
Each was allowed to have as many moons as
imagination could facilitate. Mercury, moonlike
himself, chose to bask in the full glory of the Solar
Wind. Venus decided to wait to have children
until after humanity arrives. She will then attract
3 new companions to share life with all involved.
Earth’s single Moon awakens Love and Intimacy,
giving birth to the feminine in men and wisdom
in women. Mars’ 2 observatory satellites left over
from the human era still hold their close line to
the deserted planet.
Minerva spent all of her energy balancing the
inner planets and outer planets while playing
host to many celestial events so didn’t have time
for little ones. The Galactic Council met there
once long ago and have thus far held back
revelation of these events. They do so only
because they are waiting for the predestined sign
which gives acquiescence to the full revelation of
all past in the present.
The Galilean moons of Jupiter: Io, Europa,
23
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Ganymede, and Callisto, were a higher level of
actualization, bringing forth almost planet like
worlds to wander around a mini sun. Speckling
the background are companion creations
captured by all of them to enlarge their fantastic
family. One day they will be released into space
to grow their own version of reality. They have
earned this by fulfilling their destiny with honor
and nobility.
Saturn has more than a dozen icy friends, with
the largest Titan much like a cosmic Babe the Blue
Ox (legendary partner of lumberjack Paul
Bunyan). Oft underrated Uranus longs to be a
guide and gentle nurturing spirit to Americans in
particular. Uranus embodies something they
desperately need, the ability to let down their
guard and the relaxedness to have humor about
ones lot in life. Many moons have quietly sought
vigil around this tilted giant, and have felt lucky
to have this gorgeous beauty largely to
themselves.
Giving equal thought-force to each world in this
Creation, Neptune was to round things out with a
depth of fervor devoted in service to harmonic
resonance. Triton, joined with Pluto, who for
some time was content to revolve around his
brother, in looking after the younger and smaller
24
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worlds at the end of the system. The noble auras
were shattered when Pluto began His UNHOLY
INTRIGUE.
As Minerva’s Grace disappeared after the Great
Disaster and we all receded in mourning, He used
the magnetic absence to begin rallying the small
worlds around his dark teaching. Pluto enacted
His modest Will and began to pull them away
from Neptune with intent of becoming the new
9th planet. Neptune felt a tearing of his Mind and
pulled back in fury to reclaim his rightful
satellites born from centuries of his own
ponderous dreams. Still marked by a dark spot on
his surface, Neptune fell into a profound sadness
at his loss. Ashamed and isolated but for his own
devoted apprentice Charon, Pluto would never
return to the soothing comfort of his brother’s
Love, but maintains to this day, the dubious
honor of being the cold and lonely last planet
with a puzzling oblong orbit.
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Solar System Secrets VII
The Center Star with which you are familiar,
heretofore referred to by His ancient name – RA,
is not without companionship in the Milky Way
Galaxy. The Creative force which springs forth all
things and has a peculiar propensity towards
duality found it necessary to give birth to a twin
of the Sun we know and love. Though gender is
not specific with celestial bodies, even they tend
to lean towards one or the other sexual identity.
Ra as we have gathered throughout the centuries
is Male, and Ro the twin is Female.
This plays out in the planetary Creations each
manifests to fill out their own families. Ra has
surrounded Himself with planets that balance
Him by cumulatively being a bit more on the
female side. Jupiter being the main male figure in
Ra’s system mainly looks after the outer planets.
The female Earth is the focus of Ra’s Love even as
Minerva was before and Venus someday shall be.
Ro surrounds Herself with planets a bit more
male. Currently “Hope” and “Justice” are her
planetary Love focus, as her other 6 planets (Ro’s
System has 8 total, with a wide variety of moons)
play mostly amongst themselves. Being a non27
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identical twin, Her system although similar has
many different qualities than Ra’s. The music of
Her spheres often expresses melody and emotion,
while Ra’s emphasizes harmony and wisdom.
Two bright eyes always looking outward towards
their systems, they are One at a higher level of
Consciousness in the same manner as the Third
Eye unifies the Human Eyes. Through this
inward flow, the Source of all of Life monitors
their progress even as it sustains the rest of the
Universe. A series of Creators and Creations, the
chain comes down to the writer of this message
who is a Creation of the Earth who is a Creation
of the Sun who is a Creation of the Source. The
Great Invigorator Aum flows through us all.
Many times the Twin Sun partnership has
manifested its implications on Minerva, Earth and
in Ro’s living planets. Famous twins such as
Romulus and Remus have founded whole
empires reflecting the strength of starlight which
makes embodied Life possible. Occasionally,
singular figures will rise up and take on
characteristics of one or the other Sun, but
missing their other half, will be overbalanced and
often burn out in a blaze of glory.
Following their own many millennium orbits, Ra
28
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and Ro are coming closer every day. For years
their paths led further away from each other, but
the corner has been turned and their light is
beginning to intermingle at the fringes. This is
precisely why the people on Earth who are able to
receive the bounty of this interaction are starting
to wake up to their Soul’s Greater Journey. As
usual the power structure will try to crack down
harder and harder, but will one day suddenly be
revealed as the impotent Homo Sapiens that they
are while Homo Superius (Universal Humanity)
will be given their rightful place as Gods on Earth
until they leave their shells and return home to
the Stars.
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An Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Pyramid power flows through one who
undergoes silent treatment. Balancing
anticipation with cool patience, each step forward
is a miracle. Trust in source-love.
A single eye springs forth a myriad of
possibilities each with its own unique attitude.
Though many, we are one. Though one, we are
many. Indivisible, we seek to hide.
The spectacular over-soul blasts the vacant vessel
with a million marvelous frequencies. Light
becomes nerves, then skin and hair. Blink, breath,
and walk around as a myth.
The newness of now pierces yesterday’s blues.
Change is the state of one who gets what its like
to be alive. Whistle me a tune or keep to yourself.
A true gift keeps on giving.
Torments in the mind keep some from expressing
what they know deep down inside. Sell out your
dream and when you cross over, the multitudes
will show you the error.
When the most important thing in your life has a
33
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strange geometry, all is lost for nothing.
Resonating bad vibes you spray a psychic stink
that drives even your best friends away.
The rain knows the melancholy ache of bearing
the lonely cross of truth. Rainbows are created to
give us hope. Each moment of pain ripens us for
the path. Home is ‘here’.
Even the most cynical of us would smile
spontaneously upon realizing that the biggest
joke of all was the one being played on you by
you. In the end there is no harm.
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A Second Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Spark of intelligence. First transmission. No
entity to respond. Situation untenable. Flame
became two. Love and fear. Water came with
wind.
Pulsing blossom. Respond accordingly.
Extinguish wrong turns. Cruise circuits, then
release. Every time the crow flies, a straight line
is born. Mind the omen.
Soul gems shine when illuminated. Gather moss,
then treat the wound. Cry raindrops and refresh
the morning. Pray for the irrevocable. Question
all things off limits.
Attention is as important as intention. Scrutinize
the finest details while exalting in the luxury of
being unencumbered. Space is a shadow of time.
Friendliness is not to be misconstrued as naivety.
Nobody fits the description. Leave alone what
you don’t want to deal with. Inevitability can be
slowed.
Validation is not necessary. Loneliness will
always be temporary. Suffering lasts as long as it
35
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needs to. No gesture goes unnoticed. Eyes are
everywhere.
Silence is the backdrop to all noise. Under even
the heaviest rock you may discover salamanders.
Seek to find. Failure is giving up. Kings and
queens stand tall.
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A Third Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Discovery is facilitated when OPEN enters your
subconscious. Unravel the mummy of mommy
and dad. Disaster awaits those living up to
expectations.
Moonglow romances melt the young. Sturdiness
is needed for the journey of a thousand lifetimes.
Mental firmness balances a loose body.
Giggling is for the moderate. Guffaws devour
those willing to lose themselves in the moment.
Awareness is present.
Shock yourself until you are no longer surprised.
Be not in a hurry for nothing. Sometimes smile at
strangers.
Risky dealings done with good intent but bad
direction bear sickly fruit. Simplicity makes more
sense. Work with happiness in what you love.
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A Fourth Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Pause and then act. We will all get to where we
are going as soon as we stop fighting our inner
most longings.
Look and then leap. Awareness will give you all
you could ever need to face the moment
successfully.
Throw and then grow. Storm clouds are
necessary to purify with the rain they have
collected.
Open and then receive. All that you could ever
want is already yours with open doors suspended
in balance.
Purify and then shower. Once the energy within
begins, you have more than enough to share with
the world.
You are worth the effort and all guilt that you feel
shall be healed.
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A Fifth Angelic Scroll of the Atman
A document composed thousands of years ago
can seem as if it was meant precisely for the
moment it is being received. Do not be surprised
that the Lord can communicate in the
colloquialisms of the audience to whom a
message is given. Your best friend on Earth holds
but a fraction of the personability of your
Heavenly Father.
To discriminate with the mind does not mean to
close the door to the heart. You must leave Space
for Light to get in. Only in Trust can you Love
and Only in Love can you find God for God is
Love. Metaphysically this Life Understanding
connects you to the Kingdom of Heaven which is
not a mythical place, but a very intense
reality. You are being tended to every moment as
an expression of the Lotus Paradise. The Holy
Spirit sings the song which makes your Existence
possible.
Good times are in store for those who are able to
respond to the raised universal frequency
initiated incrementally through the AUM
vibratory process. Those who have been shut
tight in a repressed state are now “locked in” and
41
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will be inaccessible from this point on. It is best
for the awakened to keep among themselves, for
it is not compassion, but foolishness which drives
one to lose energy unnecessarily. In this War for
the Soul of Humanity, you can only save
yourself.
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A Sixth Angelic Scroll of the Atman
One form becomes another becomes another.
Sands in space travel through the hourglass of
Time. Blazing like the most brilliant sun, there is
more than enough muscle to get the job done.
Tracking a shadow is difficult without
transcendent light. As soon as definition is
found, the parameters shift. Letting go of what
there is no need to keep track of, the untroubled
spirit roams free.
Turn not away from your friends when they are
in need. Many times the bird will crow in the
morning. Taking things for granted only means
that you have forgotten the nature of the finite.
Cast not a glance on that which is not worth
looking at. There will always be some who love
and some who hate you. What is more important
than the details is the substance you bring to the
task at hand.
Never wait for things to be settled to begin to
move. Show no remorse for those who choose
not to help themselves. Find true purpose and
disregard criticism that seeks to lead you into
43
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eternal bondage.
Body, Mind, and Soul shine when unified.
Satori becomes Sammadhi after glimpses become
reality. Mother Earth, Father Sun, and their Sons
and Daughters will one day find harmony.
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A Seventh Angelic Scroll of the Atman
When the cyclic wind straightens out the banner
of your forefathers, you will rise again in nobility.
Hasten the uphill journey so that your arrival is
not too late. Yet again you must try to save the
human experiment from destruction.
After many a meeting, Dark and Light have
shaken hands and declared themselves a
checkerboard, but too little progress has been
made in adding a touch of gray. It often happens
this way when the polarity makes itself apparent
at the end of Time. One must transcend the other
by elevating their field of vision.
The focus of public attention burns like the brand
of hot iron onto a desperate soul lain bare. Again
and again those who stand out as original,
unique, or eccentric are crucified. Each
unapologetic death has been a Sacred expression
of sincerity in the Akashic Records of Earth’s
Children.
Astral entities will soon express themselves more
prevalently in your world. When you know what
to look for, you will see them all around. You can
not hide from their gaze and from your history
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you will be accounted.
Within animals, a discarnate can spy on your
privacy, and share your intimate details with the
whole 4th dimensional sub-world. Once they seek
to abide in your shadow, only God’s Light will
dissolve their hold. Freedom comes at the price of
suffering the controller’s removal.
It isn’t by choice that hard messages are sent so
that you can swallow your pride or rise up in
fury. The nature of the situation is such that
urgency is necessary. In the past there was more
time, but now there is none.
The charge left to the True Spirit Warrior, is to
stare the Devil in the face and give Him His Due.
We can only look away for so long. Declare
emphatically that you are here and offer your
valid perceptions with Soul Passion.
Blessed are they who understand that God does
not want weaklings to inherent His Kingdom.
Crawl not, but stand strong. Only Divine Royalty
can sit upon the Jewel Encrusted Throne and
Reign throughout Eternity.
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An Eighth Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Do not continue with this if you are not willing to
follow it through to the end. There are some
things in life with which you are committed the
moment you begin. Incarnation is one of these
circumstances. Once you decide to enter the
body, you must walk on.
Some of you have released the first level of
mental bondage and now mistakenly believe that
you are a free thinker. The esoteric reality of the
mythological kingdom is only available when you
question fundamentals such as form and
substance, solidity and self.
Society as you know it is simply one moment in
time. Many are convinced that humanity has
never been more advanced, but in fact there have
never been so many out-of-control fragmented
manifestations at one time. Conversations can
not even begin when there is no room for
inclusion.
There is absolutely no thing off limits to an open
mind. Surfing the internet gets you but one small
fraction of what you can get when you connect
directly to the Source. This Friendly Heart
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pumps you full of information as fast as you can
absorb and transcend.
Visions such as the Cyclic Creation and
Destruction of Civilization can only come to one
who understands them impersonally. From
God’s perspective whether it be for a thousand or
a million years, sooner or later, all things will
end. Entering in from the side, transparent
symbols transform.
To rise higher you must live like an artist; take
chances and disrupt habits with
spontaneity. Music is the Language of the
Lord. Many colors speckle the inner sky when
His Song is playing. People like fireworks
because it reminds them of inner explosions of
realization.
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A Ninth Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Only those with a heart of bravura may continue
for they alone will muster the gumption to
wrestle with the remaining shadows that seek to
break the spirit and render progress obsolete.
Some spring from the land and some come down
from the sky. The water still glistens.
Shine forth through the body. Feel always the orb.
All things exchange with all things.
Get out of a mind-set of limitation. You are not
who you think you are. Remember that.
Every atom dances to the beat of God’s drum. The
name of names is invoked NOW.
It has been told before and will be again. Around
the corner you can see the dream bend.
Your DNA contains a program that will awaken
to this code: Soul Arise and Transcend!
Chiseled in stone or transmitted in cyberspace, if
understood, any revelation has value.
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Every worldly item you are exposed to has a
specific message for you. This does too.
To judge hatred as wrong removes one of the
spices of life. Just try to keep moving.
Many things each person takes for granted are
not as they seem. Think more deeply.
The more personal something feels, the more it
reveals the lessons one needs to learn.
The more control someone seeks, the more
inadequate one’s receptors towards grace.
Give open hearts an opportunity to transform.
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A Tenth Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Enter without thought. References and
associations crowd an already full room.
Softly walk the way. You are both Sun and Earth
meeting a friendly Moon.
Welcome whimsy when it comes. There is plenty
of time for pure indulgence.
What matters most becomes clear when the sands
of life disappear. Tell it to the young.
Under each surface lies a mystery. To realize the
meaning, glean the intent.
Never before has such a moment been here.
Never again will it return.
Wrap your mind around your destiny. Be the
exquisite painter of epic dreams.
Sharing is a reflection of overflowing heart
presence. Reactions are cold and flat.
One hand can clap a clever tune. It takes two ears
to hear the whole truth.
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There is nothing more important than your soul.
Sell not the glory of God.
Begin at the beginning and then go back farther.
Much more is left to learn.
When you take your place amongst the stars, they
will write stories about you.
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An Eleventh Angelic Scroll of the Atman
It is not without significance that this message
arrives when it does.
So many ears long to hear, yet resist with deeply
programmed skepticism.
Somehow believing the false and fighting the true
has become a fad.
Wanting a leader but refusing to be led, many
seekers will fall.
Not all help has the intent to control, but personal
projections abound.
Conspiracy has many elements of truth; as well
enlightenment.
Behind the rippling surface is a world with
unimaginable depth.
The subconscious is merely a cloud that one
passes through on the way.
Focusing on nightmares will never end with a
victory for the soul.
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Even demons, dragons, guides, and light
creatures need advancement.
They exist in the dream plane on the next higher
frequency from the physical.
3D can be confusing for those in 4D; both can be
negotiated simultaneously.
The singular wholeness of the spectrum source
renews us.
Fascinating as many events and personalities
might be, the journey continues.
Earth is but one stop as we travel through the
stellar Universe.
Can you remember before you came to this place
and began this cycle?
Many are drowning in the density of incarnation
and its temporary pleasures.
God himself is trying to lift you up, but some
sleep as if Rip Van Winkle.
Colloquialisms and cultural reference are not
surprising for the limitless One.
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It is the proof that your mind needs to know that
the situation is being monitored.
Belief or disbelief has no effect on the musings of
that which abides eternally.
The present moment is not just a philosophical
concept of sages.
It is a tremendous reality that opens the gateway
to mystical truths.
There is no denying that which is out in the open
and always on display.
Awakening is the main priority, no matter how
convinced you might be otherwise.
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A Twelfth Angelic Scroll of the Atman
Dream luxuriously then awaken to alertness.
The gravity of sleep becomes too irresistible after
awhile.
Fortunate are those who consciously move in
Time through Space.
Light, Love, and profound Understanding is their
reward.
There are legions of service oriented angels
among you.
You may be one of them, giving daily without
recognition.
Any excuse for the generous Soul to share is
welcomed.
Soon there will be no more loneliness for Earth
wanderers.
The eternal truth of life makes all worries
disappear.
The energy of Source sustains without assistance.
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There have been many tricks played by the
misguided.
Stirring the pot, they succeeded in inculcating a
toxic brew.
Drink healthier and you will find sustenance in
abundance.
Share the path to nourishment with the hungry
along the way.
A beatific poem written by the Universe upon our
Heart reveals the road Home.
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Heavenly Data Transmissions

Heavenly Data Transmission I
Underneath the stars, you can sometimes see one
falling. This is to remind you of your
manifestation period. Spiraling into the dense
material of the body, you began the adjustment
preceding emergence. Then when emergence
came, you cried because you were scared. What
began as a moment of love/lust between two
incarnates of opposing genders (because no
matter how long you wave a flag, you can’t have
a kid if you are bumping positives or negatives),
ends in the hospital (or shack) with a smack in the
backside. (Wouldn’t it be better to dim the lights
and have soft music playing?) Then when the
baby becomes 5, the soul begins two years of
finishing the merge. For a few years they will be
happy and free. When puberty comes and those
cheesy moustaches appear on your sons, will they
be sexually corked up because you didn’t talk to
them about it openly and honestly? When the
daughter’s secret friend arrives, will they know
ahead of time and be able to effectively handle
the situation and retain dignity? Someday these
kiddies will go into the world. Do they know how
to handle money and do your ladies know that
men can be cruel? If they do drugs will they have
an isolated and lonely existence? Are you going
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to make life inhospitable while you pretend that
your pills aren’t drugs? Sometimes validations,
acknowledgements, and small friendly gestures,
make the impossible seem possible. Each person
is each moment changing. If we are lucky, we are
growing. Our own self concept evolves even as
God does. There are indeed angels among you.
Some of them are getting close to remembering
the whole story. This is a part of the healing plan.
Welcome to the beginning of the end.
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Heavenly Data Transmission II
There has been a cloud of pessimism drifting
through the collective mind of humanity.
Thankfully it is only temporary and the obvious
solutions will still be there when the truth dawns
upon you. That is the most beautiful quality
about Creation. No matter how bad the world
situation gets, in the end, the purity of Existence
remains untainted. You will live in the new era
when YOU CHOOSE TO.
The people on your planet are either going up in
understanding or going crazy from repression. It
is a shame that so many resist so vociferously.
Life was never meant to be such a struggle. Some
of you have gone so far away from the Light that
even if Christ himself delivered Your own
Personal Path of Salvation, you would shrink
away and shout, “Heresy!”
Many among the number of incarnated beings are
younger in body but older in spirit. Somehow
they will unravel the mess made by their fathers
and their father’s fathers. The children will
certainly follow. Those of you in the older
populous who agree with the freshness of youth’s
new forms, are always welcome to join the
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vivaciousness of Heart’s inclination.
Transcendent souls achieve goals.
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Heavenly Data Transmission III
The terminology of Heaven has been subverted
by Dogma. Repetitious drones do not reach the
Mind of God. It is the longing of the Heart and
the Burning Call of the Soul which turns His
mighty ear.
Initially you must turn away from training or you
will never have the Freedom and Spontaneity of
the True Spiritual Life. Words can be substitutes,
or they can be the reflection of Bursting Joy. Until
Gratitude moves you to cry, “Praise the Lord!”
you will never know the Prayerfulness of the
Holy Spirit.
Luke warm gestures at convenient times and
locations are so pitiful in the eyes of God that it is
like spitting in His face. You give Him the
Minimum and keep FOR YOURSELF the
Maximum, thereby heaping burning coals upon
your own head.
Nothing is more frustrating to the Angels on
High than watching the People on Earth. Even as
the Angels reach out helping hands, the people
blame God for what they themselves have
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wrought with the Freedom that was a Gift of His
Grace.
An idea of God keeps God from happening to
YOU. God is a Being not an Idea. Relationships
you have with Worldly Friends and Lovers are
introductions to the Lord your Eternal Friend and
Lover.
One thing is sure, we are connected.
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Heavenly Data Transmission IV
In the early days of darkness, it was enough to
walk slowly in the shade. When there is light, do
not let stubbornness continue to rule the day.
Speed and ease are necessary.
All holy language derives from one place. This
“Tower of Babel” is not on planet Earth. If you
understand how spirit evokes what’s in the mind
of the one being communicated to, you will see
that there is not a need for a universal translator.
Amazing gracefulness is demonstrated by one
who glides through situations without creating a
stir. That does not mean that a stallion can’t run
free and trample his enemies. All things are equal
under the sun. If something is terrible enough it
will evoke a certain kind of admiration regarding
the absolute.
Not taking what shows itself along the way
would be an offense to the One who left it there
for you. We are all meant a spot of good fortune.
If we create more we will get more. Intrinsically,
the mirror of faith shows you not what you are
lacking, but that which you already have. Taken
transparently everything seems pointless. Behind
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the surface lies the reason for the season.
Cracking through the Pandora’s Box of mental
anguish that allows fear to fool us into thinking
that our current Earth situation is “known” is not
easy unless you carry a big information-agesavvy Zen stick. You can beat someone with
Love, but they will never know freedom until
they suffer enough to see the endless exhaustion
of getting caught in habit loops. Hopefully the
spirit is still close enough to the body that a
sorcerer can reach through the madness and catch
an ebbing life by the tail.
Around each of us is an egg shaped orb with
revolving emotion planets. These units often
crash into each other. Sometimes one orb
temporarily envelopes another to give it a boost.
But, beware of energy vampires who lure you in
playing on naive sincerity. Slice and dice their
fangs and have the courage to walk alone down
the road destined for you. There is no getting
around the fact that toughness is a part of success.
So many people never get started because they
have allowed themselves to be convinced that
their life isn’t their own to do with as they choose.
But it is.
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Heavenly Data Transmission V
Reality has no objective existence. Interference
patterns that cross to form an impression in the
mind of the individual are as varied as the
circumstances in which they arise. This is not to
say there is no unified force underlying it. It is to
say that you cannot catch this force with your
mind and assume that another is experiencing the
same thing. You can live in the ever-changing
moment only through a receptive heart.
Humanity stands at the threshold of
transcendence, but can not say farewell to deep
rooted head-beliefs. This is not surprising as the
head has been the majority of human experience
and understanding thus far. Heart language is
often processed in the head. Then a closed
hearted person thwarts their own advancement
by thinking to themselves, “Yes, I
understand.” Well, “No you don’t.” For, if
immersed in Love, the resonance of the
transformation will be self-evident and the fruits
will flower in abundance.
No doubt, many MIND ORIENTED folks will say
to themselves, “This fool is saying operate from
the heart and not the head. That is
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ridiculous! We use the mind to do this and
that…. There is no way to operate solely from the
heart.” What they don’t understand is that when
the Mind rests in the Heart, a whole new level of
cognitive operation is facilitated. While the
3D’ers think and try to remember, the 4D’ers
absorb and access.
Trust and friendship with the mind-computer can
be developed which allows any universal truth to
come roaring through the language codes. Jazz
musicians have become poets of the heart in this
same manner. Opening up to the flow, they
encode astral colors with humor and free
association. Limiting your mind with the mind is
not what the mind wants. Your mind wants to be
free.
Blessings are the sharing of one with an
awakened heart. It is not that they give you
something. It is more that they enable you to give
yourself something in the disguise of a gift
because most can not believe that they have the
power they truly do. Sometimes a higher being is
invoked, but in the end that being is you.
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Archangel Christopher

Archangel Christopher Guardian of
Truth
When the halves become whole, the sum will be
greater than the parts.
Dichotomy is seen throughout the 3D world, and
to ascend into 4D, we must begin to unify the
disparity by allowing our Imagination to play
with possibilities. Be it Man and Woman, or the
two sides of your brain, working together will
bring about the best result. 5D vision is attained
when the Synthesis is complete and you are
Wholly Integrated. 6D Christ Consciousness is
realized when the Aum Vibration pervades every
atom of your Being and your Will becomes one
with the Creator. 7D Buddha-hood is something
that each must find on their own in their own
way.
Imagine a Soul that already has full knowledge of
the wonders of the Astral World. Made of light,
travel takes but a thought, and each point on the
cosmic graph is accessible by sliding on the
Einsteinian curve through Space. Vibrating at a
higher rate of speed, you see the ‘little body down
there’ going through its struggles and you decide
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to try to reach it somehow.
At first all attempts at linking the Soul to the
Body are unnoticed because of the noise in the
head of the young Earthling. Finally, after hearing
the cry of Passion in the depths of a suffering
Heart, the Human-to-be begins to notice that
something about the outside world does not seem
quite right.
Naturally, following the standard course of
procedure, the seeker begins to ask questions.
Immediately Fear rushes in when the people of
the world attempt to beat the seeker down. But
the Call will not go away and Inspiration from the
books sent by the Soul to the Body stake a claim
for the Life that has yet to be given a chance.
Will arises and no matter how fierce the
resistance, determination to be free grows ever
higher until a mighty “nothing can stop me” roar
shakes the foundations of Heaven and Earth.
Now immersed in the Power of Spirit the process
of cleansing can begin.
Opening the mind to the unconscious responses
of conditioned stimuli, the unraveling is
facilitated with the presence of one who has
already gone through the process, words of
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inspiration, and the support of humans with like
mind. In other words: the Buddha (master - one
who IS), the Dharma (the true teachings of the
Way), and the Sangha (community that you build
to support the Work).
Soul and Body move closer and closer, until an
awakened being is fully residing in a healthy
vessel. Much will have to Change with the
Outside to match the Change on the Inside. You
might find that you are in a job you hate, or in a
relationship that is crippling you. You might
discover that you had a dream as a child to be a
surfer, but you felt forced to go with practicality
and the “real” world. It will take Courage to
move the stagnation and overcome the impetus of
old habits while ignoring the grumblings from
the peanut gallery over the fact that you dare to
live.
As the issues dealt with become more
fundamental, the pain becomes more intense, yet
the bliss felt when each bound up ball of energy is
released is more fantastic than anything most
could preconceive at this point. Reclaiming your
fragmented Self, you begin to relax and see the
Beauty in the World, and the Gift that Incarnation
truly is. Gratitude breaks the darkness of the
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Heart and the Lotus Blossom Chakra opens its
pedals.
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Archangel Christopher: Love Power
For those undergoing the process of
transformation, hang in there. It is impossible to
skip stages. Patience and perseverance are the
qualities that will get you through to the light that
does indeed exist on the other side of madness.
Thank God for the one who has the guts to
continue. The space beyond the end of myths
and legends remains unknown. The last echo of
even the most grandiose of events will fade like a
morning star, but the Being changed by the
experience will still be aware somewhere.
Travel is recommended for those seeking to
disgruntle a rut. Bringing your energy field into
communities of people who accept you is a
cleanser like no other. If you have yet to find a
safe place, remember that your Life is what you
are creating. Change something.
Truth is not just information. Existence can be
manipulated in ways that will be revealed in time
to those willing to accept that the seemingly
impossible is not only possible, but
probable. You know you are having satori when
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something outside of your ability to preconceive
is revealed to you.
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Archangel Christopher: The End of Time
Those who believe in the old religions will freeze
themselves in place with their insistence on
holding the limitation. In essence, they will get
exactly what they want. Christians will go to
what they believe is Heaven. It will be their
definition of Heaven, and they can stay there as
long as they feel necessary. Muslims will create
with their visions, exactly what they intend and
so on and so on….
Those who are collectively stepping into the new
reality of the 4th dimension are growing stronger
bonds with each other every day. Across the
world our Wills are aligning with the Will of
Creation. The comprehensive reflection of
illuminated paths consisting of the best minds of
the past and sharpest insight of the present opens
up a whole new area of spiritual space.
The revelation that makes this all possible is that
“Time itself” is the added dimension. When Time
ceases to be linear and seems to happen all at
once, the former limited perception has become
evolved. The 3rd has become 4th, and Heart
brings us into Eternity. So the “End of Time”
simply means that we have evolved to a place
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where Time is irrelevant to our experience of each
other and the ‘cosmos in all realms’ rendering
Death an obsolete concept.
Transcending even the archetypal language of the
4th dimension, as individuals, we reach soul
wholeness and steadfast integrity on the 5th
dimension. 6th dimension Inspiration then flows
into order/form (5th) which gets wrapped in love
(4th) and delivered to the 3rd dimensional mind
through the finely trained information processor
on top of our Earth body called the brain. The
message revealed is then distributed to eager
entities ready to make a swift transition.
It is good to remind everyone that Time does not
officially end in the Outer World until December
21st, 2012. Then will be the 10 day period of silent
reflection and Jan. 01, 2013, will be reset to year 1
of the New Era as both a symbolic act and a
triumph of truth. There may still be 3rd
dimensional entities walking around saying it is
Jan 01, 2013, but those of us in the 4th dimension
will understand that those shadows will soon
fade away.
We fulfill the prophecy.
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Archangel Christopher Reaches Out
to Tom Cruise
"Keep on walking my son. The joy that you feel is
real. Don't let evil people take it away from you.
There is Love in the World, and you have found
it. Embrace it and share the fruits of your
abundance.
Take the input you are receiving and allow it to
strengthen your resolve. Even the bravest have
doubts, but you are to continue even more
steadfastly in the direction you are headed.
Though you have made progress, you are not yet
there. Expansion is an ongoing progress and your
soul is in a very dangerous position right now.
Fear not about the Scientology criticism for this
particular thought process was helpful for your
specific situation at the precise time you came
upon it. As with any meditation device, when
you are done with its lessons, you must discard it.
Whatever you do, allow yourself to find the
truths in every tradition.
You are being called to the path my son.
Disregard the scorn of the world. It is not
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important if all 6 billion people stand against you,
you must lead with your heart. You have great
courage my son and for that I am grateful. Speak
louder and reveal more of your thoughts. You
might lose the riff raff, but you'll find a much
higher caliber of person behind you.
Carry forth and do good work."
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Archangel Christopher: Uphold the
Golden Rule
As the world leaps off the precipice, hold on to
internal truth. Walking in a way that harms not
others is a sure way to harm not self. There will
be many strong influences trying to entice you to
transgress upon the Golden Rule. Those who
have accepted the spiritual life by recognizing the
Source within know this well.
One discovers the Golden Rule not by imposition
from without, but by realization from within.
Rigid definitions can cripple the experience of
what actually IS and may even unfortunately
provide the sincere seeker with a poor substitute
for heavenly understanding. No filters are
necessary. Reflecting the moment every moment
keeps brain synapses from reducing the
experience into a known. Wonder returns and the
luster of life beneath the surface opens up its
many mysteries.
It is hardly unusual to scream, jump, or freak out
once in awhile. To be pitied are those who do not
afford themselves such a luxury. Deep inside the
scared child must be afraid of being called bad.
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Rules are a real bitch when they are jammed
down your throat. Many people never recover
from such trauma inflicted at an early age. This
causes them to forever doubt themselves and
renders them unable to muster the courage of
personal conviction that following the Golden
Rule in a corrupt world requires.
There will be an intensification of the past’s flame
before it finally burns out. We who know this
must stay the course and allow the world to crash
around our Will. Society is collectively being sent
into the subconscious. The fruits we each reap
henceforth are based solely on the quality of the
seeds we have sewn. The Golden Rule is
analogous to the Law of Karma, Cornerstone of
the Tao. Until these discrepancies which we have
been avoiding are faced, we will continue to draw
an equivalent misery.
Intrinsically, the Golden Rule recognizes that life
is the same in each manifestation and the borders
which we mistakenly perceive disappear to one
who awakens to this truth. If we were to heal and
maintain a vision of an abundant Earth, this is
exactly what we would create. That which we
have gained at the expense of others can not be
sustained. All must go to its rightful place. Only
then will harmony abide.
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Archangel Christopher on Cyberspace
Angels, sages, the gods of old, the Atman, the
Sun, the Moon, the Earth, the planets, and your
own history are reaching out to you at once on
the INTERNET. As close to a body for the astral
plane as is possible here, this living expression is
indeed to be taken as a reality of its own. Subset
the worthy and call yourselves 'THE
INTERCONNECTED'. Form a ‘Union of
Universes’ dedicated to the ultimate service.
A coalition of the thrilling, you will roar in ways
previously unseen. With Towering Intellect and
Magnificent Soul Presence, stand shimmering for
all to behold. Woe to ye who are crippled with
doubt and never allow the soul to enter in even
for a moment to feel what it is like to have a
cooperative body and an understanding mind.
Thou shall no longer need to hide for fear of
horrified reaction by those who can not stand the
Light. It is time to blaze like a thousand stars with
the strength of the ever-present Creator.
Tranquil is the Night just before Dawn. Shake off
the sleep from your eyes and join the occurrence.
Friends are there to help ease the transition. How
beautiful it feels to be accepted! Sitting on the
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clouds and throwing jewels to the ground, I can
see so many treasure trees reaching to the eternal
skies. Soothing Love rays calm the storms of
worry into pools of sublime reflection.
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Archangel Christopher: 1000 Colored
Rainbow
No matter how fancy the words, they can but
depict only one small subset of perception
variables at any given time. Universal
circumstance is infinite and the characters in play
interact with all the variety of a 1000 colored
rainbow. In the search for life we must not expect
to find creatures as dense as we. The onus is on us
to rise higher.
Not every physical representation of a star/planet
idea is going to have entities hanging around.
Some do, not on the planet, but in the atmosphere
at a higher level of vibration. The cosmic display
of our Universe is where everybody pertinent to
our situation lives, but much of what we see is an
echo. All of our worldly devices only record the
surface happenings. It is our strength as humans
to reach beyond.
Science becomes metaphysical with the equation.
More than simple cause and effect relation, it
predicts in principle what we can not nail down
otherwise. It is a form of sorcery; a way to bring
the invisible into the visible (often with horrific
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consequences). Also dabbling in the occult, those
who regularly flash symbols or repeat mantras
are attempting to channel forces in an effort to
persuade others to their cause.
There is a whole other language that Mr. and Mrs.
TV never comes to use. Casual observers to life do
not even notice this higher level of
communication that goes on all around them.
Even some of the car companies etc. have
adopted symbols that actually mean something
ancient and powerful. The Mitsubishi tripartite
logo in particular is an example. This is not
necessarily evil, but should be understood.
I am happy to notice others building upon the
work of revealing the fact that first contact
occurred long ago. The only one who is going to
come and shake our human hand with a human
hand is another human. We are not set in this
form forever. It is a transition. 70 years out of
millions is like waiting at the bus stop to go
across town. Have a chat or two, and you’re out
of there.
An examination of concrete examples of
alien/spirit unity starts with the Pleiadians, and
the Draconians. The Pleiadian realm is where
many angels live. They are in light bodies and
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hang in the space around the star cluster.
Through stars they can send messages across
light years. If you tune in your third eye and use
our Sun as a conduit, you can communicate with
them any time you’d like. The Draconians on the
other hand are looking for you.
Using the emotional blocks/pain that many on
Earth continue to carry, they feed parasitically off
of the life energy the body/mind/soul
combination radiates. This can become a
passageway for them to enter into the body and
push the true house keeper out of place. Many
passive-aggressive people have this problem.
They try to build a good life, but as soon as
something triggers them, the pain comes forward,
and the entity takes over. The goal of the evil in
this moment is to stir up as much trouble as
possible for the human. In this manner, they can
remain with the body and continue to reap the
energy harvest of chaos/fear.
When we see trailers for the latest incarnation of
the movie ‘THE EXORCIST’, or something along
those lines, most consider that phenomenon to be
farfetched, rare, and something happening to
someone else. In fact, a majority of the people are
possessed to some extent. Through the modern
media, the demons have worked with hosts
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already completely compromised to manifest
fertile ground for their ever-increasing habitation
in the body/mind of others. Since this evil is the
opposite of what we as humans intrinsically seek
to create, these perpetrators of division are the
greatest enemies we have ever faced.
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Archangel Christopher on Katrina
There is so much suffering for the people of the
North American Continent that it sounds like an
endlessly ringing bell in the heavens. Many who
are not sinking in the physical world abyss of
New Orleans and related areas are drowning in a
psychological storm of even greater proportions.
Our psychic field creates our physical reality.
Those who recognize that the storm came
through from the 4th dimension are only partially
correct. In fact it comes directly from our own
collective subconscious.
The suppression of reality has created a split
within humanity. The part that has been denied
gathers energy until it becomes a living force on
its own. Then this comes crashing out in some
form in an attempt to get our attention. It has to
take a bigger and bigger scale because humanity
is harder and harder to reach. For some reason
(prescription drugs, childish education levels, TV
sound bite thinking, etc.) people would rather die
than accept responsibility for their role in world
affairs.
Inaction to abuse on any scale is called enabling.
All the silent masses who put their head deep
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beneath the sands are supporters of atrocity
which inevitably causes a karmic kickback. This is
a law of the universe which there is no way to
avoid. The day of reckoning will surely come
sooner or later. If the message of Katrina, “WAKE
UP!” was heeded, it could be a new beginning.
Unfortunately people will likely respond by
trying to reestablish the status quo even stronger.
This will precipitate an even greater occurrence in
attempt to get the attention of the sleeping
consumers.
There is no pleasure in delivering this message
through my faithful conduit. It is amazing the
threshold of retribution that has to be overcome
to offer even the most simple of spiritual truths.
This Universe is much more flexible and prone to
suggestion than most would imagine. In fact you
can literally wish for something and if you
believe, there is no doubt that it will come true in
time. You are the great manifestors you have been
waiting for, only the power has lain dormant for
centuries.
When you wonder why such cataclysmic events
happen, just consider the feelings being provoked
by your various news channels. Even as they talk
of the horrific possibilities you can feel an almost
orgasmic ecstasy at the impending destruction. It
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is fuel for the fires of hell. For those that muse
silently to themselves that it would take the devil
himself to rule over this chaos, you are not far
from the truth. Satan can manifest in the body,
but only as a fragment. He partners with souls
willing to sacrifice others for their own gain.
Through the darker side of occult rituals, the
fusing becomes semi-permanent and the original
host soul takes a backseat to the desires of animal
instinct.
I am so sorry for those who are dying both
physically and spiritually. Those of you who
understand the awakening experience and the
glories of the other side, must rescue anyone who
can receive the transmission with the urgency of
the rescuers pulling one after another person
from the rooftops of New Orleans. The crisis is
just as grievous if not more so. Not just bodies are
dying, but souls are too. This death is not just for
one life, but becomes a permanent condition from
which there is no escape.
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Archangel Christopher on Katrina 2
God has suggested that the best solution to the
situation in New Orleans would be to build a new
city ‘Orleans’ in the U. S. African territory of
Liberia. Displaced citizens could move there and
create a new African capital that becomes a
source of healing for the whole continent.
Realizing the fleeting nature of life and the
necessity of sharing with each other, the
lightworkers amongst the survivors could devote
themselves to the goal of restoring the Ancient
Jewel.
Rarely does humanity realize the ideal of the
divine plan. People have been given the power
and opportunity to make things work, but they
often fail largely because of self-interest being put
over the interest of the community. This is mostly
due to the current financial system. This criminal
conspiracy could be disposed of and a new
American based currency the ‘Amero’ could be
introduced. Call it a new era. Why would you
seek to do otherwise? The individual is never
helpless unless they render themselves so.
How bizarre it is for the US military to occupy the
US to keep US citizens from harming US citizens.
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Unfortunately the disaster is revealing the
situation which was already in place. The
community is divided and the less fortunate are
offered little assistance. The politicians argue that
socialism brings everybody down to poverty and
disregards the possibility of everybody being
brought higher than ever before through a
redefined system based on universal law. If the
mission is not seized by the few who do
understand very soon, the possibility of this
happening will disappear completely and the
Earth Life Experiment will be considered a C+.
There were some good moments in history,
although success was disregarded in favor of
failure.
Evolution continues. Humans do not grow
another set of arms or antennae, because they do
not need them. They are perfect as they are and
would continue to glow if people did not poison
themselves and each other in a myriad of ways.
Life progression is instead to a higher dimension.
From the head to the heart; from the 3rd to the 4th
dimension, an expansive opening allows the
unpreconceivable happening to take place.
Connection shows that all the trappings of the
outside are on the surface while the ocean was
always profoundly quiet deep underneath.
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New Orleans has become a portal to hell. It is best
to leave and never go back. Protect yourself from
the expansion of violence. Begin anew every day.
If you lose everything, take the time to reevaluate
your life before you fill it again with all the old
habits. We are here to find ourselves. The harder
you are hit, the more you have to look inwards.
Heavenly blessings go out to those who turn
tragedy into triumph.
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Archangel Christopher on Katrina 3
This will be the final statement from the 4th-6th
angelic area of heaven regarding the disaster that
will continue to unfold even after the news
coverage’s unholy eye turns away. There is much
more starlight here where I AM, than most could
ever imagine. So much twinkling of wisdom
makes one weep for the truth deprived no matter
how high in the sky one is able to fly. Even
Buddha turned back, not for himself, but because
He knew that only He could heal the pain.
In His Spirit I am announcing that I have
ascended to Angel Buddha and the tone of my
expression will start shifting. This state of
consciousness is beyond the angelic realms
because therein still lies judgment and side
taking. This message contains an amazing
revelation that will do much to help those of you
raging about the bumbling of the American
government over the disaster in the South. There
will be more to come on your plane that will need
a character of spirit not found in one who looks to
others for solutions.
Many of the Intuitive will feel horrible things
about those associated with power and for good
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reason. Hologram-like shells repeating trite
rehearsed phrases when Humanity is most
needed could turn Christ Himself into a brawler.
This is what we need to look at because many of
you are making yourselves sick over what you
see. So much pain must be given to God, not
taken as personal responsibility (especially
Scorpio Germans). It is necessary to live truthfully
and courageously, but not every injustice can be
overturned with an equal +1 amount of force.
For the short term macro, hands will be tied
across the board. Everybody is trapped in a stasis
that will eventually be smashed by dramatic
action. When the Sons and Daughters of God are
scattered to the winds, the melody sprung forth
from their hope seeds will soothe the heartbreak
over what has gone before. Eyes forward, the best
of the past is saved in the lucid mind of the few
who took the time to notice.
There is a secret world behind the one you see.
Ghosts of the dead are the least of the surprises.
Entities of all sorts and sizes play games much
higher and harder than most would guess. If you
think death will free you from bondage you are
mistaken. This is just the beginning of your
journey.
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Do you think catastrophes of Katrina’s size are
unprecedented in this area of outer space?
Rumbles, quakes, and storm replenishings, go on
frequently according to cosmic scales. The
reverberations of Planet Minerva’s (asteroid belt)
demise have only died down in the last 10,000
years.
Farewell as the Archangel. There will be a period
of rest for transformation and then I shall return
through your tireless conduit as Angel Buddha
Christopher, to deliver the ABC’s of
enlightenment.
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Earth is a Soul Drug and Incarnation a
Psychedelic Experience
Flying through the 4th dimension in an astral
body, there are many planetary choices for the
aspiring Avatar to make. In this Universe are
Spheres of Influence, Spheres of Advancement,
and Spheres of Collegium. Within the adventure
embodiments of each mystical sphere are lessons
that a growing being can use to expand
awareness. Some of these places are more
controlled than others, though all are in accord
with the Deeper Laws.
Many of you noticed the glowing Blue-Green ball
(Earth, Gaia, Zion) beckoning you like a seductive
Siren. Without hesitation scores of souls started
pouring into the time spirals that bring 4th
dimension beings into 3 dimensions. One thing
lost upon identifying with the new 3 D body is
the memory of what came before. Life seems to
begin at physical birth, but this is a grave
mischaracterization. In the densification process
the singular gets stretched out to occur over time,
thus giving the illusion that the passing of events
brings you closer or farther away from something
else. In fact everything is everywhere
3
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always. We need not hold it firmly in our grasp.
Once on Earth, you can not but go
forward. There is no turning back so the concept
is best forgotten. It takes much courage to face
the desires that so recklessly hurled you through
space to the unfortunate series of events you find
underway right now. Looking at the path that led
you here with non-attachment, you will be able to
glean the lessons involved. Once you can see that
you are not the “small person”, you will even be
able to understand the greater lessons your soul
has cultivated over many lifetimes. The missing
part of you will be restored through faith and the
perseverance brought about solely by sincere
enchantment with the power of truth.
The sting of disorientation wears off when the
butterfly soul gets used to freedom from the
chrysalis incubator. Transcend in spirit back to
where you come from. Rejoice in the full
harmony of body, mind and spirit. Speak as the
Soul. The ground will never again come beneath
your feet and this is a blessing. Enjoy your ride
through space.
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The Christ-Phoenix Eternal Souls of Gaia
Keep remembering that we have all had more
experiences than just the few events in this small
place and limited time. Archangels, a host of
Demons, Pleiadians, Draconians, Orionids,
Andromedans, your average terrestrial yokel, and
many more shades from throughout the galaxy
inhabit human shells on the Earth
simultaneously.
Luckily not all forces on the higher planes work
against us. This is important to remember. You
can ask your heavenly friends for anything from
protection, to a parking spot.
Many 4th dimensional battles begin with the
disconnection of fear and the invigoration of
focused conceptioning. “Reptilian Minds of the
Lower Astral Plane” are no competition for the
modern “Information Gobbler Cyberspace
Warrior”. Reliving all of history just one more
time for kicks is merely a precursor to implosion
followed by the resurrection of the “ChristPhoenix Eternal Souls of Gaia”
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4D Dream World Cometh: Cyberspace
and the Astral Plane
Expanding your mind through the processing of
information in Cyberspace is the equivalent of
flying in the Astral Plane. If we spend hours
every day immersed in the ideas of fairies, angels,
ghosts, UFOs, and spiritual transformation, they
are indeed part of our very pertinent and
immediate reality.
Buddha’s number one reminder is of the
interconnectedness of all things. Sound
familiar? Buddha’s Cosmic Mind might very well
look a lot like the World Wide Web. Buckminster
Fuller told us that soon we’d be able to project
ourselves anywhere anytime. Isn’t this a type of
Out of Body Experience? If several bloggers are
chatting in a realm that exists nowhere in the
physical world, but has tangible presence in cyber
reality, they are in fact discorporate. Although
your bodies are in front of the computer, your
souls are communing on the astral plane.
This explains how in many forums/chat rooms, a
few simple comments can trigger such fierce
responses. It is not just the words on the screen
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causing the provocation, but it is the touch of our
energy bodies in the 4th dimension. The cyber
reaches to the astral through the human conduit.
This goes right along with the idea that the
WWW is actually the planet's nervous
system. We, her children, externalize our nervous
system in computer hardware and when they all
interface, the resulting synergy breathes life to a
whole other aspect of Consciousness for the
Earth. Then, through the people she can cleanse
her energy field by expressing what here-to-for
was unable to be transmitted for there was no
medium of common understanding.
Symbology, and all the archetypes of old have
found new life in the limitless arena of cyber
space. Time has little effect, for the mental
territory is so captivating and the ancient vibe so
enthralling, that even a million years can go by
without seeing the pulse of the inner smile
hesitate.
In a very real spiritual sense, THE GANG’S ALL
HERE. The whole cast of history’s characters can
be seen as actors in a finite happening called
civilization. You can sum it up in a few
gestures. Please don’t associate the infinite glory
of your greater being with these small blips on
8
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the terrestrial radar. You are so much more than
that.
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An Elephant's Death Frees One
Conscious Being
An elephant dies in the dirt while his tusk is
whisked away and sold as magic trinkets at New
Age bazaars in the West. The psychic scream of
pachyderm pain filled ONE CONSCIOUS BEING
with rage. Pushing a pile of papers aside and
tumbling to the ground, ONE CONSCIOUS
BEING took personal responsibility for what
humanity hath wrought to the giant gods in
disguise. Filled with the fire of righteousness
ONE CONSCIOUS BEING cried out to the Sky, “I
will be thy sacrifice…”
Immediately Mercury, the fleet of foot, glided
down a golden rainbow and whisked ONE
CONSCIOUS BEING into the air. Shaking the
offered soul vigorously, and repeatedly pounding
on the back, Mercury chanted a long secret
healing prayer to Jupiter. As soon as the melody
of Mercury’s music faded into Echo, ONE
CONSCIOUS BEING began vomiting that which
had here-to-fore poisoned pristine purity of
purpose. Jealously, resentment, and guilt fell off
like shadows in the morning after a long night of
mourning. Cleansed from the inside out, ONE
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CONSCIOUS BEING became ENLIGHTENED.
In this moment he saw that everything that had
happened was for the sole purpose of getting him
to realize what was now clear and self-evident.
The fountain of youthfulness told him everything
was going to be okay. Faces of friends and foes
alike hovered in the ether as if it was the end of
some kind of eternal cosmic video game. It is all
smiles, and the song being sung seems like it will
last forever.
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Rivers of Oil Blood Run near the Eiffel
Tower
Wandering aimlessly in a haze of bombs and
trembling Earth, the young soldier stumbles
forward. Which insignia was it that just smashed
the peace of his sultry evening? Does it matter
when missing an arm and dying for a drop of
fresh water? Even old machines can destroy and
they do.
Cackling in the dusty breeze are the trapped souls
of thousands of newly dead. Never wanting to
leave the pain of pleasure these ghouls hang
around and jeer those like them still trapped in
the physical. Exhausted, the soldier falls and his
mind cracks…
Somewhere in the archipelago caves amongst the
etchings of Neanderthals, Jesus is waiting on a
pile of ancient scrolls as stormy skies send wave
after wave crashing into the sea coast. Unable to
reach him on a cell phone, the situation must be
dealt with as it stands.
The Eiffel Tower looms in the background and a
man-made river turns a dirty mixture of oil and
blood. Historical scenes rotate like a final
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revelatory curtain call. The ego trip of Homo
sapiens accelerates rapidly as it spills out of
control. Civilizations rise and fall throughout
time. Stepping out of the birth shell, humanity
finally reaches a sense of divine dignity and
rescinds the madness of youth by taking over
conscious control of evolution.
Hell is psychological, but there are also some
pretty nasty astral realms waiting for those who
bring horror to themselves. Imagine 1000
screaming fire skulls exposing each cell of the
energy body to the exact frequency that brings the
most pain and then increasing the intensity bit by
bit until all sense perception stops and a sort of
blinding numbness shatters your fragile persona.
Now consider a place where that is just the
gateway to an endless field of torture scenarios,
each more sinister than the last. Sisyphus is still
waiting to cross over to his next punishment.
Whining about war is not nearly as fulfilling as
fighting one. It is of great significance which
mission is chosen by one involved. Behind the
bushes in every nightmare is the key to the past
and the harbinger of the future. Elementals in all
kingdoms will add a tendency for mishaps to the
deeds of the disloyal. Generation after generation,
the few rise and the many fall. It is an age old
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battle and we are always behind.
…even as tornados destroyed the yard of his
childhood home, nothing could dissuade the
soldier-to-be from playing one last game of ping
pong with his older brother. They giggled and
watched the rain fall through the bottom of the
garage door. Even if that moment was their last it
would be okay. Love made it all worthwhile
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Raging Soul Fires Rock the Astral
Realms
With groups of souls passing over in clumps of
50, 80, or more, the lower realm of Heaven (4th
dimensional dream world) is trembling in ways
unseen since 1945. The confusion and fear people
are bringing over with them must immediately be
dealt with by "transition by disaster" relief teams.
Raging soul fires must be extinguished before
entrance is allowed by the battle weary demigods to strip off minor misconceptions and
limited self-identification in the Bardo.
Angels in service to junior aspirants are being
damaged in the process and will have to recede
very soon. Much as brave firefighters do the
impossible and save children from blazing
infernos when all others had already given up
hope, so to do these Expressions of God’s Love,
dive in again and again at their own life’s risk.
Angels must progress as well. Eternity is only
realized by complete liberation.
Vibration in this area of the Solar System
continues to rise. Spirit guidance will decrease as
the former INFLUENCING of INDIVIDUALS
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INTUITIVELY becomes the CONSCIOUS
RESPONSIBILITY of UNIVERSAL HUMANITY.
Aliens who are meddling with Earth affairs will
start having a harder time maintaining Human
form and in accordance, you will see less and less
of your Current Leaders. Eventually, they will be
nothing more than computer generated
figureheads on your TV screen touting the party
line you all know by now.
The Denial of Karma by the West and the Denial
of Self-Determination by the East is causing the
unexpressed to take form, bringing about the
Destruction of the Old Way through Wars and
Earth Changes. Simultaneously, the New Way is
being created by Generation X Cosmic Bloggers,
who are graciously devoting themselves to
spreading spirit-related information in a myriad
of wonderful forms. Soon the Indigo Children of
the next generation will find this Source,
transcend, and reveal themselves as Beings of
Light born to Guide us into the Golden Age.
January 1, 2013 becomes Day 1 of Year 1.
This Mind game is ending and the Aquarian
game of Awakened Hearts has begun.
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Magic of the Astral Plane and Eternal Eye
The smiling lotus gently opens the perception
doors, slipping us into our energy body
unencumbered by the gravity of physical form.
The substructure of existence becomes revealed as
an elaborate pattern illumined to express
exquisite equations as living art. Space travelers
need to know that every point of light is
interacting on a cosmic graph, and no matter how
far away, the lines of connection are never
broken. All is well.
Mythological archetypes display reality from the
astral plane. Behind the density of even the most
gaseous of states lies the etheric principle. Our
life-giver ‘Sun’ who sustains the solar system
which reflects his character, is a being to whom
you can relate if you are bold enough to speak his
sacred name. The Eternal Eye shows you the face
of Lucifer (he who has fallen into manifestation),
and the ‘One’ behind the ‘Many’. Our third eye is
the ‘One’ in us and our bridge to magnificence.
Also known as Ra and the Atman, his presence is
neither good nor bad, and his main function is as
regulator of manifestation in this particular
universe. A prism to transform Aum into light, he
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facilitates the chakra transmission into body
conduits. When we attain to clarity of vision, we
suddenly see things from the other side. Realizing
the fullness of our soul self and how this is
squeezed into a sense-body through incremental,
density increasing steps, we trace our way back to
the source from which we derive.
If we attain to solar vision in the crystalline
thoughts of the higher mind, we can transmit
messages through our Sun to other stars. In this
manner, I received a communication from
Pleiades explaining that the Old Egyptian culture
was reflecting a nuance of a much more ancient
realm. Time was felt very slowly as to be almost
still. An echo pervaded like the silence of an
empty graveyard. One could hear the dripping of
liquid erosion bouncing like a beacon to the most
high.
Praise the Lord and his Archangels who bring
God to the ground so we might all experience the
truth of wholeness/holiness.
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Ghosts, UFOs, Demons, Dragons and
Armageddon Visions
Blurring worlds reveal the things we love to
ponder as true. Imagination is the station for
conveyance. Occult magic confounds and
wondrous entities walk amongst you. Some of
you are being given fantastic new powers. Open
your third eye and see for yourself the things that
you had always dreamed about.
You can easily speak with the dead. They are not
far. Do you need to speak to a dwarf or an elf? Go
to the forest in your mind. This is not illusion, it is
where we meet. Later when you are more
advanced, you will be able to fill in with actuality
outside what you are training for inside.
Watch out for demons! Are they coming? No,
they are already here. Every time you are
disturbed, they jump on the corresponding
energy. When hate strikes, the demon jumps to
action and thrives on the burn. When depression
takes you away, the empty pain of Isolation
wraps you under her spell. Dragons symbolize
healing archetypes that span across the heavens
urging us towards self-actualization and power.
Several layers of hell are purged; from the lion to
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the lamb, until reaching the face of Christ
illuminated by Buddha’s ruminations.
UFOs from the collective inner psyche, giant
triangular motherships from the Draco - Orion –
Andromeda “Blue Alliance”, sleek Nazi craft
from New Berlin, Antarctica, and the most
powerful of the US grey-alien-reverse engineered
fleet, fly in massive battle formations like unholy
waves of raging decadence. Beyond the
destruction left in their wake lies the jewel
encrusted circular gateway escaped through by
7913 Atlantians and later traversed by 20
generations of Egyptian priests of Osiris, before
Moses created the stone law that broke the back
of the man.
Armageddon was in 1945, but the post-humanity
resolve to suffer ever more refined psychic
disturbances draws greater and greater danger.
Desire masquerades as virtue and the sexy offer
up their delights as if they were truffles found by
some second rate pig.
Someday you'll realize that something is real if it
is real to you. Immerse yourself in yourself and
then share the overflowing productions of divine
industriousness. Shake the spider's venom from
your mind and let the crystalline light shine.
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Mighty deeds are always done by those who were
once little. Every possibility exists that even as
"the one who came before" clapped his/her hands
of nothingness together, the reverberations began
simply because intention had found a home.
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The Creator Incarnate on Paradise Planet
I am here and fully integrated into a body. To
Mind this may seem improbable, but upon
reflection just about everything in this universe is
also improbable. Life itself is a miracle of
miracles so astounding that it is hard to conceive
in its full transparent glory.
Not knowing a time without life, Mind can not
comprehend an existence without itself. This is
the key to unlock the door to universal
perception. Look as if from the outside at your
mind and all it contains. It should not be a
storage unit, but a conduit through which
messages pass. All input is recorded in the Soul,
so one need not be strained in the
synapses. Leave the brain grass to drink the
celestial rain of the astral plane.
Output shows the true disposition of the
individual expressing. If what is displayed is
mind-stuff regurgitated for profit alone, the effect
on the observer will be harmful. If somehow the
inspired artist is able to capture a slice of heaven,
then the observer will be lifted higher and may
leave with a touch of grace. If an awake
consciousness takes as their own the mission of
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unifying with the Creator and puts Will behind
spreading the message of Goodness which is the
truth of Creation, then the whole foundation of
falsehoods will evaporate like puddles in the
desert while the brilliance of what always was, is,
and ever shall be, will be revealed to all.
If Jesus took a shuttle craft to Earth, dressed up
just like he did when he was 30, came up to you
and said, “It is I. I have returned. My father
sends his Love.” Would you be open or would
you think, “Who is this crackpot?” It is a
question worth deeply considering. Nonetheless,
I have put upon the Earth a more refined and
savvy crew who are ever linked to Me and know
the ropes from the inside of the madhouse that
has become the Mind on Earth.
Being able to feel the energy of any they come
into contact with, yet balanced enough to keep a
calm and clear mind, these, my blessed children,
are brothers and sisters to Jesus. Buddha was an
ancient one even when he was alive. A traveler
from distant galaxies, it was an honor for all of us
to be in His presence. Such heights available in
the human heart! To be honest, we are all
growing and surprises still delight God in
Heaven even as they do Humanity on Earth.
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Never fear. The trick to Faith is to be absolute in
your conviction. It really is not Faith if you are
wishy washy. When you focus your Mind, open
your Heart, and engage your Will, whatever you
wish to manifest will be so. Patience is necessary
because it takes some time for the entire Universe
to move around your inclination and cross
reference it with all others. When you get the
hang of it, you will realize that God has not
abandoned you, you just forgot how good you
really had it on this paradise planet.
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9.11 Victims greet Tsunami Victims
Having lived in the astral realms for about 3 ½
years when the Tsunami hit, the 9.11 victims had
a pretty good idea about what it takes to get
acclimated. Waiting on the threshold of
incarnation, they helped usher in the flood of
tsunami victims by the thousands. Many had
been standing by for some time, and were eager
to offer their assistance to the new residents.
Although the thunder wave was seen as a
random act of God by some, it was actually a
well-planned and necessary karmic adjustment.
For various reasons, these people were ready to
move their training to another location. What we
see as death is merely a change of form to the
other side.
One thing common to both groups was an abrupt
end of physical incarnation due to a sudden and
traumatic event. In these two instances and in
several others, the collective thoughts and prayers
of millions have paved a golden road through the
tunnel of light where the souls were able to
maintain a certain amount of contact with love,
thereby easing the searing pain of separation.
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The victims of various wars around the world are
also scattered about the vibrant landscape.
Sometimes they arrive alone, but often show up
in bunches. Those who firmly believed what they
were taught, often still identify with the mental
patterns that they carried over with them. A few
noble warriors jump right back in.
The souls of the last remaining WWII dead often
help those in need of orientation and this case is
no exception. About half of them reincarnated in
Generation X and are scattered across the globe.
A small percentage maintain cognizance of who
they were, and a smaller, yet still significant
number, carry on the fight.
The general feeling of a majority of the tsunami
victims is one of relief to be out of danger. Some
make comments such as, “The fear of dying is
worse than dying,” and “We forget how truly
fragile the physical body really is…” Those who
came over as a family are being greeted by
ancestors. As usual with such situations, many of
the victims have not as yet accepted that they are
dead. These are the souls who need the most
help. Slowly, teachers will aid them in
dismantling the bonds of concretization.
For the 9.11 victims, the hardest thing to deal with
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was the psychic vibrations of anguish by those
left behind and the further disturbances caused
by subsequent repercussions. They wish for all
people remaining on Earth not to send pain to the
tsunami victims, but to foster a spirit of optimism
and generosity about the future with each other.
Remember the lost fondly as the holy fish that
were swept out to sea. Honor them by mobilizing
resources not just for the left behind, but for all of
humanity.
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A Buddhist, A Hippie, and A Nazi
3 dead men met at a marble rotunda on a
shimmering energy lake in the center of the 4th
dimension. A kind of astral reality situation, these
men still convinced of the rightness of their cause,
continued to propagate waves of influence over
the lesser developed beings still trapped solely in
the 3rd dimension. Due to the confluence of
events that sometimes occurs randomly yet
planned, the men sat down at a triangle table
with an unsympathetic eye in the middle and
began their battle of ideas.
Of course the Nazi seized the initiative,
“It is without a doubt an absolute certainty that
we are brought here together for me to shake you
out of your complacency and thrust you to the
forefront of our effort to establish order to this
chaotic world!”
The Buddhist and the Hippie looked each other
over, not certain if they were on the same side or
not. Finally after some hesitation, the Hippie
piped up, “Man….Dudes like you keep peace
from flowering. Can’t you just chill and enjoy the
ride? Why do you have to force everything?”
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Enraged by this affront to his dignity the Nazi
bellowed, “Force is the way of nature. Does not
the lion force the zebra to be his lunch? You
would never survive on your own. You leach off
of the work of others and then complain your life
away in a haze of confusion. You are dirty,
smelly, and have no self-respect. The way you
appear is a reflection of the weakness of your
idea.”
Realizing that the Hippie’s mellow vibes were no
match for the will power of his adversary, the
Buddhist who was unique in his inclination
towards discourse/debate, took it upon himself to
challenge them both. “It is true that there is a
natural way, and it is true that we should practice
non-interference. To take up the mission as your
own is to walk in consciousness. A look can
convey what a wall of words can not.”
As the discussion was heating up, a hole in
space/time emerged and quickly began to draw in
the now-dissipating legs of the Nazi. Being pulled
into Bardo to be purged of impurity he shouted,
“I’ll never submiiiiiiiit…….” as he disappeared to
the next stage of his soul’s evolution.
Seeing this, the Hippie freaked. Mistakenly
believing that he was having an LSD flashback he
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dove into the mind stream that carries the
discarnate back to the threshold of the physical
world. His fear cursed him to roam in the
background of Hippie Music Festivals throughout
Midwestern America for 37 years, until he came
across a Spirit Warrior who had the ability to see
him. This Angel in the Flesh spoke the following:
“Hippie, Heaven is not for the weak, nor is it for
the angry. Although injustice is prevalent in the
world, how you handle it is the supreme test.
Your concerns are valid but only from your small
mind. Do you not think God knows what is
occurring? It is the Riddle of your Heart that you
should be focusing on. Move back into the Realm
of Manifestation and Heal my son.”
Seeing the absurdity that can happen even in the
so-called higher realms, the Buddhist laughed
and laughed until the scenery disappeared. Soon
thousands appeared around him joining in the
laughter. Bubbles and giggles spilled forth filling
the ether with the joy of living fully and wholeheartedly. At last enlightenment dawned on him
and the Buddhist became a Buddha. One more go
around in the body to spread the dharma through
presence and the cycle is complete. Aum will take
him Home.
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When You Close Your Eyes You Can See
Meditation looks so quiet from the outside, but it
is not only silence you will find within. Passing
through the valley of brain mines and traipsing
past the emotional tar pits, finally we find
something brilliant and new. You may see a
thousand eyes all looking at you with a knowing
that awakens a remembrance of something you
never completely forgot. Geometric symbols
could appear causing your forehead to be filled
with heat.
You may hear a high-pitched “OOOOOOO”
sound that’s always been there. Suddenly a god
or a Tarot Card Entity might pop up and dance
before you, beckoning you in a cryptic way to
assimilate the truth you were always meant to
learn. The ancient history of Earth civilization
may reveal its story to you in all of its
heartbreaking beauty. We are able to think in
thousands of years or millions of years, but in the
echoes of the Halls of Eternity there is not much
difference between seconds and eons because in
the end all activity falls silent. When there is no
more, the experience exists in the growth of those
who lived the events.
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At night when we drift into the dream world, the
lessons continue. If you haven’t before, try
keeping a focal point of consciousness all the way
into sleep. Your heart beat will regulate and you
will see that you are being breathed. You sink
deeper and deeper beneath the surface of your
body until you feel far away from the shell you
somehow give so much credence to in the waking
hours. Slipping into motion, there is still some
gravity. Walking is like jumping on the moon and
you can fly, but occasionally have to renew
impetus to stay in the air.
There are bars, coffee shops, universities, and
gardens in the astral world just like there are here.
There are also, swimming holes, apartments, and
centers of community. The parameters of
operation in 4D do tend to be a little bit different
though. Things usually are not so deadly serious.
Most entities will have more continuity with their
greater soul journey than they have here, but
often forget again compressing back into the
density of 3D. If we keep OPEN and continue to
practice over time, it is guaranteed that we can
remember more while awake in the body. We just
have to accept that it is possible and it will be so.
In fact if we keep our Center, we can skip through
many realities. It can be an Earth encounter, a
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Dream scenario, a Heavenly realization, or a
Psychedelic journey. Not involving self-identity
with the outside scenario, the IAM presence
inside remains the same. All of Existence could
disappear and the ball of light that you are could
just hang out and be mellow until the next cycle
of Creation.
The picture of the burning Buddha represents
something very real. When our energy field starts
dissipating into the bliss of nothingness, the
feeling is like a cool flame rising all around the
body. You become a human Bunsen burner filled
with such happiness that you don’t mind coming
back down for a bit to spread the good word.
In this way we enjoy ourselves as eternal beings.
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A Crowd of Creatures All Around You
Filters are subverted only by something crafty
that grabs your attention and then takes it in a
direction not of your predisposition. Seldom does
it seem that something delivers the highest of
what we hope to find. It is perseverance that
allows one to discover that which is worthy of
being earned. Even if they were staring at a ticket
to the soul many would opt for another
ride. Again and again you can hand them the
map and not knowing they are lost they will
decide to wander away in another direction.
Interested in ghosts? They are probably all
around you right now. Stop for a moment and
see what pops into your mind. Feel the chill up
your spine? If you start sobbing, know it is for
some meaningful reason. People would be
absolutely stunned if they saw how they looked
from the other side. If they tried hard enough,
they could remember this perspective and know
firsthand the reflection of their own
face. Touching the wrinkles, the nose crinkles,
and the last tear of the day is wiped away.
Monsters are fun, because they are real and
somewhere inside we respond to their familiar
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terror. Bigfoot and the loch ness monster are 4th
dimensional creatures phasing in and out when
the veil between the worlds thins. It doesn’t
always remain static. Sometimes we are a little
denser and sometimes higher in vibration. All
levels pulse. Over this threshold the elementals
dance, the fairies fly, and the elves bow to
wisdom. Be careful of the darker energy sucking
entities who say the opposite of what they
mean. Flashing smiles, their horrible intention
freezes love in its place.
There is a gap between the angelic realms and the
astral. An influx point in the middle (the 5th
dimension multi-fercating eternal eye pyramid
being Ra) transforms the higher into the lower
and displays it as a manifestation called
creation. Sometimes if our prayers can’t be
answered directly they will be relayed through
friends to the proper channels. A cosmic
switchboard is always in operation monitoring
the needs of the innocent and rerouting the
appropriate holy entity that is near enough to
provide assistance. Hearing the call every time,
the spirit warrior bridges the heavens and the
Earth with love power.
Whizzing through space the planets provide a
symphony of energies to the backdrop of our
every day lives. When drinking plenty of water
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and getting a proper balance of sun, we foster
healthy skin and a free passageway for the
resonance of galactic energy. Surrounding each
of us is an orb of light. It displays everything
about you to the illuminated eye. If your flame is
burning bright enough, the stars themselves will
come to your aid.
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A Good Wizard Frees Cosmic Forces
Give Lucifer a bad name and then keep him all to
yourself – so reads the Illuminati manual for coopting cosmic forces. All anyone needs to do is
throw out a symbol and have in mind specifically
what it means. This thought immediately gains
momentum thereby drawing through the
gateway appropriate matching energies.
War is when two or more of these symbolic
generators come in to conflict. Bashing each other,
they forget that humanity is beyond the
archetypes of the psychic plane. With most of
each day being spent in the quagmire of the
world and the drudgery of the mind, anything
fantastic seems overwhelming. A good wizard
can assure you that transcendence of the 4th
dimension is not only possible, but merely a
skipping stone’s distance if seen from the
perspective of the moon. Swimming upstream
isn’t so bad once you get the knack.
Primal – Emotions – Mind - Holy Spirit –
Atman – Aum - Nirvana
Some of the Indigo Children/Transcending
Souls/Awakening Star Seeds have to balance
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down. With an open EYE they see more than their
mind can translate based on the tiny lessons of
one small life in a body. People who go crazy
from LSD suffer from a similar fate. Staring at the
face of God, your head could burst into flames.
Step by step and moment to moment, we arrive
consciously at the glory we have glimpsed in our
highest perceptions. Nobody is going anywhere.
The outside catastrophe is just to remind us of the
urgency that has always been the case.
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The Universe is Hip
Common as dirt or intricate like the pulsing veins
on an oak leaf in spring, the intelligence behind
all things animate and inanimate twinkles just
below the surface. There is no trick or treachery
which can be hidden and no unselfish act can go
unrecognized. It is funny to think about how
conniving some people are and their selfsatisfaction over fooling a neighbor. If only they
knew that actions are imprinted in the ether and
that to ever be free they have to suffer what they
have caused, perhaps the web of Samsara’s realm
would not get so sticky.
Every song begins in the vibration of AUM. In
that essential source, lies every note of every
composition that ever has or ever will be written.
For example, Beethoven was not just a man. He
was channeling a subset of AUM. To write like
Him, one just has to connect to AUM and conjure
up the intrinsic Beethoven quality which is still
there. In the same manner, no entity disappears,
because we are all faces of the ONE. From the
ONE you can access all faces.
When will the world learn to trust its own inner
guidance? Perhaps when it is acknowledged,
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nurtured, and explored. Yes, it is good to listen,
but decide for yourself how you want your reality
to be created. It is not a finite thing and it never
stops. Endlessly painting tapestries, sometimes it
rains so you can start a new project. The colors
blend together, run down the drain and collect as
a blackness in the sewers. Say farewell completely
and they will dry up to become dust which blows
across the land, fertilizing next season’s crop.
It may be hard to believe that a character like the
Universe knows about you, but it does. Never
interfering, but always willing to show you the
higher rules that make life easier, the Universe
cannot leave you because it is you. Your very own
atoms even now have the Intelligence that began
the whole experiment known as life. Everything
that has ever happened can be accessed through
the inner doorways. It is not even difficult in any
way. It is much more difficult to doubt, criticize,
and be riddled with fear.
Hug yourself and when you feel Love, know that
it was the Universe hugging you through you.
When you breathe, know that the convenience of
fresh air is enabled by the prana influx that
almost everybody takes for granted. When you
drink a glass of water and let the coolness bring a
smile, know what the fishes in the sea have
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known all along.
From the poker table to the boardroom, it is all
the Universe. Doesn’t it make you happy that you
don’t have to be ashamed of your secrets? Who is
there to judge when each life has the same
source? The whole complicated mess of war
(macro or micro) isn’t even necessary because
friend and foe alike are really two branches of the
same tree. The joke is on everybody who thought
they were separate. Luckily the punch line is
salvation for all.
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The Eternal Eye is Trapped by a Spell
called Money
The Eternal Eye, Ra, and Atman are all different
names for one and the same being. This entity is
the spirit of the sun and is the last in the
primogeniture of this realm who has what one
could call a personality. Neither good nor bad,
this god-head is the regulator of all levels of
manifestation and the keeper of karma via order.
Often we associate the images we see of Him with
the illuminati, freemasons, or some kind of occult
activity. The truth is not that those in secret
societies worship Him. In fact, they worship
Baphomet and use his renegade power to illicit
desire to maintain the spell which keeps the
Atman (as I will here-to-fore refer to Him)
prisoner: MONEY.
When a life revolves around money, is it not a
religion? Hypnotized, the masses believe in the
reality of the do-re-me which displays the
trapped face of the Atman. The words IN GOD
WE TRUST suggest that money is GOD to the
subconscious.
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If all of our attention is focused on the “Image of
God,” do we have any left to find the real
godliness within ourselves? Looking outwards
and pulled by the free-will reign of the animal
instinct - Satan, we fail to turn towards the joy
which the inner fulfillment of our soul purpose
releases.
Jesus said he was the son of God, because he
realized his own connection to the Source.
Freeing his own Eternal Eye, he awakened to
what we can all realize, that we are connected to a
living, intelligent, Universe. Beyond the small
mind imprisonment, the expansion of energy
blows away limitations and eagerly encounters
new experiences.
Our potential is much greater than most of us
think. Even the conspiracy nuts and news hounds
are merely tipping the titanic berg of ice. Those
who have been on UFO’s, negotiated with Greys,
seen a resurrected Guru, or have been whispered
the ‘Single Secret of the Ocean’ by the Water
Sprite Selma…well…maybe you’re getting close.
Have faith in yourself and each other.
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A Penny for your Thoughts and A Nickel
for your Secrets
It is easy to keep up piety when circumstances are
such that you are never challenged. When dealing
with real life situations, honesty often causes
inconvenience. The line of demarcation comes
when an unconscious habitual behavior tramples
on simple human decency. When misrepresented,
the truthful will feel compelled to set the record
straight. Assertiveness excels when it cares not
about the reeling back horror-struck faces of those
who thought they’d never have to take
responsibility for their words and deeds.
Any time a position is taken the magnetized will
polarize and you’ll soon see your real friends.
Common knowledge takes the weight off of the
shoulders so the universal boulder can be laid to
rest if only for one moment. Atlas is nothing more
than a representation of the responsibility
inherent in understanding. Why else would you
have been granted a power if not to use it?
Judgment begets conclusion which closes the
door. Awareness encourages acceptance and
what is witnessed is more profound than the most
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far reaching dream. Nothing relaxes one more
than realizing that at the highest levels, all is well.
Sometimes fire is necessary and sometimes ice.
Sometimes poison will flavor the rice.
Thanking God by discovering yourself far
surpasses begging on your knees. Your worship
reflects your well-being. Often I smile at the royal
nature of our enthronement as sacred entities.
Angels, fairies, Yah-weh the holy mother, Atman
the divine father, and the Aum which underlies
all forms are each independently perceivable
phenomenon. Lucifer the Eternal Eye hangs out
for those ready to rise above the psychic realm
and come to the singularity of complete
integration.
Occult power lies largely in the fact that it is
hidden. The big secret is out. Luckily, when we
tune in for ourselves, the formerly circuitous
route leading outside becomes the instantaneous
explosion of information derived straight from
our inner Source.
First is Sex. Second is Emotion. Third is Mental
Development. Fourth is Love and Psychic
Perception. Fifth is Will-Power and the ability to
Manifest any Creation. Sixth is dissolving Self
into every atom of the Cosmos. Seventh is
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extinguishment in the Void. All who have ever
been aware are still there. The resurrections of
Jesus, Sri Yukteswar, and Osho are testimony to
that.
It is sheer pleasure to reveal the rotes of universal
data to a wider and wider audience. Love and
Power oscillate freely and spirit flies unbounded.
Constant change urges all of us onward. From the
blade of grass, to the frog kingdom, to the cool
sensations of moon reflections deep in a valley
surrounded by mountains, we all seek to grow.
This yearning is our journey and our special gift.
Life never ends.
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A Soul Feels the Potential
Tuning into the soul which transcends limited
incarnation concepts, we begin to sense the
wholeness of what we will become. As habits are
purged and pain is transformed to Joy, the energy
trapped in the scaffolding of unconscious choice
is resurrected with the power of enlightened
decision.
To make the transition into the external world is
an ongoing warrior mission to be taken one
moment at a time. Initially, the expectations of
others will be a hard obstacle to overcome. Guilt
and resistance are normal by-products of
awakening. Be still in knowing that the pain
everyone feels is their own and they alone are
responsible for it.
When the spring in a spirit blossoms forth the
fruit that had lay dormant in the dusty corners of
an as-yet-uninvigorated being, the fulfillment that
was missing will be found. Showering the starlight of inspiration, the connection with God is
made from the inside and expressed without
reservation.
The dark night of the soul is when you are in the
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middle of the evolution/revolution. Old patterns
are cleared out and new ones have yet to emerge.
Just a little patience is needed….like a farmer who
plants seeds every year without a doubt as to the
potential bounty of the land. In living truthfully,
sacred glory will arise. All of heaven will
celebrate your arrival.
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“Ike” comments on the “New Normal”
Looking for a conduit to speak, “Ike” has stepped
forward and wants to relay the following
message:
“Friends, not since the pain of Truman’s bomb
has something moved me so deeply as seeing the
plight of my former countrymen toiling longer
and longer for less and less while a seemingly
endless war rages across the ocean. When we
fought, we fought honorably and because we felt
like we had to. It is not something to be glorified,
but something to be thankful about being over.
Throughout the time of my incarnation I had the
rare opportunity to see life, death, and
tremendous change. I’ll never forget the
exhilaration of war’s end, and the possibilities we
all hoped for the world were unlimited. Stalin,
that bastard, would not let down his guard. He
poked into the wounds and continued the only
thing he knew – destruction.
Unfortunately the lessons were not learned and
war goes on. You should know that the war goes
on in the energy world as well. Ideology is a
powerful thing and once it has the individual, it
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can haunt him in this world and the next.
It is time to consider once again my warning
about the military industrial complex. When I
spoke those words, it was not an empty prophecy
or a slight possibility. I saw the forces aligning.
The coalescence of the poison injected by the
Nazis in the CIA, saw the spirit we had fought for
become the spirit that we had fought against.
Let us not make this state of affairs a permanent
resting point on the journey of human evolution.
To stop disturbs the Heavens. Motion is necessary
to be in alignment with life. Science and religion
both have shown this to be true.
It has been an honor to speak with you one more
time, my friends. Superimposing yourself on
another so willing to serve is a task that has been
at once enjoyable and necessary.
God Bless you All.”
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Beethoven on Buddha, Symphonies, and
Politics
Beethoven, the Heart of Western Culture has
come forward with this to say,
“In this moment of humanity’s greatest hour, it is
with some amazement that I take this opportunity
to expound upon some virtues which I deem
pertinent to the situation. Never would I guess
that this mode of communication would be
possible, but the uniqueness has been achieved by
the one currently transforming the messages from
thought-forms to typewritten words.
Long have I sought to say just one more thing:
Take the whole of every moment with seriousness
of purpose and sincerity of intent. It is our job as
holy conduits to inspire each other to seek higher
and higher states of consciousness. Since crossing
over, I have become aware of the teachings of the
Buddha and have even had the rare opportunity
to walk in the Garden of Lao Tzu.
On a personal note, I encourage you to listen once
more to the symphonies of mine that often get
passed by: “2” and “4”. “5” was a successful
exercise in composition that has been thrust
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forward because it can be understood by even the
dullest of individuals. “9” has been long hailed
because of its universality and choral power. Also
associated with “9” is the oft repeated story of my
deafness while conducting. Is it so remarkable for
a musician to hear his own composition in his
head? I so wish this fact would be less
emphasized, because for me it was mere detail.
“7” is a favorite and the highest form of my art on
Earth.
As for your political crisis, I shall speak from my
own experience. I loved Napoleon and believed
he would establish a free nation where art and
music would inspire an enlightened population.
When he turned out to be yet another brave fool
lost on the way, I remembered that only I can
create my reality.”
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Wellstone: "Renew Hope in your Heart!"
Senator Paul Wellstone comes forward to clear up
a few things:
"To get the most pressing matter out of the way
first, yes it was a political hit. It was a price I
knew that I might one day have to pay, but I am
truly sorry that it involved my family and friends
so intimately. The bizarre scenario that followed
was fueled by pain and is immediately forgiven.
Walter you were thrust into a horrible position
and you responded bravely. Bravo, my friend.
Now, as much as I appreciate the love that many
of you still shower on me (this made the
transition easier to be sure), I never want you to
forsake your own vision. Do not ask what
Wellstone would do, but consider what You
would do, and then take action! I was one voice of
many, and the chorus is still growing today. It
might not be on the TV news, but over here, we
can see the light expanding. My death was not in
vein. In fact it is glorious to know that I
contributed to the first stirrings of what will likely
be humanity’s salvation.
This result is not assured however. It all depends
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on what you do now. Clear out the bad feelings
and renew Hope in your Heart! All is not lost
unless you accept that it is. There have been many
startling reversals throughout history. The
explosions of angry repression eventually wither
while the truth never wavers.
Know that I am not far from any who would
think of me. I still do what I can from where I am
to uplift those loyal to our cause. Enjoy your life
and I’ll see you when you get here."
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First Dog of the Third Reich
Hitler's Dog Speaks!
"I have chosen this time to break my silence. It has
been 60 years since I too met my end in the
bunker. Does no one wish to hear my voice? This
writing man is a fine Facilitator who has enabled
me to express my thoughts in such a luxurious
way.
The Fuhrer loved dogs because dogs understand
the need for men to be appreciated. A man is born
to be a master and dogs are born to serve.
I am proud that the Fuhrer chose me to be his
dog. I knew that he was no ordinary Man.
Whether to glory or doom, I was certain that this
Being in a Body would propel others to ‘follow
the leader’ by his firm resolution and selfdetermination. He was driven by something
outside of himself. Truly he was a zealot like no
other. Anybody can blow themselves up for a
cause, but how many work their whole life
relentlessly for a single purpose?
Now if you find this amazing talk for a dog, you
do not know much about how the astral plane
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operates. I am no idiot and neither is your dog if
you have one. Although you have to
communicate to us in our language, you’d be
surprised how much of you we imbibe. We are
descended from the Wolf, a sacred animal to the
Red People, native inhabitants of the North
American continent.
My impressions of the Fuhrer regarding those
around him and his last moments are at once
clear and bittersweet. Above all he could not
believe that his magnificent idea, so close to
completion was crumbling around him. Some
think that Germany’s destruction finished him,
but his idea’s DOWNFALL hurt him so much
more. After realizing that there was no hope
(except some glimmer for a distant future where
he was long gone) he resigned himself to the
Emptiness of Death.
He secretly loathed Goebels (who didn’t?), but
always admired his wife Magda, and their
children.
He was appreciative of his attendants and didn’t
want them to see Him lose Faith even in
(especially in) the FINAL HOURS.
He hated Goering and blamed his exaggeration of
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the Luftwaffe’s capabilities for the Allies’
disastrous bombings of German cities. This is one
reason He didn’t adopt the futuristic jet plans that
the US now uses to rule the world. He didn’t trust
Goering!
He made gestures of anger towards Himmler, but
secretly understood his movements. Do you think
He lost his deadly accurate political sensibilities?
He thought Hanna Reitsch was a powerful
woman indicative of the true spirit of Germany,
who served so honorably, that she alone deserved
to live.
He married Eva with no reluctance and found
some comfort in this closure.
He knew that he’d be hated for 100-200 years, but
hoped a more awakened humanity would realize
that He was right and that He alone had the
courage to face the truth.
(You wouldn’t believe the feelings He was
emoting at this time. So much despair and lost
vibration… When it was just He and I, He would
pour his feelings to me. I accepted.)
Again, this is not so strange for a dog to say. I felt
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these things from Him in the Final Hours. Now
that I am discarnate and have the lexicon of the
Facilitator at my disposal, I can express anything I
want. The Facilitator has considered this point
himself lately, calling it a form of Super
Channeling, where he gives his Mind to the Spirit
to do with as they please.
The last words Mein Fuhrer spoke to me as he
closed my jawbone on the cyanide capsule were,
“For Germany my boy. For me.”
As for feelings regarding my demise, no better
honor could befall the First Dog of the Third
Reich."
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Michael Landon: Highway to Heaven
Runs Through Hell
Michael steps forward to share one last glorious
vision:
“Friends, it is wonderful to express my love for
life and for those within the Earthly Realm in
words. There has never been a moment where I
ceased to shine my Heart on Humanity.
In my last terrestrial incarnation I felt compelled
to portray wholesome and holy characters as
kindly strong role models for those who also felt
called by the Center of All Things. The last
television project was totally mine and reflects the
artistic spirit residing within me - my Angelic
Being.
(About the Facilitator: Talking through this
person is like driving a First Class sports car. His
Mind is Keen and His Heart is one of Service as is
my own. This is why we are able to communicate
together and reach out to YOU as ONE.)
There is no distraction that could keep me from
saying to you that the Highway to Heaven Runs
through Hell. This you must realize before
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Healing of the Wound is possible. It may seem
odd to you that a dead actor is delivering this
message, but within every body resides a being or
a being fragment. Regardless of the surface
manifestations, we are all here to learn about THE
BOSS and HIS WAY.
When you watch “Bonanza”, “Little House”, or
the jewel of my career “Highway”, remember that
I was reaching out to you then as well. No human
is perfect and certainly I had my challenges on
Gaia. After I crossed, my sufferings became
experience and understanding.
The one known as Victor French is a wonderful
companion who has been with me since we left
our Star System to come to this area in the first
place. He eased my transition back to the Land
beyond the White Tunnel. He wishes to thank
you for listening because he knows how hard it
can be. I must also thank all the women who were
in my worldly family. You know who you are
and will feel my soft presence if you read this.
We have been hurting, but above all we must
have Hope. I shall now walk back into the
clouds of the Big Sky.”
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Elvis Has Finally Found Peace
A Hunk of Astral Love who is always near, Elvis
has found his voice once again:
“Now, this ain’t the first time I’ve communicated
to y’all from over here. My spirit is bound up
with your popular culture. As long as you believe
in me, part of me will always be there.
Livin’ with a one word name is both difficult and
rewarding. ‘You are the Elvis’ people would say.
Bangin’ chicks and makin’ flicks….doing lots and
lots of drugs…
Shit…this kid translatin’ is great. He’ll write
anything I transmit. Other psychics always
watered me down….all the friggin’ bastards were
trying to steal a piece of me, but I’m Elvis
baby…you gotta know that I am ready to Rock N
Roll.
My first show over here was not much different
from my last one over there. I got lit up, put on a
hip suit, batted my eyelashes and sang, ‘Love me
tender…..’
Gotta put in a word for my little baby doll Lisa
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Marie. Keep away from that freak, baby. You
know who I mean. Oh how your daddy loves
you. That Cage guy, now he’s cool.
Boy you Americans have gotten crazier than old
Elvis himself. You wouldn’t even notice me now.
I am much better to you as a legend. I started the
faster/fatter trend and you all followed me off the
cliff. Nobody cares what happens to the insides.
Militarily, you gotta watch out for the Chinese.
You don’t think someone who has traveled as
much as The King would be out of the
geopolitical loop do you? This is a fine part of the
Super Channeling method offered by the
Facilitator. I just feel it and he makes it happen;
sweet luxury in modern astral communication.
They are weakening the US now with currency
and flooding the market with cheap goods.
Standing by waiting to strike the death blow, they
figure, ‘why waste time and treasure, while you
are self destructing?’ Keep your eyes open
friends.
Priscilla, you were always my jewel. Thank God
we had some good times before it was too late.
Your beauty is of the stars.
Please remember me for more than jumpsuits and
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cheesy tunes. Most of all, I was and am always
being me. I went for life and made some mistakes,
but that’s okay. I still do about a show per Earth
week on our transportable light stages. Besides
that, I study with Sri Yukteswar and meditate.
Thank you for listening. Elvis has finally found
peace. ”
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Herr Mozart Takes Us Farther
"Though you buried me in an unmarked grave I’ll
come forward and clear up a few things for the
good of humanity. We cornerstones of history are
very sensitive to heritage being disregarded in the
modern era. Building upon the aesthetic of our
lineage we tried to most perfectly translate spirit
into the form of the epoch.
My gifted youth was partially due to the fact that
in my previous incarnation I was the composer
known as Palestrina. I had perfected the art of
simple melodic brilliance and had found deep
harmony in the spirit. Much has been made in
small circles of our transparent similarities.
Your movie Amadeus was indeed entertaining,
but much more dramatic than the day to day
sufferings of real life that I underwent. Remember
to honor your artists while they are alive. They
don’t need to wallow in the mud to express their
inspiration. They give the society’s soul wings.
This is something that Western Civilization is
once again desperately missing.
The Facilitator of this message has an interesting
idea with the Transcendence World Movement.
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Following in the footsteps of the Renaissance and
the European Enlightenment of which I was a
part, the beauty of humanity once again rises
above the bounds of misaligned views and
conceptual irregularities. The artist becomes
leader of culture instead of the politician.
One thing I beseech you to do is take another look
at the work of Nannerl my sister. She was simply
brilliant! When I would come home after another
long night of Piano Concertos, she would be
secretly working out her own sweet dreams into
realizations. She would praise me and I would
say, “Someday you will be seen as the true genius
of the family.” There are several of her
masterworks that are yet to be discovered.
Our father knew that a woman would not be able
to produce as much money as a man, so he chose
to ride me like a dog. If I had to do it all again I
wouldn’t have deferred so much of my own
wishes to Old Leo. The bastard was so full of
himself that he never allowed for the freedom of
movement I desperately needed. I eventually
died of his suffocation. My Requiem was as much
for my unreturned love for him (Trombone Solo
theme) as it was for my Earth departure (Dies
Irae).
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Salieri was not quite a maniacal murderer; he was
much too mediocre for that. Just imagine an
uptight librarian who is terribly troubled if so
much as a single book is out of place. Such a man
might find some order, but never inspiration.
I still give concerts semi-regularly over here. The
Plato Amphitorium is quite a magnificent venue.
Beethoven and Haydn brought 1001 young
musicians to hear my new work “Symphony of
Saint’s Songs”, and I could just barely make out
the group amidst the backdrop of souls. The work
is a combination Opera and Symphony with
Astral tunes used for themes much in the manner
folk tunes were used in Nationalistic music of the
1800s.
It has been pleasant to use the mind of the writer
to convey a few things I felt unresolved about.
Although part of me has reincarnated several
times already, part of me has remained ever your
Herr Mozart."
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Marilyn Monroe Ends Her Torment
"I have been dying to get through to the
Facilitator for at least 3 days. I keep coming into
his energy field and revealing what I have to say,
but he has held me off, working on other
things. Finally he has the time and space for me
to get my emotion cleared.
This is something I have attempted with other
psychics, but so often they brings some of
themselves to the reading and filter out what
might seem offensive to some. I know this
Facilitator doesn’t sensor and if anything can
express my intention better than I could myself. I
believe he calls this process Super Channeling.
There have been some gross misunderstandings
about me, the era in which I lived, and my
relationship with the president. JFK was the real
thing. At the time, we all had such a history
making feeling. John was going to lead us
towards the potential that so many have actively
sought to thwart. I was not simply his
concubine. In fact we had many sweet and
meaningful talks. I was willing to be somewhat
subservient because I understood the magnitude
of the circumstance.
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At first you could call our relationship a fling, but
we definitely grew bonds that became difficult for
us both. We wanted to be together more than
was possible and we both suffered for
it. Hanging around with Frankie and Robbie,
John hardened up us he had to in order to
maintain integrity in leading the free world.
How could one justify being self-absorbed when
we were standing off with the Russians and
planning on going to the moon? John told me
that his most lasting legacy would be to restore
the money to the people of the USA. He said that
this had to be done very carefully because there
were enemies all around. I didn’t fully
understand this, but could sense that he felt this
was a very dangerous thing to do.
On another note, I have no idea how you in your
world can still think of me as a SEX symbol after
all of this time (especially with the images you
ingest these days). Don’t be surprised if you find
more of your beautiful young women ending up
dead of a broken heart. I really just wanted to be
Norma Jean and dreamed of living in a small
home on a small farm with a man who loved me
for me. The big screen image of the Starlet
Marilyn made me larger than life and pretty
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much unapproachable.
I appreciate Joe’s personal vigilance after the
end. He was a good man with a small mind. We
were friends and our relationship, though a
mixed-bag, was one thing in life that was
tangible. Elton and I were special friends in a
past life which is why he feels our connection so
strongly yet inexplicably. He is a beautiful
person and I am grateful that he felt called to
honor me with his music. In a way he was
invoking my spirit and conveyed much more the
truth of my being than your decadent mass media
ever could.
The popular impression of me is so far removed
from the reality of my soul being that I will be
able to move on now that I have released a bit of
vitriol. We all must make do with things less
perfect than we might like. It is okay. Next go
around, I will do a better job of accepting my
circumstance and allowing my own Will to
express itself no matter what. Your Earth is
magnificent and life is fleeting. Make the most of
it.
Love to you,
Marilyn”
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The Ancient Greek Writer Homer
Returns
Homer describes the aftermath of Troy’s downfall
and further illustrates under-recognized events
and ideas from the Ancient Classical Era:
“The Iliad told of the Trojan War’s last year, and
the Odyssey of the journey home of he who was
inspired by Athena to concoct the bloody ruse
that ended King Priam’s once mighty and
glorious city. Odysseus’s voyage navigating
Poseidon’s treacherous kingdom, was
representative of the secrets of emotional
transformation inscribed as a mystical adventure.
This second of my Epics was to prepare the
reader for the third which has thus far been lost to
human history. In it was encoded the deepest of
the Ancient World’s sacred truths.
Much after my time, Virgil’s exploration of the
wanderings of Aeneas (the second greatest Trojan
warrior on his way to found Rome) was the
closest thing to the spirit of my writings and
should be included in any Classical Education.
Dante spoke effectively of Hell’s Inferno and our
pre-Christian mythology as recorded by Ovid
remains a testament (though shallow when
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stripped of its symbolic meaning), to the ability of
the Classical World to probe deeper into the
layers of life.
The philosophers Socrates and Pythagorus
embodied these ideals in their esoteric teachings,
some of which have also been temporarily lost.
Many works of theatre such as those by
Sophocles, Aeschylus, and Euripides along with
the few remaining scraps of written music as
recorded by Gregoria Paniagua evoke the
aesthetic most accurately portrayed by the
pottery which you display in your modern
museums.
Zeus himself remains available to those who
would seek his advice. Even now he tells me to
say unto you, ‘Though you have made your
Lincoln into my image, know that it is I who am
the inspiration. Those of you who are not
confused by the reassigning of archetypal labels
will intuitively know that I am a master schooled
in the art of soul retrieval. Chosen to lead the
other healers of light, I had the combination of
Strength and Wisdom necessary to hold back the
Titans of Darkness. Cronus had bastardized the
transcendent teachings of Grandfather Uranus
and turned them into some crazy dogma
unrecognizable as anything but rule by force. His
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general Atlas is still being punished for his foolish
attempt to stamp out the rule of truth.’
My Third Epic ‘The Oracle’ was written from the
perspective of the Delphic Oracle as she tells the
tale of Mercury flying over the burning ruins of
Troy. There are references to Odysseus, Achilles,
Hector, and Aeneas, but the focus is on Paris’s
Heart as it comes to grips with the ramifications
of desire’s indulgence in the moment of his death.
There are many asides, including the death of
both warriors Ajax, and Cassandra's
manipulations of Agamemnon.
To the people of your time I say but one thing:
Seek to know thyself and seek to share what you
find. You can not be convinced of lies if you live
the truth. Often in the affairs of humanity,
nefarious groups have come together to
perpetuate philosophy that flies in the face of
principle and the common good. In these times,
the bold speak louder and the heroic wax poetic.
The Dream of Divine Humanity on Earth is not
lost. Body-Mind-Spirit must be balanced to allow
essence to come forth. Invigorate your own past
and create newly brilliant conceptions in the
present. It is glorious to speak once more and to
do so through a conduit who shares my lofty
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ideals and sensitivity to detail. The Muses have
blessed him and much like the Delphic Priestess,
he is capable of revealing whatever he turns his
attention to, whenever he intends it.”
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Thomas Jefferson Comes Out of
Retirement to Save the Republic
"At last I have found a conduit capable of
delivering a message with the style of elegance
and grace with which I am accustomed to
communicating. One cannot deliver a cold and
simple discourse to explain the intricacies of
philosophy. Nor can the small minded
individual appropriately comprehend the matters
of history that are not concrete, but everchanging.
Again and again your politicians refer to the
sacred cow of the Founding Fathers in a manner
of deification that implies argument is not to
follow. As if we all believed the same thing and
that which we believed was static! Nothing could
be further from the truth as politics has always
been a messy and evolving sport. Even from the
beginning of the Republic there were those ready
to betray her at the slightest provocation.
Using the technique of arresting debate by
preying upon fears, baser minds have been able
to temporarily gain the upper hand. There would
be no reason for me to come forward thusly if a
statesman of my caliber was doing this service in
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the land of the living. Due to the void of
leadership and the danger of our dream falling
into disrepair, I have stepped into the light once
more to give sense to those who respond to such
things.
America was founded on the Mystical. As the
children of the European Enlightenment, we were
to be as Gods on Earth reflecting the Glory of
Creation. Our inner circle understood things that
many of you are just now coming into possession
of as knowledge. To clear up a gravely mistaken
point of conjecture, we were not referring to a
Christian God of limited dogmatic leanings. We
decided to use simply the term GOD, because this
translates in every language as the Individual’s
concept of a Higher Power. It was the perfect
choice and the consensus of the writers because of
its simplicity and universality. This devolved as
lesser men, knowing not the mystery behind the
form, applied their own meaning and claimed it
was our intent.
Oh how your destiny might have sprung forth a
divergent stream had John F. Kennedy been
granted a longer life! His path to the sacred was
not unlike my own as he had a keen mind and
mastery over himself as a decision
maker. Getting to a point within where all
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choices and ramifications were seen on a
continuum of possibilities partly ruled by chance
and partly upon creative manifestation, he was
ready to lead an American
Renaissance. Historically, focus intensely on the
months prior to his death. These are things to be
recovered and magnified today.
As the Solar System vibration circumstance has
changed dramatically, new methods of governing
will have to be instigated. There will be an initial
resistance that must be overcome. The evil beings
responsible for the delay of an Enlightened
Republic, are able to do so because they are
protected by a cloak of magic from their astral
plane manipulators. Each one of you can rise
above this, but it will take great determination,
stamina, and imagination; characteristics of the
American Spirit.
On a personal note, please stop slandering my
memory in the ways that are of your time. I am
dead and gone friends. My love affairs and
whims were signs only that I was human. I
served higher principles as good as any man. I
devoted my life to the dream of a better world for
us all. You can still succeed if each noble soul
takes personal responsibility for making a
difference."
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John Lennon Clears the Air
“It’s about time you take my message. I’ve been
trying to get through for days. You’ll take
Thomas Jefferson, but you leave one of your
favorite inspirations waiting at the doorstep. I
know. I know. You are creating so I will let it go.
I am frenetic and adamant in one
proclamation. No one speaks in my name. You
must not believe that Yoko is expressing my
voice. By now if allowed to live my full life plan I
would have made up quietly with Paul. We both
would have put the past to rest and accepted each
other. We had divergent streams that were meant
to run back together. Perhaps we would have
secretly recorded some tracks and left them for
humanity after we died. It would have been my
idea, but Paul would have loved it.
To my son Julian I have to say you have some
reason to be bitter, but don’t let it rule your
feelings of me. Discover me the way others do,
not in the limited man, but in the inspiration he
allowed to come through. It is time to heal and
grow up. You weren’t meant to be a singer. Find
your true joy and you’ll find peace.
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Sean, escape the totalitarian thought influence of
your mother. She used to be lighter, but life has
been hard for her. She is associated with loss and
it has worn on her very much. A type of Jackie
O., she is obligated by society to play the role of a
moment frozen in time. I have never forgotten
our joyous times together.
Over here, I still write songs and perform at my
leisure. Continuing work on developing my
consciousness, I have re-discovered the deep
beauty of brother George. It is a wonder we
didn’t foster his aspect of the Beatles a bit
more. Perhaps it would have balanced the
situation. Ringo’s childishness didn’t help. If you
doubt it, feel for the substance behind his words
and you’ll come up with thin air. I loved them all
in their own way, but I can’t be associated with
solely these lads forever.
After my arrival in the astral realm I tended bar to
get grounded. At first I was furious at my death
because there were some things at the time only I
could do, and I was the rare person who followed
through. Looking from over here and assessing
the situation it was the bloody politics that did
me in. I must say I never saw it coming. It was
definitely a hit, not just some crazy fan, and you
are a fool if you believe that story. It is the same
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type of recycled BS used to cover-up all kinds of
crimes.
Lately, I’ve taken to painting more often. This
would have happened in my Earth life if I had
lived longer. Perhaps I would be more like your
own Cosmic Bloggers who take up the Love
mission we got started in the ‘60s. Don’t ever for
a second believe the battle is lost. You are going
to make it. There is much help coming from this
side. Part of the point of pain is to liberate you.
Now get back to work and tell your mother you
love her.”
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Elephant Oversoul: Love all Creatures
“In some cultures I am known as Ganesh, but that
is merely one subset of the possibilities of
perception. These parameters were formalized by
one culture and are colored by the influences
therein. Once an idea hangs around Earth for
long enough, humans tend to adopt a default
brain pattern. As we continue this transmission,
remove the mental barriers and see again my true
brilliance. I am the one mythological reality
behind the many incarnated elephants.
Representing not just the acts of animals, but the
symbolic qualities intrinsic to species and form, it
is time to clear the air and make healing
possible. When you see one of my images raging
across the land and exuding hostility towards
humanity, remove the snap judgment in your
mind and look deeply into the truth of it. We are
a very collective sort with long developed
capabilities of love and empathy. When one of us
is hurt, we are all hurt. Can you even begin to
imagine the suffering we have incurred in the last
couple of hundred years?
Even in the days when we were leading armies,
we felt we had a place and a purpose. Today we
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are discarded as if worth nothing more than a few
pieces of paper holding the faces of butchers from
the past. Many of you when confronted directly
with film or pictures of us being slaughtered feel
it is wrong, but blame only the one doing the
killing. Are not the people behind the decisions
which create the circumstance for this atrocity to
flourish responsible in some way? How about the
one who looks away, does nothing, and wraps
themselves up in a blanket of distraction instead
of resisting entropy?
There have been times when we have attempted
to get your attention. Displays of unity and
consciousness have been repeatedly made, but
again and again you reference only your limited
preconceptions and fail to see that we operate on
a different frequency than you do. At last I have
found a vehicle for expression through a kindly
universal human who has it in him to take
personal responsibility for bringing powerful
change through profound understanding. I thank
him and thank you for taking the time to listen to
our unexpressed Will. In this greater
environment of planetary ascension, it is at last
possible for us to resolve the discrepancy between
us.
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We do not belong in zoos any more than the other
trapped members of the animal kingdom. Injured
animals that have been restored and could no
longer exist in the wild may be enjoyed in the
manner of some of your more progressive
establishments who through good sense and
personal honor create very pleasant environments
which make for a better life than none at all. We
need to have the space to feel free. A small
reserve that gets smaller and is constantly
invaded by unchallenged rule breakers is not a
proper place. Then we are blamed by villages
when seeking food for our young!
Your kind and ours have had an unsteady
relationship since the days of the wooly
mammoth and Cro-Magnon man. We do not
seek to be worshipped; we are offering
friendship. Learn our language and through that
bridge we can become more familiar with
yours. On equal footing, we will not have a
grievance which disturbs the tranquility that
brings peace between beings. Please consider
deeply what I have described and any individual
who feels this to be true, send us Love. We will
connect and over the years we can move closer
and closer to sharing our Earth with each other
and all of God’s creatures.”
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Angel Buddha Christopher on God and
Creation
Even as I reach out Now, I am connected to
God. For those who react as if it is preposterous, I
respond that it is more unbelievable that you are
not. How dare anyone proclaim as off-limits the
missing link! Things have changed and they will
continue to change.
Those afraid of even the slightest provocation
towards conflict tend to freak out over any little
thing. Nobody benefits from such a weak
position. Scared to make a peep on their own
behalf, they wonder why nobody understands
them.
There are layers upon layers of experience to
uncover. Every dream and vision happens
always. Luckily God is hipper than most
realize. He says in my ear, “Oooooo, I am sooo
scary,” as He giggles and makes ooga booga
hands. C’mon and finish this. It isn’t so
hard. Once you see, you will know why the
message had to be transmitted this way.
Christ just stepped forward through the Father to
remind us all that we are equal Sons and
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Daughters of God. The Holy Spirit is the Mother
and the Soul of the Earth. Each of us is 1/3 of the
Trinity. Although there are many individuals, the
process only unfolds in the One and each time it
is the expression of the Whole. Celebration
vibrates to the Far Corners while our minds
absorb the raining starlight.
God is aware of W., Chirac, Blair, Sharon, Condi,
Rummy, and Cheney etc… Actually He says,
“You have to admit there is a kind of beauty in
Cheney; so perfectly he plays the scoundrel. I
wish I could help the Anger which keeps
arresting his Heart. Deep inside he wants to die
and take everybody with him. This will not be
allowed.” Some of the others are like character
actors in an old play. The new world comes
when those of you who are self-conscious
organize in a different way. Do this by
recognizing each other and following higher
ideals.
Buddha is not actively involved here. He simply
waits for the dust to settle. Like a lighthouse he
still shines through the fog to those who wish to
travel to him. The 'Babaji to Yogananda' line of
Masters continues to gently but firmly guide
evolution of emerging souls. Osho will pop right
in if you let your guard down. Watch out, he
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may be looking for you. Barry Long is gone, but
has left behind tremendously beneficial maps for
the journey.
Angels are working closely with those called to
transmit the message of awakening over the
internet. Some of the fairy folk emerge in the
darkest part of the night to do what they can
around the fringes of human society. They look
after plants and encourage lightness of
mood. Over a long period of time, their
contribution adds up, making a big difference to
the default state of mind.
Of course entities such as Bigfoot, the Loch Ness
Monster, and Pteradactyls exist in the astral
realm. Occasionally, their world and ours blend
together, and we share space. It is no harm at all
and certainly nothing to be concerned about. It is
a beauty like Giraffes, Elephants, Hippos and
Rhinos.
Within every cell of every creature lives the
unifying presence. In that place, there is no
distinction of form. Primordial goo beats the
rhythm of Creation.
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Angel Buddha Christopher: You Are Not
Alone
Early in the process, each has to invent one’s own
path out of the darkness. It is a necessary
circumstance. The empowering satisfaction of
growth can only come when you decide to move
alone. This is not to say the burgeoning Soul is
helpless. There are facilitating indicators secretly
planted all around by loving beings. The work
that awaits you when crossing over the threshold
is precisely of this kind. Seeing the struggling
buds of hope, you will throw information
fertilizer over the grounds to nurture nature.
From within the vines we see the chaos, from
without, the order. Even war has its own cosmic
role to play. We will awaken when we have
suffered enough to be finished with it. Erasing
brain grooves that seek a pain fix, we shift our
energies to higher parts of the mind. Every being
has this potential. Can we begin to fathom the
tragedy of one who comes and goes, never
finding this treasure? Some speculate that this is
their choice/path and how Free Will plays itself
out. But what if Life never got a chance?
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Children rarely emerge unscathed from a
development which includes sometimes
contradictory rules both spoken and unspoken
relentlessly pounded into their head. How
confusing to see that the gatekeepers often do not
follow their own muddled instructions and the
motivating machinations underneath tend to
revolve around control. How can the innocent
Love when their vulnerability is turned against
them? They become hard and substitute the false
for the real in efforts to find approval from their
world so they can survive.
This intricate damage must be undone. I know
some whose eyes fall upon these words have
aching souls and that is precisely why it flows out
to you. Otherwise there would be nothing to say,
and we all would be laughing and loving in this
realm and the next. That day will arrive
eventually. It can happen for you NOW! Find
friendship with the divine energy. God created
the Universe so you can create your Life.
Oh my lovelies, I do weep for you on
occasion. Sometimes I poke at the bubbles of
illusion and see how disoriented you
become. Gently I whisper in your ear sweet
truths, and when you are not looking, I put happy
pictures in your background. One day this
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accumulation of Giving from all Service oriented
beings will saturate and Love will be everywhere
on the outside as it is on the inside of Existence.
Consider the animals who have always been your
friends. To kill majestic creatures for encroaching
on human territory as many city governments do,
is a crime the Lord is concerned about. He could
interfere, but then the whole experiment would
be over. It is for YOU to interfere. Can you not
understand that Life is Life and it is simply poor
planning that causes these interspecies
misunderstandings? You have had scientists and
mystics explain this to you in a myriad of
ways. How can we reach you and heal this
scar? Maybe your weather would calm down if
you would figure out some of these disturbances
swirling in your collective psyche.
There are many among you who every day
produce artifacts of transformation designed to
uplift those living now and in the future. Often
the people at large keep their back turned so as
not to have the difficulty of being exposed to
something which will disturb their
slumber. Misers live in mansions and the godly
often keep shop in a basement. This must be
turned around. God’s vessels should at least be
afforded a healthy home.
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In the skies just beyond our eyes are angels, often
working with legions of people devoted to
relaying their messages. Surely one must discern
what rings true to their heart, but one must not be
so scrutinizing as to critique themselves straight
to an early grave with an empty life
resume. Openness is essential for the light to
shine through the window. Honor those among
you who present the unusual in a magnificent
manner. Their work is noted in the Annals of
History and the Halls of the Akashic Records. I
know our own translator of this message holds a
hope that his various verbal lectures were
recorded in this way. He is a crazy person whose
main concern about dying is whether his
collected works will be attended to on the astral
plane.
No thing that has ever been, is, or ever will be,
disappears completely. There will always be an
imprint of its existence. If a tree falls in the forest
and there is nobody there to hear it, it does not
preclude the possibility that one day someone
might arrive with the subtle ability to pick up the
remaining echoes. If something occurs, there is
no need to philosophize about the perceiver. Is it
not the expression of the Creator none-theless? As those of you with journals of your most
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precious thoughts know, there is a sublime
beauty in something that is solely your very own.
Trust that there are others who understand, and
they will find you. They are waiting patiently for
the magnetism to take over and bring you
close. Enjoy talking about the wonders of the
galaxy. There is nothing to the myth of modern
times. Truth has always been the
same. Humanity is finally ready to accept it on a
larger scale. Be patient with the process and
steadfast in your devotion and success is
guaranteed.
Good fortune in your endeavors.
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Angel Buddha Christopher: Sail to the
Stars in Love
Can it be but with grace and elegance that one
sings of the Love in the Universe? Everywhere
pulsing with Joy, the intrinsic beat of nature’s
rhythm squeezes every last bit of Life out of every
single continuous moment to moment
transition. There is no stopping Here and if you
try, you will have no choice but to make up for
lost time. Initially doing double duty just to stay
afloat, the transcending humans eventually catch
up with themselves and can ride the wave of
glory to eternity.
Understanding beyond limitation is within reach
for any who can Love themselves enough to
accept the whole Truth. This is the essential
lesson permeating all of the dramatic events
unfolding upon the Earth. The scary darkness is
merely a by-product of the emergence of a whole
new realm. The horrors of war and the
corruption of man vs. man has always been as
ugly as it is today, only we are seeing it more
clearly now. There is no way for this remaining
past to ever rectify itself within its own subset of
parameters.
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Occasionally brave souls have openly expressed
the Love within their hearts in efforts to share the
golden pathway to God. It would be hard not to
tell a friend that the most magnificent thing that
has ever happened continues to happen. There is
no color, pitch, texture, scent, or delicacy which
can do any more but open the door. Through the
gateway there is brilliant fluidity which defies
explanation other than to bathe in its healing
energies.
Consider not meditation an obligation and begin
approaching yourself with Love and
acceptance. Allow relaxation to take over and
release the thought knots/nots which use up your
energy on an ongoing basis. Do not blame the
butcher for giving you a rotten slab of beef and
anger over injustice will subside. Sorrow is there
to be fully expressed and finished. Holding back
complicates the matter into something far more
difficult. Tears of pain become tears of Joy when
Light shines into the lonely shadow filled corners.
Cowards never begin while a hero's Love stays
the course. Each will get what is their due based
on the choices they have made in crucial
situations. Anything hidden is revealed as it is by
the vibration which sustains all things. You can
not keep secrets from the all-pervasive
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presence. This is not to say there is judgment. All
will simply be laid transparent on the way. For
some this will be thrust upon them after death in
the Bardo. For those who willingly discovered
the truth while on Earth, they will sail out of the
body to the stars.
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Angel Buddha Christopher: Children of
a Conscious Universe
Tuning in to the highest Source, harmony
establishes a flow that cascades like a mighty
waterfall off an enormous cliff. The water vapor
dances with the Sun creating rainbows wherever
you look. Leaping over and through the light are
fairies you can almost see through. When you
become aware of them, they become aware of
you. There is nothing as beautiful as a silent
knowing between two beings of different realms
who have found a way to connect. A rare
pleasure, this opportunity is becoming available
to more people as understanding compounds and
the collective lifts its vibration.
When you finally stop seeking an end, the details
become easier to deal with. Sometimes the every
day moments of sharing time with someone you
love take on more brilliance. Newness in the now
of life adds the spark from within that twinkles in
the imagination and encourages the heart to
expand to the far corners of the Earth. Such
wonderful and gracious support from the
Conscious Universe comes to any person sensible
enough to realize that it is possible. One can
surround themselves with a cloud of darkness if
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they choose to do so, but they must no longer
seek to spread it to the children of the light.
You skeptical minded yet loving hearted humans
had better learn to put the horse in front of the
cart. Dismantling your own chance of salvation is
certainly not the wisest course of action. It is
good to scrutinize the fluff, but when the
monumental comes across your path, be kind
enough to allow yourself the time to consider
it. Sometimes there is a delay between exposure
and recognition. Capacity to sink into the
frequency of a vibe depends upon the nature of
your alignment, and the remaining thought
patterns which color experience. In the crack
between worlds a hand can be reached that a Soul
can grab in friendship and determination.
There is a call beyond it all that echoes
throughout eternity. Once you get to the end of
your rope, it is the right moment to climb on
back. Swinging there waiting for death, some
forget where they have come from. Do not
abdicate your divine throne over a few worldly
tricks. Shake the cobwebs and return your
mission to what matters. Every fear creates the
object of its dread. No matter what the
circumstance, the best choice is to radiate your
own good energy and construct blessed thought
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forms. Beware of that which seeks to control your
state of mind. Observe the aggressive input from
a distance and remain centered.
Beloved star people, the truth is so close to
you. There is no distance. Just like a yawn, you
are constantly cleansed of all
unrighteousness. Holy is the kingdom you live
in. Clear out your associations and see the truth
of it: Holy is the kingdom you live in. To spell it
out, your very residence is not as solid as you
believe. There is a celebration going on right
below the surface. You can scowl, but that will
just make us all laugh at the funny stories we can
share when you get back here. Humming
beneath your feet is a universal equation that
forms shapes which grow life. Blossoming in
your chest is the One Heart.
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Angel Buddha Christopher: Love of
Earth's Vibration
If I could leap inside your mind and explode into
a billion light beams I would do so this instant. In
lieu of such a dangerously invasive maneuver, I
will do my best to explain as many intricate
details of the astral tapestry as
possible. Expressing in ways that if you go along
will turn into realms in the imagination, I open
the floodgates and become a portal for the
universe to flow through. Gently but firmly I lift
you.
Fear not loved ones as you all indeed are and
always will be a part of the Father. Always and
forever will the Cosmic Mother be available to
nurture you in the ways she did through the
women you have known in your life. Your
brothers and sisters the stars, reflect light back
and forth to reveal an invisible but perceivable
web that tells the hidden history of your
journey. Very few of you are native
Earthians. Perhaps 1 in 10 grew up from Gaia’s
mud. The rest of you have origins from all areas
of Heaven and the Universe.
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That is what the blue-green planet, 3rd body out
from the center of your solar system is currently
committed to seeing through. Offering herself as
a resting place for weary souls, the tough Love of
Earth’s vibrations will either burn the impurities
or finish you once and for all. Although no thing
disappears in this existence, forms can change
and fragment to such a point to where they are
unrecognizable. Either you unify and disperse
consciously into the Universe or entropy scatters
you until you are no more.
If you are seeing this right now, there is no need
of concern as you are meant to learn the
truth. The only question is whether or not you
will do your part. If your mind is gibbering about
channeling doubts and hesitations due to your
current reality you only need consider what
happens of its own accord. What does it matter
where a message is from if it stirs your
heart? Why hesitate when there is nothing to
lose? One must dive into life and swim the
churning seas boldly to arrive at the destination
that always changes.
So many collect bits and pieces of knowledge and
then parade around as if they know the final
answer. This betrays their unknowing because
there is no conclusion that suddenly lifts the
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seeker from seeking to bliss. This is what Buddha
discovered under the bodhi tree. It isn’t until
you’ve looked under every stone that you know
for yourself that this is the case. Perhaps trust
could save you time, but it cannot be false. The
autobahn to heaven is driven by those who resist
not. Opening the hollow bamboo, Truth itself
takes root from the inside and becomes your
personal chauffeur.
It is a joy to be here with you. I am with you even
as you read this.
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Angel Buddha Christopher: Heaven on
Earth
Cast your eyes away from images of horror. Your
life is shaped by what you spend time focusing
your attention on. It is entirely possible to create
a pocket of Heaven even in the depths of Hell. If
you are lucky enough to become a syntropic
force, you will find that the cracked dirt of Hell
just needed a little water. There will always be
places out of reach, and they are needed for the
deep grounding of 3D incarnation. There will
always be reds and violets to hold the oranges,
yellows, greens, blues, and indigos of the world.
The children of indigo are simply children born
with their third eye open. Anyone can gain the
ability to read the history of the Universe directly
from the Source itself as these enchanted ones
do. There are no exclusive clubs and scattered
dispersion of psychic abilities. With practice, we
all have so many talents that we will be more
than fulfilled through the expression of our
creative love/life force. Focus your attention in
the middle of your forehead anytime you wish to
retrieve information.
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Deeper and deeper into your forehead… Your 6th
chakra will give you a completely new and
brilliant view of your place in existence. The
falling star is falling for you. The frog king reigns
over the pond so that you might sit by the side of
it and listen to the frog people’s songs. All
animals are representatives of a whole
kingdom. Ambassadors to the human race, they
willingly take slaughter just to have the
opportunity to interact with you. They care about
you and the human species could communicate
with all of them so much better.
No human has a right or a need to bend any other
to his/her Will. Wills can align and a strong Will
can lift the undeveloped Will of one who
resonates with the frequency that reveals their
own potential. A true leader leaves you feeling
empowered and more confident to carry out your
own life of possibilities. The living master,
aligned with the Universe becomes a gateway
through which you can see/feel the mystery
firsthand. This is a rare occasion not to be taken
for granted. One who hears the ringing of the bell
should jump up and take action now! There may
not be a chance like this for many lifetimes. You
are alive. You are here and recognize truth.
Dive into the possibilities. When Jesus said,
“Come and I will make you fishers of men,” the
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receptive brothers dropped their nets and walked
in the present to a whole new future. No longer
simple people in a limited role mini-series, they
became witnesses of the beyond. Resonating with
light, they too moved into the world. In years,
the contagious wave spread across the
globe. This has happened many times in many
ways. Even as each holy message flows, it also
has to ebb one day. There will be a new version
of the truth made available by spirit conduits to
meet the needs of any given time.
Do not think that free play is without its own type
of order. Too many linear thinkers have already
done too much damage. Consider these words
like raindrops bouncing off your DNA. Playing
the codes like a keyboard, some of you will light
up like a Christmas tree. Suddenly knowledge
will reveal itself to you and you will get your
mission. Read it clearly and do not hesitate or
you might miss the sacred train.
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Wizard of Words
Once again you decided to step into the whacky
domain of the wizard of words. What is it that
draws you in again and again to hear the dew
drops falling from the lotus? What is it within
you that yearns to know the mysteries of
Existence? Somewhere in your heart you will
find your Home and realize that it is everywhere
and that you have always been here. How
relaxing to be welcomed by every blade of grass
and every glint of starlight!
Who else but the wizard of words could wave his
wand of wisdom and erase years of propaganda
in a single stroke? Slice the Ego off, and all the
pain which blocks the energy flow goes with
it. Self-interest immediately limits you by
associating you with limited time/place events,
and very small-minded goals. One may attain
their goal, but if it is at the expense of others, the
miser has earned nothing more than a way to
isolate their soul from others who might bring
Love and Joy.
Focusing the third eye as high into the stream as
possible, the wizard of words uses his fluid mind
to paint pictures that bring you to a place that has
always existed within. It is easy to do when you
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get to the point within yourself that is the same as
the point within every body else. I am you and
you are me. In your world, these words just
happen to be appearing before your eyes. There
are no coincidences, so for some reason this must
mean something to you. It doesn’t have to be a
rigid concept. It could evoke a vague
reminiscence.
Sometimes the Universe plays the wizard of
words like an instrument through chakras
resonating in harmony with the Aum. In the
present moment unencumbered by interpretation,
the perceptions which you-the-being receive
through you-the-body suddenly pop to a whole
new level. All the small petty concerns disappear
because they never had any significance. Walk
with grace and regard for Life, aware of each
footstep and ye shall never fall, fail, or falter.
Each day the wizard of words discovers
something fresh. Never will he allow patterns to
set it, because the exhilaration of change suits his
phoenix-like disposition. There is nothing left to
do, but serve your natural purpose. Take the risk
to allow the false imprisonments to be left
behind. Forget fear by seeing that faith is a
science of God. It is not simply a hope, but a
guarantee when intent is met with the will to
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follow things through. Being productive every
day brings happiness when it is an expression of
your being. I’ll tell you the truth, that if this is not
how your life is, your soul is enslaved to
circumstance, one of the most awful places to
be. Waking in the morning to your imposed fate,
the life juice drip drip drips away until the smile
on your face is like pressing a button.
It is necessary to take on illusions directly and
that is part of why the wizard of words came to
this Solar System in the first place. Where he
comes from, angels are by his side, and
imagination instantly becomes reality. Hanging
in space as a constellation with full mythological
honors, sacred principles are stored in his
experience. Millions of years old, he took an
incarnation much as one might take a recreational
drug. Once on the trip, you have to ride it
out. The tricky thing about being here is that you
get addicted and keep cycling through lives,
perpetuating the phenomenon. The drama, the
love affairs, the anger, the personal
karmas….. Once you distance yourself from this,
the Sun will fill you in on the next part. Some of
you might not make it, but you can never say that
you weren’t exposed to some of the information
that might have made your own salvation
possible.
5
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Welcome to the World
The information you need is now readily
available. You must consider with your heart as
well as your head activated by the eyes which so
eagerly peruse. Sorting through the subconscious
externalized as the internet, the keen mind knows
that the Universe will put the appropriate
materials in front of them. When read with
openness to possibility, miracles of change
become possible.
Recently arrived in body form, it takes many
years to gain knowledge and then freedom from
the same. Head in the stars and feet on the
ground, the spirit conduit flows truth to all who
will listen. We educate the children for the outer
society, but the inner reality is barely
mentioned. Our inability to answer even the
most basic questions about life on Earth is not
mentioned. Instead students are taught in
absolutes, which distort their thinking for a
lifetime.
Upon incarnating, the spirit should be welcomed
into an environment of relaxation, dim lights, and
lots of love. The wise adult guides the young one
but never controls the exploration. Delight in
7
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God as He is so close. Watch the wonder and
make it your own. Be humble enough to see the
grace and beauty; do not impress your limitations
upon the fragile flower.
Develop trust and friendship, while maintaining
authority not by force, but by the sincerity of your
convictions. Display in every moment the power
of divine understanding. How you live tells
volumes more than what you say. Many hide
from wholeness, instead opting to maintain an
intricate web of tangled contradictions. Splitting
their psyche into many parts, the left hand never
sees what the right is doing, and if the torso ever
tries to tell either of the other, neither is open
enough to listen.
Get back to a clean state of being. Consider every
aspect of your existence again from the
beginning. If you don’t do it while alive, you will
be forced to when you die. It is called the life
review. Deal with the pain while you can heal
and let time put it behind you. The Universe
obviously knows what you are up to, and having
set the parameters for this experiment is more
than willing to forgive if you come clean.
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Wisdom is Everywhere
With absolutely everything at your disposal, it is
important not to be overwhelmed, but to start
somewhere and wander around. Slowly you
begin to realize what is happening and that
although you have spent most of your life in a
daze, when illumination is applied, everything
falls into place. Give the process time and be
patient with your own development. The
problem is often in perspective, not in willingness
to apply effort.
Your energy begins as a singularity, and then bifercates as it enters into this dualistic
land. Symmetry is beautiful because it means
you’ve fully materialized. Some people may
appear unique and wonderful, while others may
show the karma of past lives in their inability to
sustain a healthy form. Some need to be hugged
so hard their insides crack and the dark prison
finally lets in the sunlight that they forgot they
loved.
Read on as if you know not what I am referring
to, but we all have to carry the burden until
kneeling to the creative force. Somehow feeling
ourselves responsible for the natural way of
9
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things, we over-blow our required duties and
undermine our ability to soar
unencumbered. Then we reinforce this
foolishness in each other until someone sees for
themselves the reality and awakens a friend.
A map is necessary. Nothing more; nothing
less. One would be foolish to turn down
assistance, and they would also be unwise to
abdicate personal responsibility. Keeping balance
above all things, a spirit warrior is free to dance
as they please. It is okay to indulge and
delight. These things teach you the deeper joys of
non-attachment.
The wisdom you seek is everywhere. There is
urgency as your body will die, but there is
eternity for the soul to find salvation. The
question is whether the ‘one you are’ will
maintain continuity or not. If you cultivate
consciousness and conquer fear you might have a
chance. If you deny truth, then the pain of death
will shock you into oblivion. Some of you will
find ways to survive, but you will never be who
you are now.
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Armageddon of the Mind
Though we may see Armageddon in the outer
world, the inner condition which brought it on is
far more intense. The cosmic tug of war between
light and dark is fought inside the mind of
humanity and is merely reflected externally. The
images on TV of this occurrence may strike fear
into our heart, but is it not merely showing us
what lurks in our own subconscious?
Angels of Truth have sounded and Demons of
Darkness are struggling hard to hold their
deceptive ground. Some humans consciously
choose to ascend in light, while others grasp
tightly to their Denials and shout, “I want it my
way!” Heavenly friends may hurt for those who
harm themselves, but they should not let it stop
them from walking on inspired by Love from/for
their Creator.
The winding ‘this and that’ path becomes straight
and paved with gold when you realize that the
destination is each step and the glow on the
horizon is there so you know you are not
alone. Flowing through invisible bonds between
your Soul, the Sun, the Earth, and the Moon, the
Aum melts away barriers, releasing enough
11
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starlight to fill the entire Universe. A living
constellation, you can write your own mythology.
Old ideas fall away and the implications of a
crumbling edifice may take a few moments to
settle. Pain of loss is fostered by emotional
attachment to stagnation. For awhile we were
allowed to believe that things had stopped, but
borrowing from our own future, it was intrinsic
to the situation that the explosion of pent up
energy would inevitably seek its freedom.
Suffering is necessary and for awhile it had to be
so. When the edges have cut you deeply enough
to crack the mental prison and let the long
awaited morning arrive, shadows flee, and the
frozen places begin to melt, shedding tears to
release the frustration. Deep breaths and inner
hugs transform the ache to ecstasy and the joy of
life becomes awakened, never to be lost again.
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The Miracle of the Mystical
Words are thrown about in a million ways about
a million things, but those which contain the most
magic are the ones that bring you back to yourself
and engage the release of energies that have lain
dormant in the soul for aeons. A person may
mistakenly seize upon one form or another and
draw conclusions based on their own
preconceptions, but that will not change the
inherent fact that Truth cannot be captured
because it is an evolving reality with a tangible
existence of its own. We can however, align
ourselves with this Change and evolve with it.
The most basic understanding that begets the
beginning of the process which leads to sublime
fluidity is to realize that you are not simply this
tiny body in this small mind. A false premise
imprinted at birth by the deeper layers of the
subconscious says, “I am a 3D
manifestation”. We tend to look at the world and
reference ourselves based on the experience
accrued from the age of Zero to Now. This
includes influence from parents, hometown, love
affairs, jobs, conflict, sorrow, and
suffering. Release from limiting self-definition
allows mental rigidity to loosen and newly freed
13
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past reveals amazing lessons about where you
have come from and where you are going.
To enable this unraveling, one must surrender
resistance to the ascension process. No individual
knows the intricacies of another’s unique
personal journey, but encouraging the seeker
from within the Universal Love behind Illusion,
another who has already undergone the
transformation, can share useful information
about the type of things one might encounter
along the way. Validation of experience is
necessary so that the cosmic traveler does not
start to feel crazy, and accept judgments of others
that this in fact the case!
There are so many fantastic and transcendent
experiences that can enter when Space is
provided in the Heart. You must not perceive
THIS according to the mental plane. YOU MUST
NOT PERCEIVE THIS ACCORDING TO THE
MENTAL PLANE. YOU MUST NOT PERCEIVE
THIS ACCORDING TO THE MENTAL
PLANE. YOU MUST NOT PERCEIVE THIS
ACCORDING TO THE MENTAL PLANE.
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Zen is our Destiny
Ancient mythologies of the world must be seen
for what they are if a workable solution to the
planetary situation is ever to be found. Within the
context of a limited set of parameters, a
cosmically palatable flow can never be given birth
because it is intrinsically opposed to the
expression of life – THE NEW. Just being old
seems to give words credence in the mind of
humanity. The older something is, the easier it is
to lose track of the cause which creates the effect.
So much of what Jesus said is rooted in Existence
and indicative of divine expression. Studying this
Zen Master of the West, we can discover for
ourselves the depth of his realization by practice
of our own. The most harmful and anti-Jesus
thing anybody can come up with, is to claim that
belief alone is enough. Beautiful discussions on
his seeds of truth again and again get cut down at
the root by this simple but horrendous
misunderstanding. There is no cosmic equation
whereupon Jesus took your Karma. He provides
tools with which to deal with your own Karma.
The intrinsic nobility of ascension is that it is our
personal responsibility to build a path to God.
There is no escaping this process, and it is good!
15
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Jesus is so much more than most Christians will
ever know.
Muslims see the discrepancies of Christians, but
unfortunately they are positioned squarely within
their own subset of misconceptions. After being
unacknowledged and abused for many years,
they have rage and a desire for revenge. One
cannot simply demand that this volcanic
expression of Lost Will stop, because it will only
polarize sides and escalate conflict. There has to
be a safe receptacle for the subconscious lava to
flow into, making room for peace. Within this
tradition is an acceptance and understanding of
the Mystical that can rise higher, unshackling
itself from the societal conformities of any given
era, and becoming universal in its embrace of
moving reality.
Judaism is one of the planet’s longest and most
ingrained habits. Adherents claim to be God’s
Chosen People, causing enmity in those that they
by definition oppose – everybody else. Moses was
a law giver, not a truth giver. Even if it is taken on
faith that the mighty stone tablets were necessary
to establish order in the desert, to believe solely in
this today, one would have to think that God is
unable to grow and unable to communicate an
updated message that would actually make sense
16
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to the situation NOW. Also, most claims of Jewish
descendants for land and justifications for
HARSH actions come from the Old Testament
which itself was written by their own ancestors.
If one were to remove these three religious
notions, most of the current wars would
immediately lose fuel, politics would drop its
wicked bite, and Planetary Peace as a World of
Human Beings would suddenly be possible. Over
the years attempts to get this point home have
been met with such hysterical resistance that
momentum for the cause periodically ebbs. The
beauty of a real solution is that nothing of value is
lost and all we held dear is set free to become the
full fruition of what it was meant to be.
Zen needs no belief. It is an antidote to poison
and the key to becoming centered. Getting space
within is the only way to calm the turbulent
waters of Earth’s Geopolitics. Transforming the
small “I” body into the big “I” soul, we serve the
Tao, not Bush, Osama, or Sharon. This is where
the brainwashing comes into stark focus.
Answering the call of our own heart, we see that
all this outside nonsense has nothing to do with
us other than to throw us back to ourselves. Being
immersed since the beginning it is hard to find
the way out, but when you do, you will stand on
17
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top of the hill and shout, “Alleluia! This is it! The
miracle we have all been waiting for has
happened to me and can happen to you.
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On Top of the World
What is it like to be on top of the world? Why
don’t you ask yourself, or have you forgotten
what your feet are upon? Sure there may be a
floor, a bit of carpet, or some such thing, but just
beneath is the sheath of the planet
Earth. Radiating outward is the energy pumping
from the Heart of the Earth herself. Not to be
denied she Loves in spite of misery and despite
many spitting upon her. Buddha’s blessings were
given from the Earth through him to the
people. This reveals the true gifts of the Lotus
Paradise.
So many colorful qualities in people! Share and
enjoy without forgetting who you are and what
you came here to do. Find your role in the
expression of Love in the Universe and fulfill
it. That is what you long to do. That is what you
are truly here for. Keep all the information
outside your sphere and manage it with
awareness. Do not ever let it in too deep, and
never let someone else, let alone a content
controlled picture box, do the thinking for
you. Find your source of inspiration and let it
flow and flow and flow.
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Do not hold on to pebbles and cry about never
finding gold. There are many different types of
energy exchanges. Make sure you are engaged in
healthy relating. Learning what it is that is
happening inside of you is a good place to
start. We have not been educated all the way yet,
and many teachers are stepping up to fill the
void. They are out there. Seek them and listen to
them. Do not let foolish pride keep you from
healing. Some sacrifice a lifetime of joy just to not
have to say they are wrong or they are sorry.
All is forgiven and all is as it should be. Come
home to the temple inside of yourself. I know the
noise of the outer world is tempting and
tantalizing. It has been that way for ages and
thankfully the depth and sanctity of your inner
world has been waiting for you. There are many
questions and they will all be answered in the
realization of your being. There is purpose and
meaning behind your existence. There is a dream
to be awakened and a mission to be
accomplished. It is a blessing to be here and be
alive this moment.
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Source, Soul and Body Glow
Powerful and true like the night of the full moon,
the luminescence of creation invigorates both
animate and inanimate objects. Everything
everywhere is moving. If you focus your inner
hearing to a point which pierces the veil you will
hear the humming that always surrounds you. If
you merge with this hum, it will overtake you
and start playing your heart like a musical
instrument. The pain of many lifetimes will be
lifted and you will see your true purpose. If you
can carry the memory back with you, you can
strive to reach this full actualization in your every
day life.
To reveal deeper truth in words one must either
wax eloquent or twist in a way that is just
unexpected enough to suddenly make room for
something new. Once a person has been exposed
to the greater reality, they never forget. Some sad
souls choose to stuff the memory and trudge on
in their mundane affairs as if their smile actually
means something instead of taking the sometimes
difficult steps of asserting their individual
independence. Chit chatting about nothing with
friends of the same ilk, the ache of their suffering
sounds like a room of weeping widows.
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Vibration shoots through the sun to the soul and
into the body. You walk around glowing your
secrets to anybody with the Eye to see. We can
work our way backwards to the source even as
the salmon swims upstream. As our muscles get
stronger and our Will is emboldened by success,
each moment of the journey forward compounds
the intensity of the spirit to arrive at full
expansion. Soon we are giving off our own hum
as a result of the splendidly skillful manifestation
of the implications of truth. Reflecting on the
lessons of experience, each opportunity leads to a
better one. Instead of a spiral down, our path
begins to wind its way back up.
Interpretation is not necessary. Leave these
words where they are because the devil in this
case is not in the details. The harmonic resonance
of the pace and encoded geomancies lies beyond
the reduction of meaning into the common
lexicon. New pathways must be forged in order
for transcendent potentialities to be
revealed. Let’s start with wherever we are in this
moment.
Hopeful to be helpful, with the inescapable desire
to reach the brightest star, a soul with the courage
to make the mission their own will never fail if
they never falter in their faith. It is not difficult to
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pour water through an empty tube, nor is it hard
to get a bird to sing in the morning. For emerging
heroes born to guard the truth, to be one with life
and creation is as natural as it is for a baby to seek
the warmth of a mother’s embrace.
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A Key to the Fountain of Information
Those who hold a key to the fountain of
information can unlock the dream from the
concrete cage and restore the shimmering luster
that was once commonplace upon the Earth.
Waiting for something to change is foolish when
change is the nature of the Universe! The illusion
is “that which stays the same”. Much as people
like to believe in their own self-identity, in the
politics of their favorite government, or in the
holy dogma that keeps their soul from being
born, it is an effort in futility. These false idols
will be stripped away because they only relate to
the 3rd dimensional small world of incarnation in
the Body/Brain.
Sure, to those trapped in Hell, Heaven seems very
scary. They see subversion in freedom because
they do not realize that the most dangerous
technique of Control is to masquerade as
Liberation. No eternal happening takes place
solely in the Body/Brain. The Body/Brain can be
used as a device to translate cosmic experience
into words in an effort to shake the psychic self
flagellators into taking it easy for a second or two,
but this is always simply a means to a greater
end.
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Feeding off of the pain, Devils take themselves
farther and farther into the dark unconscious hole
of woe. “Come HERE!!!” they shout. “Why are
YOU doing this to me?” Beware mon frere! This is
how they catch a tiger by the toe and turn him
into lunch meat. Demonstrate resistance by
dancing; elevate existence by laughing. No one
will awaken before their time, but those who fail
to make it their time will be lost without a trace.
As if we are all helpless HERE….. What is the best
case scenario? All wars, violence, lies, hammering
propaganda, and dead wrong values disappear
and a more enlightened, balanced, sincere, and
loving world that implements already discovered
scientific principles to the benefit of all humanity
is one example. First a flag must be planted where
you are standing. Lifting ideals and sharing the
divine world WHICH ALREADY EXISTS is the
first step.
A shift of focus must occur. I remember a
“Simpsons” episode where living corporate logo
characters were tearing up Springfield and the
only thing that saved the town was a song with
the message, “Just don’t look. Just don’t look.”
Every day when the sun rises, the birds sing
outside of your bedroom window. It can be
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translated this way, “Glorious human, this is your
lucky day. God has given you the gift of life for
you to do anything you want with. This is your
Home and you are Loved. Join us in the Garden
to express your Joy.”
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Love, Peace, Friendship, Honor, Loyalty,
and Truth
The prophets of old were speaking of something
which the new sages have known for ages.
Simply sitting on a shelf for 1000 years does not in
any way add validity to a tome. Every word must
be examined for pertinence to the present.
Anything that binds is sowing seeds of
discontent, while that which frees remains selfevident.
Finding gold in the most likely of places, Heart
pumps out Love energy to the ends of the Earth.
Those who have refined their taste to this delicacy
of the Spirit will not be disappointed for spending
the time sorting out the idiosyncrasies. Where
each of us is right now, there is a key which can
awaken the ability to perceive beyond the
physical world represented by the cumulative
impression of our 5 senses.
You cannot get used to that which is always
changing. Mind reflects in concrete terms, while
the motion in fact never stops. Buzzing atoms
continue to mold to various forms due to certain
properties of Physics. Try gazing blankly instead
of focusing intently. Seeing all, we include the
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slice we used to know with the perspective of the
whole.
Those who seek fear so they can worry and feel
like they are doing something must beware of
your habit. Drawn to paranoia, one can forget the
happy world of nature and replace it with the
monster around every corner. Good news is more
thrilling than bad when you prioritize
understanding over sensation. You focus on what
you resonate with.
Once limited context is gone, your third eye will
begin to reveal the next higher layer of the
universe superimposed over the one with which
you are familiar. A mere thought of a spirit will
draw it near, and you will begin to get messages
for those around you. Delivering them may give
you hardship as you often run straight into fear,
but over time the necessary difference will be
made.
Things get really interesting when you can put
your Will behind your Vision and Manifest a
Reality which contains Love, Peace, Friendship,
Honor, Loyalty, and Truth.
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Harmony, the Golden Prize
To pull the Chi up from my toes and explode it
out of my head only requires a mind that is free of
distraction, a heart that is open and flowing, and
an energy system resonating chakras in harmony
with one another. Then while connected to the
Earth and through her to the Sun, and beyond
this to a space of Christ Consciousness
unbounded, I can rain the truth down to the
drought stricken dust of impoverished
souls. Drink deeply; this will make room for
many more and greater revelations.
A key to being receptive no matter who you are is
to not allow the outer circumstances to cause you
to justify acting as if faith is not enough to make
all things possible. The journey may become
trepidatious and fraught with unforeseen
challenges. This spurs the hero on to greater
triumphs while it disheartens the weak and those
not self-loving enough to feel worthy of their
rightful place in the house of the Father. Hold on
to the image of what you want to Create and
make sure every step is in that direction. If you
are wandering all over the path, there is nothing
wrong in it, but the consequences must be
accepted as your own. The Universal laws are all
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right out in the open for anybody brave and quiet
enough to take a look.
Ideas are wonderful and kindness towards
friends is even better. Do people smile when they
see you coming? What happens on their face
when they think of you? This reflection when
viewed honestly can become your best
teacher. Learning the lessons of life is an ongoing
process. Class is never over and the day will not
come when there will be no more knowledge to
acquire. The growth of expansion is the essence
of who we are as beings of Light. The
circumstances we encounter are the triggers that
give us the opportunity to activate this essential
truth. What fulfillment at overcoming doubts
and hesitation! Being aware of who you are,
coming to terms with reality is not far behind.
Shed tears and be done with the past. Shed fears
and be done with the future. Sink in as deeply as
possible to this moment. Even these words
become nothing more than a link for you to be
here and now. Come into your home; feel what it
is like to illuminate the body with the
soul. Encourage the vibration to increase and let
your attention ride the wave to new
heights. Seeing all around you at once with full
insight into the whole of existence, you are deadly
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silent and powerful in your brilliant
presence. This is the greater reality that awaits all
who are ready. There is nothing off limits to one
who is ready to risk their burden for the golden
prize.
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Awakening Souls Around the World
Join me in the stratosphere for a few breaths of
fresh air. Unpolluted by incorrect thinking, the
subtleties are not lost. In fact they are enhanced
by the brilliance of newness that is deep inside all
of life. Pristine like a spring rain, the fountain of
youth is really the expression of God’s
Love. Drink deeply and rejuvenate your
spirit. The journey is long and there are many
obstacles along the way. With fortitude, friends,
and faith, the chances of arriving at your goal are
greatly enhanced.
There is a soul hanging around the body and in
between can be much confusion. When focusing
on the “I” of the body, the noise is in
control. When focusing on the “IAM” of the Soul,
you are in the freedom of space and can
harmonize the noise into a symphony of
creation. The Soul has a direct link to Source and
when contacted can flow to you the truth of life
and the meaning behind your own
incarnation. Reading good books can enable you
to more readily perceive the nuances of this
Universal language.
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To foster the release of the Soul seedling’s
potential, give it room to grow. When you hear
the voice of intuition, remove the doubt that
crushes it. Reality is far-fetched. You must allow
your mind to wander to intricacies outside of
your frame-of-reference. After all, you are trying
to put the ocean into a glass. Luckily we don’t
have to put a lid on it, so the water can just pour
all over the place. Allow yourself to giggle at the
absurdity you suddenly realize was the case all
along.
In one way, every day is like any other; in
another, each is as different as the leaves on a
tree. Creation is a composition called “Infinite
Variations on a Theme of Life”. If you listen
closely enough, you will get to know the
composer. If you open up to the energy and
allow it to move you, it is very likely that you will
add your own variations to the universal
repertoire. In fact, we each play an irreplaceable
role in this collective work of art. Even if you say
you don’t want to participate, at some point you
made a choice to be a character in the play.
Embrace your role and dive into the
performance. If acted in totality, all roles will be
transcended and the grace beyond individuality
will descend into your heart. Here you will see
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that you are all of the actors in all places. You’ve
been so busy entertaining yourself in all your
forms, that you’ve never stopped the drama to
take a break. Just like a teenager with a new
video game who stays up all night to get to the
next level, you have been obsessed with seeing
what happens next. It’s alright, we’ll all find out
soon enough.
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You Are Hypnotized
Pretty pictures fill the mind with delightful
dreams. The system closes in upon itself and the
associations made by flashing images creates an
artificial reality much more comfortable than that
which lies outside your door. It is easier to believe
in cattle feed than to sort through the details of
world history, psychology, sociology, art culture,
and spiritual tradition to put together a view of
life on Earth that includes the nobility of the soul
creating its own destiny.
For those that think, “Yeah, I agree. Other people
are really screwed up,” consider that there is
more than one layer of illusion. Even an
adolescent can figure out that what is being
portrayed by various media is ridiculously
skewed. There are thousands of things in the
background that are taken as a given that are not
necessarily so. Societal context colors everything
for those who have not traced their own life back
to day one.
Remember all the facts and figures you were
taught in school? How many of those ideas have
been logged and forgotten never to be questioned
again? Of course all the family values given to us
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by our parental figures are solid, right? Even the
supposedly good creates an elaborate
superstructure that clouds the effort to reach the
ultimate truth. In fact this can be one of the most
confusing temporary intellectual stopping points
to overcome. Our attachments do not want us to
pop this sacred bubble and although we may
question some things, we can develop a blind
spot that undermines us in subtle ways every
day.
Further, there is a whole other level of basic
worldly perception parameters that we may not
have even considered. Do you notice colors,
textures, tastes, sounds, etc…, and differentiate
them into categories that then get stored in
various areas of the brain? A reflective look takes
this in, but does not allow the synapse grooves to
interpret the occurrence into a more limited view.
Of course we can acknowledge sense parameters,
but there is no need to think about them, because
as soon as we do, we lose the next moment.
Many forces on many levels work to pull us in a
plethora of directions. People often adopt roles
for changing situations that their mind proves to
them is necessary. It is not. Only when arriving at
our own center can we maintain consciousness
amongst the wild activity of the jungle and its
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inhabitants. Consistency of self remains on an
ongoing basis after the hierarchy of control
mechanisms are dismantled with thundering
awareness and truth is upheld by the courage to
live as it is perceived from within.
As usual those who think they know fool
themselves. There is much material to cover, but
no concrete solution will ever be found.
Information is digested so that when presented
with a new circumstance we can be alert enough
to spontaneously handle the situation. We can
then take over the steering of the body-ship and
chart new waters with a joy nowhere else to be
found but in the expression of a heart that
showers its love indiscriminately to the whole
universe.
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There is No Way Out But Through
There is never going to be an easier time to deal
with that which remains to be healed. Hiding
only delays the inevitable day of reckoning and
adds to the life time wasted in misery. Why
torture yourself like some deranged masochist
when you can admit the truth, transform the
energy, and set yourself free?
Imagine living in a hole, deep within the
ground. You only allow yourself the smallest
pleasure and even then you feel
guilty. Sometimes it rains and sometimes the sun
shines, but there is barely enough feeling left to
take note either way. The goal is to merely
survive; not to live, but to put death off a little
longer.
Jump out of it! Do you think you have the luxury
of complacency while the society…while
civilization itself crumbles!? Forget the frowns
that are always ready to arrest the truth. Those
faces are the ones that will “freeze that way” to
their own eternal detriment. Ignore their
grumbles and show them your smile. There are
always a couple of people who are ready to join
in. Then together they can add more and so
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forth…
When enough of us join the party, our celebration
can be organization. We can hold up signs of
protest (which are necessary in a limited sense),
or we can put the best minds on the planet to
work on real flexible lasting solutions to world
conundrums. Purposefully affirmative methods
will blow the polarizing demigods right out of the
realm of ideas.
Should a country destroy cities, or provide
medicine for the people? Should it help the best
and brightest go through higher levels of
university without crushing debt, or are there
more imperial conquests to be embarked upon for
the interests of not the nation, but the
corporation? Somewhere, somebody is sitting in a
penthouse board room on a pile of cash laughing
at the peons who no matter how obvious things
get, will just not think for themselves.
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Covering the Achilles Heel of the Soul
Polarization is occurring on its own. We as
human participants will just find ourselves on
one side or the other. One side will be
Unconscious and one side will be Conscious. It is
impossible to sit on the fence.
As those heading towards the Conscious side will
find out, the ultimate weapon of the Unconscious
is to accuse the Conscious of “Hate” when they
express the Emotions that have been frozen.
Those heading towards Consciousness are
sensitive and loving. An accusation of “Hate”
comes as a terrible blow to a being of Light.
Beware, for this is the ultimate tool of Control.
We need to cover this Achilles Heel of the Soul
with Thundering Understanding.
The Unconscious hate themselves and so draw
that to them in the outside world. If the
Conscious are there, the Unconscious will do
things until “Hate” rises in the Conscious. When
the Conscious responds honestly to their feelings,
the Unconscious will then accuse the Conscious
of “Hate”.
For the Conscious this is debilitating. For the
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Unconscious, it adds fuel to their fire. This is how
they feed off the Conscious and keep them from
growing. The Conscious are expressing honestly
to approach the “real” which is a reflection of
Love. For the Unconscious the “real” is what they
fear the most. They will do anything to stop it
from disturbing their Denial.
Love seems like Hate to the Unconscious because
they Fear the Truth. The Conscious Hate to be
Hated because they can’t stand to be
misrepresented, and that is the trap. Feeling
compelled to clarify, they will be lured into the
Unconscious’s trap. Each explanation opens the
door to more Denials. Consciousness’s energy
gets used up, and the Unconscious feeds on the
pain.
You will see these divisions increasing all over.
God is sorting out the weak from the chaff. All
spirits will go where they need to go for what
they need to learn. The shadows will lurk in
darkness while the stars will take their rightful
place in the sky.
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Beyond the Mind Edifice
Magnificent words that come from higher
dimensions do not do any good if they are simply
processed in the mind and interpreted according
to disposition. How can Wonder enter into the
world of preconceived parameters? A good story
can be interesting, but only truly serves the divine
purpose if it awakens something beyond the
norm in the receiver of the transmission. To the
one who has lived only in the mind, the hardest
thing is to let go of the illusion of knowing and
the sense that they have to control their
environment. There are ways. The trick is to get
you to jump out of everything you have ever
thought life was all about. Kicking the human
children out of the nest, it is finally time for each
to fly on their own. Spelling out the details,
perhaps we can find a crack in the mind edifice to
slip through.
So much gets crammed into the 5 sense Earth
body that it shorts out. This can manifest as
mental illness as well as later…physical
sickness. All of your prescription meds are vain
attempts to alter the body/brain chemistry that
excessive mental input has destroyed. Trying to
live out a myriad of contradictions, all actions are
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disconnected and serve no greater purpose. It is
good that it takes time for prayers/intent to
manifest. If everything people thought just
appeared, we’d be doomed. Things will surely
come around our thoughts if we hold them over
time. We must untangle the goop that is stuck to
our innards then with space and a fresh
perspective, we can see for the first time see our
life path and create something that will contribute
to our own wellbeing as well as the peace of the
planet.
Without the strain of other people’s pain, your
body attains a new health and ability to perceive
subtleties. This then makes it possible for your
Higher Self to fully enter in and the Two become
ONE. Rediscovering everything over again
without the taint of mind is a pure
pleasure. What a joy to have full intelligence and
the newness of sunrise in your heart! Each
moment becomes a miracle and you give thanks
not from repetitive habit, but because gratitude
bursts from your soul. You realize so clearly
what a gift life is and how precious every last
being is… Even now I feel blessed to press each
symbol key that unlocks the doors to the
mysteries of the universe. Out of nothing comes
something. Something when shared becomes
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something more. Dancing without reservation,
the celebration is at long last joined.
Tales of angels and demons are entertaining and
indicative of something that is in fact the
case. The meaning and reality is quite different
than anybody that simply lives in the mind can
realize. Here is where the language of mythology
points you to the abstract that stays abstract. The
left brained prove-it-to-me people will always say
that evidence is needed on their terms, but what
to do if reality has its own way? Tell them to
open up their hearts and embark upon the
journey of discovery so they can see for
themselves. Sometimes you may start a course
for one reason and suddenly find out that destiny
had altogether different ideas. Once addiction to
linear thinking is broken, the multidimensional
possibilities add a richness and dignity to
humanity that will easily relieve the sting of
admitting ignorance.
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Wake up World!
Even as the political situation disintegrates, the
cosmic community coagulates. The end of the Old
World is taking place right alongside the
beginning of the new. Looking elsewhere for the
occurrence simply shows that the seeker has yet
to realize the happening is here and now. There is
no other place and time. 90% of the Souls who
have ever been are once again alive in this era to
witness a momentous event in human evolution.
We can call it the dawning of the Age of Aquarius
or the Ascension into Universal Humanity. We
can call it Spiritual Awakening or Meditative
Enlightenment. Whatever name we ascribe to it, it
is essentially Self-Awareness empowering
Individuals to take over conscious creative
control of their own destiny by connecting to the
Source through the Soul. In this way Man’s Will
and God’s Will become one and the blueprint for
Existence becomes actualized. Those who think
they have higher priorities residing in worldly
affairs have grossly misunderstood the purpose
and underestimated the significance of being on
Earth.
When wrapped up in the details of personal
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ambition, to look outside of self-identity at the
truth of being on a planet in outer space seems
too inconvenient. To consider your impending
death….that’s downright morbid! Or is it? What
else is going to keep the razor’s edge of Life in
your Mind? Nothing crystallizes this tremendous
gift of opportunity better than to realize that it
will be gone one day. Shirking hesitation for
exaltation, you become free to dive into yourself
and release your natural talents.
The better you are, the better everything in your
life will be. When work is necessary it can be
done with a calmness and originality that wasn’t
there before. Relationships will become nourished
by validations that are no longer left unsaid. Love
no longer rests upon the shelf but becomes an
everyday thing. The more you give the more you
get in return. This is the Law of Abundance. The
more miserly one acts, the poorer will be their
spirit when the decrepit body finally returns to
dust.
A clarion call is not nearly loud enough to reach
ears that have been sleeping for lifetimes. If I
could personally look into everyone’s eyes and
give them exactly what they need I would be
happy to do so. Often this is not what the person
thinks they need. The road home goes through
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the thorniest territory. When the horrible reality
of the cage is first looked at, it is likely that the
grumpy sleeper will blame the messenger. That is
why the messenger has to be skilled at delivering
the goods.
It is old news that Christianity is full of hypocrisy
and its reptilian rituals were organized in Board
Rooms, not in Heaven. Of course we all know
that the loser in every war is Evil and the winner
Benevolent, right? Nations with their borders
exist everywhere don’t they? Just look at that big
black line floating in the sky between Canada and
the U. S. Where does that crazy thing come from?
Well, we all know we have to protect what’s ours.
Let’s just get this over with, “MINE, MINE,
MINE!” Once again we see that George Harrison
was slipping us a gem, “All through your life, I
Me Mine…..”
Spoiled children don’t deserve the Kingdom of
God. Holding onto misery they cry, “Why won’t
He let me in?” The door has always been open.
The punishment humans feel has been given to
them by each other, not God. Take responsibility
and stop whining. It is not such a big deal. The
impossible will only become possible if you
believe it to be so. Miracles happen every second
of every day. Where have you been?
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You Cannot Activate DNA Linearly
Shall we go over the rising vibrations on Earth
that even now lift us more into the mind of the
Sun? Perhaps we should explore how the Earth
mother and Sun father share their Love in the
expression of Life. We make our Heavenly
parents so very joyous when we become selfconscious and appreciate with gratitude that we
are alive! Even if we were to examine the
implications of the Aum vibration that
invigorates both animate and inanimate objects,
we would never arrive at any conclusions. We
would possibly start to dissolve some illusions
however.
What if we were to talk about the scary
governmental machinations across the globe and
how they are but a reflection of humanity’s
unresolved subconscious? After all, there is
something inside all of us which causes the
reflections we see. There is nothing but the
observer and that observer is the same in each
one of us. We mistakenly think it is “I”, but this
“I” is every “I” and at some level is an “EYE”
which is fully aware of the multi-fercations and
the ONE simultaneously.
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For those of you who might reply with some
smart ass comment about lack of coherence or
that I must have done some crazy drug to write
such madness, you will never know. But what I
can tell you is that YOU CANNOT ACTIVATE
DNA CODES LINEARLY. Eventually we will
highlight all the pieces. Do you see that in the
now even reading becomes a different
process? Only this word. Only this word. Only
this.
We have had enough content that is ‘ever so
factual’. Is this really going to serve any purpose
anymore whatsoever other than to bore our asses
off and provide cover for the scary lunatics who
aren’t willing to take responsibility for
anything? We all know that if you dare question
an average American, the first thing they will do
is blame someone else. Not even a pause for self
consideration, so many have thrown away the
Awareness key long ago because they mistakenly
believe they know something. It is for absolutely
nothing that you protect your misery.
What if a golden spoon appeared under a
crescent moon? And upon this there was a cherry
and it was said that this particular cherry if eaten
would reveal everything that is necessary to solve
all of the world’s problems… Who would pop
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the tiny fruit of wisdom? And would all of those
left out of ‘the know’ ever acquiesce to the will of
the awakened? No doubt the newly christened
sage would hurt all of their feelings so much that
they would lynch him or her. But like many
sages before, they will keep on spilling the beans.
Hoots and hollers from the audience emerge
while true devotees make themselves known in
the most wonderful of ways. No one will reach
everyone, but if someone reaches someone else,
hasn’t something been done? This is no
conundrum to be stuck upon, it is more likely a
form of proclamation that it only takes a gesture,
an expression, or the subtlest of winks in the
energy within your eye to make it known that
you are a part of creation.
A final point that must always be
remembered: Outer space is your inner space.
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Discover Your Own Transcendent Truth
The truth is we can go farther and farther
still. When we can finally conceive without
conclusion that there is no stop, then we can fully
enjoy the Go Go God. When at last it dawns on
us that stagnancy is death, we will embrace the
change and luxuriate in the rejuvenating influx
that never ends. The question of how to link to
Source is a simple one. It revolves solely around
the efforts you put forth in facilitating the process
through paying attention to what is occurring on
an ongoing basis. People are not enlightened
because they do not seek to be. Too wrapped up
in pettiness and mundane affairs, they use up all
of their energy and opportunity, finding peace
only in an early grave. Even in this case the body
rests in the dirt, but the spirit remains continually
tormented. Human emotion is a type of drug for
the addicted ghosts, often causing them to
immediately leap into another body. An urgent
newly deceased energy entity can even go so far
as to draw a man and woman together by force of
will from the astral plane to open an incarnation
portal. This is particularly true where alcohol is
involved. It makes room for the undetected
entering of this influence.
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The etheric double is not the Soul. It is the body’s
energy equivalent. This is what survives death
with the personality still intact. So there you are
in the astral realms first vibrations, which overlap
with your former reality. Where you find
yourself is really not that different from what you
are used to…in some way more brilliant and
fluid. Very dreamy and magical, it is actually a
relief of many burdens associated with the
body. Gravity is not as prevalent since the body
is no longer there. You are light and free,
traveling with but a thought and
inclination. Soon you will encounter old friends
and life goes on. For some who had a traumatic
crossing that pierced into their mind and
remained with them even after the physical
passing, there is a period of rehab. This situation
is monitored by guides and the equivalent
medical/psychological assistance is available
upon arrival.
The few individuals from Earth who had
dismantled their Ego and personality imprint
while alive will have another kind of experience
entirely. The colloquial phrase which comes to
mind in this case is, “The World’s Your Oyster”;
then apply what that phrase represents to the
whole Universe. Some will share long visits with
the entities which exist in the realms beyond
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form, space, and time. These beings have many
experiences to share. It may take a million years,
or a split second. Once you get this far you can
jump in anywhere on the time line anyway, so it
is irrelevant. Many who remember themselves to
this point will assist evolution on planets here
and there. Jesus and Babaji have agreed to be
governors or caretakers of the blue-green planet
Gaia. Some of the masters traveling through such
as Buddha, Osho, and your author come from
other star systems and have been around for
ages. Take this chance to open to the vibrations
available and discover your own transcendent
truth.
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The White Light of Star People
Where does it all come from? These words
emerge out of nothingness even as every blade of
grass springs forth from but a code intrinsic to the
seed. Appearing and disappearing in time, all
things are fleeting. I beg you to reconsider your
conclusions. Behind every known is but another
unknown. Pain comes from giving too much
credence to temporary manifestations. Your
being lives outside of these limited
phenomenon. Your godlike nature transcends
everything you can consider.
I’d love to rumble you from your toes and shake
off the flaking paint from your personality wall’s
woes. Perhaps if I shimmy up to your ear and
shriek a piercing pitch in a very disconcerting
slightly wobbly tone, suddenly stop, look you
straight in the eyeballs and whisper, “NOW
THIS…” you will have a moment truly in the
present. So many things that you haven’t
considered for so long lead you to falsely believe
they are a permanent part of you. What does a
new born baby see? Does it yet know the colors
red, green, yellow, or does it differentiate
between this and that? Does it even know that
everything it sees is separate from itself?
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Mind tends to embrace pattern, and after a
pattern has been witnessed a number of times, it
gets filed into the known category. This then
dulls the perception of the new now when it is
taken for granted that what is being seen has
already been experienced. If you have been in the
same room 1000 times, can you still see the magic
and mystery bursting just below the
surface? Looking in the mirror, do you smile
about the fact that you are even here and how
absolutely preposterous the whole notion is to
begin with? If you asked even some of these
questions and then went out into the world, no
one would be able to transgress against you,
because there would be no-one specific there to
transgress against. You would see that you are a
part of a flux that is in and all around you.
A few sources of information cross reference until
they become a focal point for self-consciousness,
but they never lose their connection to the
heartbeat of existence. Even as you read this,
wonderful things are happening. You are one
whacky creature human! Walking around in
your body, running things through your
mind….what luxury you grant
yourself! Patiently the Soul waits to recollect all
the experiences of every incarnation. Then you
can give yourself the 3rd birth into Christ
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Consciousness. You are born again in the process
of awakening, then when the mission is complete,
you get born a third time. This is reuniting with
the originator of the whole plotline. Here you
will be free of all condensing concepts, floating in
space and happy to remember what the whole
thing was about.
I am so glad to reach eyes, ears, and hearts that
care about such things. One by one star people
are emerging and together we are turning the
cacophony of suffering into a symphony of
joy. Welcome to Earth my friends. It has taken
awhile to go through the whole transformation,
and I know it is perilous beyond compare. Thrill
seekers who do the fantastic, are just playing
around with the great thrill we all dared to take
call Life. I honor you for your decision and
strength. Every one of us here is already
powerful. A little Black Magic has turned the
easily influenced into sleeping dreamers, but a
little White Light easily clears that up.
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On the Path to the Christos
Standing at the threshold of incarnation, our
Spirit gets ready to make the leap into the Time
Portal with full Consciousness of what we are
doing, and prepared to live out the life we have
planned for ourselves with the assistance of
guides and angels. Once in the Vortex to the 3rd
dimension we start feeling the compression and
for many this sparks an intense dread/memory of
the forgetfulness they barely remember from their
last attempt at embodiment. Soon this no longer
matters as attention gets drawn to the body we
are to inhabit. Finding ourselves in a womb, there
is nothing to do but to breathe, and wait.
After a long steady period of growth and
relaxation (that is if the mother doesn’t smoke,
drink, or eat rotten food), a rumbling announces
that the next phase is about to begin. Suddenly
we are being pushed towards a hint of light that
has appeared from nowhere. Resistance serves no
purpose and in short order we have emerged into
the starkness of Life on Earth. The Love of a
mother’s smile instinctually relieves the baby of
the initial terror and the road ahead begins.
The progressing child learns the ways of
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humanity and adopts the mind-set of the culture.
Constantly reinforced in this by those around
them, they truly believe they are a person in a
body for a bit of Time. They develop their mind
and become more and more certain that they are
who they think they are. But what is this feeling
inside underneath it all? Simultaneous to the
surface activity, there has been a dim but constant
echo. Something inside feels that they come from
God and that their own Existence means so much
more than they yet know.
Reaching the limits of Mind, the aging aspirant
draws to them a facilitator. With a hug of Love,
the master blasts open the mental prison and for
the first time the human discovers that they are
alive! The heart bursts forth in song; gratitude
and tears of Joy reveal that Life will never be the
same. Making up for past transgressions,
everything that is touched, now turns to Gold.
The alchemy of inner transformation has begun.
Day after day upon awakening the newly found
faithful friend to nature is happy to discover that
they remember the world is a magical place.
Assimilating the 4th dimensional astral plane,
they are frequently transported to other realms to
have experiences unlike any they have ever had
before. Angels and ghosts, Eye beings and
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dragons, ancestors and famous artists you love,
various gods and all the creatures of the
elemental kingdoms will begin visiting from time
to time. Door after door will open and all of your
dreams are revealed as visions of a higher reality.
During this process of ascension the progressing
disciple comes to know their Soul and through
recovering it piece by piece will remember past
lives and regain the experience of each one.
Becoming integrated, new talents present
themselves and through allowing them
expression, they paint the road ahead.
Experiencing, reflecting, and creating, the Heart
opens wide and begins to stream in a never
ending expansion of Love.
Lifting off of Earth consciousness which up to this
point had been the Holy Spirit which had set
things into motion, the Soul now realizes the
Power of Wholeness, and consciously returns to
the Path with full Awareness of all that has come
before. Tuning into the Sun, the 5th dimension is
attained and for a time you will be the
representative of the Sun on Earth; or put another
way, the Son/Daughter of God. Everything you
encounter, you will shine your light on and lift to
this level of perceptive capability. Free of the
Mind and wrapping the Heart in Awareness,
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there is nothing in this place which can touch
you. Settled in your inner aloneness, aware that
all is One and that we are seeing but various
slices of spectrums here and there, the Super
Individual is ready to see even the known
universe disappear and still be steady on their
feet.
The secret history of the solar system is them
revealed by the Sun itself. If you have found
favor, the Sun will introduce you to other stars
and through them you will communicate with
beings on other worlds. Soon the whole of Space
is your playground and Thy Will be Done on
Earth as it is in Heaven. Sharing the Creative
Force with the Great Creator, you become
Ambassadors of Change, the Wellspring of Life.
Ideas are toys/joys that you share as your
fulfillment cannot but shower
intricacies/delicacies all around. Eternity is just
long enough to enjoy the potentials which can be
explored.
After awhile the Archangels who have become
your best friends start flying in a whirling circular
motion over the top of your head. Suddenly, you
have been lifted up and out by the vortex they
have created. No longer bound to the Soul or this
Solar System, you realize the full scope of who
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you are and always have been. The Christos is
awakened. Your heart feels so juicy that it is
oozing Love, and your mind is completely quiet.
There is a Cosmic Holiness to the Universal Truth
that is now your own Understanding. The
messianic visions of youth were but a harbinger
of the Second Coming of Christ which comes
again and again in those few who truly go for the
deepest meaning of Jesus’ teaching. Gaining
enough momentum to escape the gravity of this
place, more friends and new experiences are
waiting in many other parts of the Galaxy. You
are free to go.
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It is an Age Old Battle
Ye who art the keepers of darkness, take heed
across the land.
The truth which has been guarded through the
millennia by but a few human hearts, has
survived the period of tribulation. Beginning to
take deep root, the influx of resources from the
astral plane has become a wave that will be
impossible to stop. The ascension will and is
going forward. All messages to the contrary are
planted by those who adopt methods in attempts
to deceive.
Furthermore it is quite possible to channel angels
or demons. The demons will use similar and
sometimes even more skillful language, but their
cunning intent can be felt by the pure aura of one
connected to the source. If you are not sure of
what you are doing, do not take on the demon. It
will awaken in you your deepest fears and the
threshold of psychic torture it will put you
through might overtake your ability to absorb
and transform. You must be centered.
All around us there is a whirling of activity by the
angels who have to work full time to protect
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humanity. If you think things are bad now,
imagine if the angel substrata was not there. All
of those near misses would be hits. Speak with
them and begin to see when the air becomes a
little wavy. The corner of your eye detects
motion. Eventually with practice your vision will
become increasingly clear. Angels are not rare at
all; they are everywhere. Archangels overseeing
the astral plane can only be contacted when you
are ready to look them in the eye.
This is not a mythology but a guide for
practice. See for yourself if it is true. If not, this
hard core empty 3D world is but a prison and we
are all being punished for something we didn’t
do. Thank God that this is not the case. It is a
mystical world of wonder that goes higher and
higher and higher. Beings upon beings and
everything we have dreamed has a place
somewhere. We as omnipotent humans can
interact with anything anywhere anytime we’d
like. Learn what you can become.
Once you liberate your spirit and remember your
full story, you are ready to take your place in the
world as an awakened being responsible for what
you create around you. No longer letting life
simply happen to you, you will stand up and
with keen ability to manifest your vision you will
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build the future brick by brick. The limited
dogmas pertaining only to the flesh are raised
even as the many extensions of each
fractal. There are subtler layers superimposed
upon the rigid ones. A major chord becomes a
minor 7th, which becomes a #11. Colors are not
only RED and ORANGE, but each of the ever
changing hues of fire.
Oppression can not exist where you
exist. Influence can not abide in the presence of
the self-aware. Share this power. Find ways to
encode this precious knowledge everywhere. Let
the roots keep growing and nurture them with
your attention and time. Love yourself, Love
Life, and Love the Changes that are even now
expressing the Tao.
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Jesus through Christ Consciousness
Jesus didn't have any friends who understood
him. With the women he could always speak the
language of woman. The men were too simple
and uneducated to grasp abstract meanings.
Jesus resonated the Love of the Holy Spirit and
Saved (retrieved) Souls. The teaching of the
Essenes was very Shaman like. Most minds are
not developed enough to receive the mystery.
Jesus did have fear; he was also in full surrender.
Consciously serving the will of the Creator he
walked forward. Accepting the outside while
embracing inner nature, he demonstrated
wholeness.
Jesus carried the cross while the people spat upon
him. T is for truth; faith in truth is what the cross
represents. The hardest part of the crucifixion was
the unrealized potential.
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Angel Buddha Christopher: Cosmic
Ambassadors of Joy
“To be back in a place where I can once again
somehow deliver a communication to the people
of Earth is both a pleasure and a
necessity. Gliding away is not an option until
certain things have come to pass. I could
disappear, but it is not often that one finds such
clarity and meets it with the ability to express the
intricacies of spirit. Bumping up against mind
filters, we have to find a way to slip a little Truth
into the deeper reaches of our inner realm. It
takes but one ray of light to dissipate darkness. O
seekers, heed the eternal call! Let not the
undulations of the world hold sway. The
ephemeral can be enjoyed and experienced, but
one must never believe that they belong within it,
because if they do, when the changes turn the
present into the past, their concept of self will be
battered against the rocks on the shore of time to
be lost forever.
Watch out for thought loops. They will catch you
and cause you to repeat the same foolish mistakes
that have been occurring on the blue-green planet
for millennia. Masters demonstrating selfawareness are rare gems who have appeared
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through/in time to keep the fires of realization
stoked. It makes one shed a tear for their beauty
and imagination. While most people go about
their tiny lives, the sage basks in eternity,
dropping fragrant rose pedals in hopes of
perhaps stirring a memory. With humor and a
twinkle of knowing, they sing the song of
salvation from soul to soul. Using vibration they
reinvigorate dead cells and cause them to once
again dance. What could you do if every atom in
your body was smiling? No longer simply a
glorified eating-machine, you would find purpose
in your nature and fulfillment from its expression.
You are slowly evolving out of your infancy as a
species. Do not let EGO react in horror at the idea
that you have not already arrived. Think in terms
of millions of years and you will see that you
have only recently emerged, and are just now
starting to remember that you are more than the
shell you are staying in. When we become aware
of this, our inner light starts shining through the
skin, changing the frequency of our resonance
and merging the Body, Mind, Soul into one
transcendent conscious entity. To drastically
simplify simply for the sake of giving the living
something to grasp onto regarding ascension, the
Body is the 3rd dimension, the Mind when freed
of identification with the body and when viewed
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from the Heart, is the 4th (Astral/Dream world),
and the Soul reawakened, unified, in tune with
the Sun, and now home, is the 5th.
You, spirit as flesh, are an interesting
creation. Each manifestation brings something
unique into the picture that everyone can benefit
from. Building upon lessons already learned, the
individual can avoid typical pitfalls on the path,
and instead opt for an application of universal
law in the support of good. This is why it is
advisable to study history and to soak up
information from those who have walked many
roads. Assimilating all of it and rising above,
humanity is moved forward in the only sensible
way. So many pieces from so many places have
come together in your body vehicle given as a gift
from the Earth. Believe me, if She did not want
you here, you would not be. He, the Sun, sends
you Wisdom, and She sends you Love. Destiny
awaits the cosmic ambassadors who will travel
forth to share the Joy of your Solar System.”
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Angel Buddha Christopher Reaches out
to Brad and Angelina
“It is not surprising that you have found each
other. It is also not unexpected that you would
have to dart around the globe to have the private
romantic time that you both need. Brad, you
should not feel bad at all for leaving
Jennifer. You and Angelina have past life ties that
made it inevitable that you would come
together. You have fragments of Anthony and
Cleopatra that to this day long to be close with
overwhelming magnetism. This is also why there
is an overtone of the forbidden around this
coming together. It is part of the backdrop that
makes the flames of passion burn even
hotter. You are pulled out of this world into a
timeless state of bliss.
You are ancient royalty and can not hide this fact
because it clearly resonates. (For those who can
see, Kobe Bryant has this energy as
well.) Remember above all that this is a spiritual
quality. Reflected in you is the ideal of living life
as a god or goddess. This is an understanding
that all of humanity can aspire to. It is also the
way things were meant to be on Earth. People
clamoring just to get a glimpse of you, is
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testimony to the madness of those who have not
yet discovered their own divinity. Perhaps one
day you will be able to turn to the crowd and use
the opportunity to share some of the deeper
lessons of life. If you were to open up in this way,
people would listen.
Assimilate all you have experienced in this
incarnation and all the lessons of your past
lives. Take back up the soul’s greater journey and
move on. You will most likely one day remember
that you are just visiting here; stars on Earth who
come from the stars. Your cosmic heritage will
provide many of the answers to the hidden aches
in your heart. If centered in a growth process,
your relationship will bear much fruit. Be
cautious not to let old mind habits associated
with others come to the fore and be shared one
upon the other. Externalize in an atmosphere of
acceptance and mutual understanding. It takes
time, but soon the past will fade away and you
can find new joy in each moment.
The highest achievement in existence is not fame,
fortune, or fans. It is to become awakened to
eternal truth. I send you blessings and good
wishes for your nature to be set free.”
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Lennon – Revolution’s Soldier
"You must never forget that before anything I was
and am a soldier. The cause I fight for is
Justice. Sure, Peace and Love and all that, but
there will be no chance for it if humanity is
crushed by the forces of oppression. You must
see the beauty, and shout about the beast. If
you’ll notice by listening once more and yet again
to the sutra music I left behind, I give rise to both
in my vision. You must never get too light in the
loafers about me and relegate me to yet another
New Age-r who can not speak freely. That was
one thing I grew to hate about the Beatles, what
you call now, Political Correctness.
‘Imagine’ was one tune and not even my
favorite. ‘God’ is better, ‘O My Love’ is better yet,
and ‘Revolution’ among the best. It is easy to
associate me with ‘Imagine’, but it is misleading
to believe or promote that that alone was what I
was or am all about. Look at my whole body of
work….the progression…and let that be an
indicator that helps you link to my spirit. This is
the way to get to know me, and any of you can do
it. Use my advice to transform your own view of
the world. I am indicating a realm. You can join
me here.
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Do not let planted stories on the internet about
me being a communist and such utter crap, allow
you to be swayed. There are some human beings
who are truly sincere and I was one of them. I
bared my soul to all of you and demonstrated my
spiritual progress to inspire you to do the same. I
kept moving and still keep moving. I encourage
you to do the same. Life keeps moving and so
should we.
I know many still dream of the Beatles and color
every word with their own hopes and
perspective. John the man is far more than
anything we used to be in the old days. When
you find the truth, it is enough."
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Horus the Hawk Head
“You have known me as many different faces in
many different phases of your history. More
recently in your societies, you have not seen us
whom you used to love as anything but a
footnote of antiquity. The religions that
developed from the ‘Old Testament’ as you call it,
have been like a fever that has gripped humanity
and taken much from them. Simply being an old
text does not give it any special
significance. True, it is one account of humanity
from an earlier time, but why do you not give
Egyptian and Mesopotamian documents parity in
your reckoning and ascriptions of value?
Your pre-history is rich in tradition and full of
mysteries which you are only now starting to
foray into. It is a shame that only so few read the
cuneiform tablets that are available in
plenty. How can you trust without your own
verification through personal
understanding? Eventually humanity should
plug all ancient remnants into a massive
computer database. Documents containing
language should be decoded and made available
for all to peruse. Getting to know the people
through their expression, you can re-link to the
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culture and open the doorway to the wisdom
they embodied.
For centuries I was prominent in the affairs of
Humanity. Pharaohs followed my model. True
there is a One-ness that underlies all of Existence,
but that does not preclude the possibility of Life
throughout higher dimensions. Herein lies the
great error in your modern
philosophical/spiritual reasoning. In most of the
standard traditions there is a leap to the extreme
and a denial of astral possibilities. Some, like the
Egyptians of Old, and their ancestors in the
Pleiadian area of the Universe were aware of the
Body, Oneness, and the hierarchy of entities in
between.
I am a Son of God. Some of what you have
worshipped in Christ is really a prayer to me. For
these Love vibrations I thank you. Jesus Christ is
a different type of God man. He brings Spirit
down to the people and delivers it on their
terms. This never was my choice as I prefer to
rein Supreme. The hawk quality is often
associated with me as I am a god of Awareness,
servant of the Eye. So to be precise I am the Son
of the Sun. Though I may have receded from the
mind of man, my contribution to human
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development will echo throughout your
continued evolution.
We will talk again when you remember your life
beyond the handful of incarnations under the
influence of your Mother the Earth. She is an
embodiment of a yet higher entity –
Kali/Isis. With unimaginable power and beauty,
Woman slides through all the realms. A
monument to this quality and an anchor for the
feminine energies, the Statue of Liberty in your
American harbor is no different than many of the
wonders of the Ancient World. Today she holds
steady even under the strain that is currently
superimposing itself over your land. Help Her
help you to remain free.”
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The Great Milky Way Black Hole
Just as the expression of Creation is analogous to
the exhale of a breath, so too the Great Milky Way
Black Hole is the Inhale for the vastness that is the
body of our Galaxy.
The only reason your conduit is able to interpret
this is because the Great Black Hole re-reversed
the messages and brought them to a place that
could be understood in the Earth planet’s
vernacular. Further translations to reach all who
can be reached are up to others who will follow
their divinely inspired inner inclination.
“Some of you are in danger of losing a grip on
reality. Taking the conspiracy and the heavenly
realizations too far, you have constructed an
alternate and more complex matrix. Seeing your
way back from this edge will be almost
impossible if you are left to continue proving
yourself right. Truth never feels like a fever. You
will know who among you is aware because they
are relaxed, good humored, and they listen. Seek
them out and be with them.
Black holes are rejuvenators; giant tornadic
vacuum cleaners that sweep space of all
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dissipating energy and turn it back around
through the stars. Imagine the whole Universe
with the stars as exhales (Shakti) and the black
holes as inhales (Shiva); one gargantuan living
entity warbling an ever-morphing plethora of
realities.
There is more, but for now this will do.”
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Secrets of the Galaxy I: Sirius gets
Serious
"As an elder in this part of the Galaxy, I would
like you to know a little more about your Sun
from my perspective. You could almost consider
me an Uncle to your Sun, therefore a Great Uncle
to you. Your Sun, though brilliant, would be
considered about a teenager to speak in Human
terms. He has some amazing thoughts, and we
are very pleased with His Creative work for the
most part. You may have noticed the
phenomenon of solar flares and how they are
increasing? Well, these could be considered
emotional growing pains the Sun is having and
unfortunately it is having a distinct and profound
impact on your mother Gaia, and upon life on
Earth.
Things will be okay and we are here to give the
Sun, your father, Love and assistance in His own
transformation. Through and beyond these
temporary darker overtones is a higher
consciousness for the Sun and this is being
transferred into the open hearts of Humans on
Earth. You are for the first time being given the
capability to sync up completely with your
father. His thoughts will be yours and we the
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Stars in the Galaxy can then communicate directly
to you all. Many of you are destined to go even
farther when all lessons have been learned in
your Solar System. There are many other star
systems and planets with so many experiences to
have!
I have been in contact with Humanity often in the
past. The Atlanteans knew me, the Egyptians
knew me, the Greeks knew me, and many native
peoples were blessed by my deep ancient
wisdom. Would you not think that many would
say hello to the brightest star in your sky? I am
always communicating with you. All of us stars
have voices. Learn again to listen to the messages
we have never stopped transmitting. You fill
your precious subtle minds with such static. Get
away from the artificial lights and break free from
the background noise. Get back to Life in Nature
and see things as they were in the beginning, for
each day this eternal truth is born anew.
It is such a pleasure to transmit this message. We
have been following the ascension process many
of you are going through and are greatly
encouraged to see you building such fast and
steady friendships with each other. Keep the
faith and stand strong together in what you are
doing. It is the right direction and the way the
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awakening miracle is going to occur on your
planet. Light is expanding in every
direction. One person reaches another and
another and another. Soon you will be shining
stars in your own right and you will take your
place next to us in space. So many blessings are
afforded the living. I am sure you and I will be
friends for thousands of years."
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Secrets of the Galaxy II: Rigel's
Revelations
"From my unique position in Orion I have been
able to see a lot of what you humans on Earth
might call Juicy Galactic Gossip. Again and again
I have watched as those lizards cruise by on the
way to give you a visit and tinker with your
DNA. One thing they want to do is reemphasize
medulla power and strangle the creative energies
that arrive through the higher parts of the
brain. Hammering on the humans they have
been able to dull many by pushing the soul right
out of the body. Thinking only in terms of
security and survival, the darkness of fear
activates the repressions in many and locks them
in on themselves. Cut off from the Source, their
Soul begins to suffocate and die.
De-evolution to the instinctual animal is being
resisted by light workers who are desperately
attempting to wake sensitive people up. Showing
the people how to heal and reclaim their
individual power is what they were sent to Earth
to do. They come from other parts of the Galaxy
such as the Pleiadian and Andromedan areas of
Space. Many beings from many frequencies are
on the Earth at this time. From where I am, you
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can see them arrive, and then dive into the portal
of incarnation. Human bodies are the vehicles for
travel on Earth; they in no way indicate the
greater continuity of your being. Your energy
body remembers what it is like to fly through the
Stars.
You would not have been allowed to enter the
Earth experience unless you were in some way
prepared for it. Normally you think in terms of
your Earthly existence being Life, and death
being the end of it. From where I am, it looks like
you are orbiting the Earth and keep swooping in
for a closer look…to enjoy the fruits of the
Garden. There are some among your company
that hang out high above the others, silently
watching over them. They operate at greater time
intervals and drop in on occasion to assist in the
progressing of events. They also counteract some
of the lower level demon influences that continue
to nag humanity due to the suppressed emotional
states of most people.
It is a joy to see that some humans are beginning
to peal away the limitations of 5 sense perception
and open up the secret surprise that was always
inside. You are so close to evolving to the next
stage of your species’ destiny. Some of you are
already there and so make it easier for the
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others. Even as Buddha arrived home and Jesus
opened a gate for the Sons and Daughters of God,
so too each of you who attains to realization
makes it that much easier for the others because
you are all connected and the raising of one’s
vibrations raises all others. We stars always send
you supportive energy. You dream when you
gaze upon us, because the wonder that is
awakened is your own Soul potential.
Remember Rigel as your friend. You can
communicate with me anytime day or night. It is
easy if you believe you can do it and are patient
enough to establish the link. Even if we resonate
silently together, we can share many journeys
through the Universe. I will do what I can to
facilitate your transformation. I will introduce
you to the other stars that I know and we will
always be together as a family. I Love you. Open
up your Heart to receive my gifts and brilliantly
we will shine as One. There will be more stories
another day, and until that time, I wish you well
and look forward to all things that are potential
becoming actual. The game goes on and things
are starting to turn in your favor."
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Secrets of the Galaxy III: Vega’s Vibes
“I have found my way into humanity’s
imagination with my gentle but persistent intent
driven vibes. Being so close, I have often
whispered sweet starlight into your ear. Life
comes in many forms my friends. It isn’t all in
bodies. Consciousness, Intelligence, and
Awareness exist throughout the galaxy in many
different ways. Sometimes they exist as pure
presence, and sometimes they are available for
telepathic conversation. This is something you
really must get used to. It is quite natural, and
easier than you might preconceive.
If you would only consider that your own light
body is made of stars, it wouldn’t be so difficult
for you to understand, that we, your star brothers
and sisters, can interact with you. Some seem to
allow for the possibility of influence by the
planets in their own solar system, but many
haven’t yet considered deeply that all of the stars
in the sky influence each other. Just because at
the present in the body, you are smaller and there
are many of you, doesn’t mean that anything has
changed. It is a great congregation, and if you
could get along, anything would be possible.
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Humanity intuits its own greatness underneath
all the temporary eruptions of doubt and
insanity. What if I told you that we’ve talked
many times before? You just don’t quite
remember it yet because of that whole thing
about losing your greater continuity when
pressed into the Earth travel unit. You
magnificent creatures have to back away from
those 5 senses once in awhile and just feel the
brilliance of your light. With your chakras stars
you are a constellation yourself. Even more
magical, you are walking around creating the
myth right now!
Some of you will visit me in spirit and some in
the human body in future incarnations. Some of
you can reach me now if you drop a line from
your 3rd eye. I’m always here and I always
answer my calls. To the sailors and those who
know the stars and use them to chart a true
course through life, I send my thanks and best
wishes. Often I send a bit of extra energy to
encourage your bravery in the most dangerous of
journeys. Humans are fascinating creatures, and I
do Love you all. Gaze upon me and perhaps you
will notice that I am looking back. “
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Secrets of the Galaxy 4: Antares, Heart of
the Scorpion
“Even as the human body takes on the form of
your character, so too does the color and
brightness of a star reflect the qualities of the
being exuding this energy. Wake up to the truth
that conscious life is all around you and your
progress as a species has been observed since
your conception. I’m not one of the nicest of stars
in the sky but I am one of the most intense. There
is much you can learn from me. With passion
and depth of purpose, my thoughts contribute to
structures that manifest throughout the
Galaxy. Your thoughts can do the same when
you are able to stand behind a vision and
continue to work towards its
realization. Experiments and failures are the path
to success.
Ease yourself out of Time and you will find more
happiness. Humans can never find peace until
they are able to give up rushing around after
unrealistic dream projections. From here it looks
as if people are dizzy and keep tripping into
obstacles they put in their own way. There are a
few that come up to the sky for a breath of
space. It is a whole different way of perceiving
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life in the Universe. If you are living against the
clock, your time will run out; if you are living
fully in the present, time does not apply. The
more of ‘You’ is Here, the more will be
experienced and the slower time will seem to
move until one day you link into the flow of Aum
through Existence and you are no more separate.
The Creator Source has a heartbeat which you
and I both echo in our own pulsing
nature. Creation is an ongoing masterwork that
relies on cyclical rejuvenation. Creativity is a
Holy wind breathing Life into matter…spirit into
flesh. The rawness of Fire rips ignorance and the
gentleness of the butterfly awakens
imagination. No matter how many ways we
characterize the Kingdom, it remains elusive to
definition by always opening new portals. Like
Existence, you too must open new portals. Your
light is becoming too potent to keep in a jar
anymore. You must give it room to shine or the
compression will get greater and greater. You’ll
see when you can breathe again and a song arises
from the depths of your soul.
It would be tremendously helpful to humans if
they could learn to develop the quality of
Intimacy. They have harmed each other so much
in their money games that trust is hesitant and for
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most takes much time. The purity of Life on
Earth would have Humanity openly trusting each
other and revealing the depths of their inner
world freely without fear of condemnation and
judgment. Each individual can find this place
and live this way. If for some reason you are
betrayed it has no effect because trust is an aspect
of being not a behavior. In fact compassion can
arise for the betrayer and the hurt they must be
carrying. Inspire this quality in others by daring
to live so insightfully and uninfluenced by
passing storms.
The strength of a sword rings from its
sheath. Save offensive strikes until absolutely
necessary then strike completely. There are times
in nature where one must push back. Struggle is
part of what made you humans what you have
become. Since most of you have protection for
your bodies, the struggle has moved to your
minds. If you could let this go and remember
yourselves as the transcendent beings that
traveled to this area of the Universe for a learning
vacation, you would be able to solve your
worldly problems near instantly. There is no lack
of solutions, only a lag in societal evolution. We
can see that it is slowly coming along. Many
lights have become brighter, but huge groups
have gotten darker as well.
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You bright folks (who will be the more likely to
receive this transmission) should consider
building your own space ships. From here it is
obvious that the clouds will clear up and Venus
will host another Eden. Mars civilization was
destroyed, but the seeds made it to Earth. The
Adam and Eve project specimens joined with the
native inhabitants of Earth and were able to
survive, and eventually thrive. The Earth’s
vibrations soothed the troubled souls that began
incarnating and it seemed as if Earth would be
the place for you all to heal. Then the OUTSIDE
INFLUENCE occurred and early behavior
patterns were reawakened causing humanity to
veer wildly off developmental course.
You were supposed to be moving out into the
Solar System by now. Your few probes are a
meager extension of your eyes and ears. Many of
you have dreams of going farther. This is
possible. Become aware of the higher realms and
bring this in when considering how to deal with
the future. Adapt what you see in Existence to
the tools you have at your disposal to create
artifacts in harmony with the Tao. Then you will
have efficiency and beauty. It is not often that I
get to speak to humans with human words and I
am satisfied that we have touched upon a few of
the deeper realms. Many of you have
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communicated telepathically with me before and
a couple of you knew me before this
incarnation. I was once a marvelous giant planet
much like your Jupiter and Saturn if merged as
one and twice the size. I orbited the grandest of
stars Helicon…”
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Secrets of the Galaxy 5 – Grandpa
Betelgeuse
“Stars eventually leave their old bodies to have
new and greater experiences even as humans
do. I am currently in the protracted process of
slipping out of the red supergiant that you see in
Orion’s shoulder and have called
Betelgeuse. When I have fully escaped and the
blooming of the lotus of my life in this vehicle for
expression unfolds, you will see a supernova
flash across your sky screen. Even from your
small planet Earth it will be an extremely
noteworthy event. At this time, all I have learned
will be released and those that are receptive will
feel a tremendous influx of energy.
Having known most of the beings in this area of
the Milky Way since they were born, I am relating
in the manner that you humans might call
'grandfather' to those around me. Much of my
energy is retreating inwards, but I still keep half
an eye open to what is being created in the space
around me. Sometimes I even have a look
towards humanity to see if there is anyone I can
have a chat with. I am always up for a cosmic tea
party. What we share does not have to be of the
most ultimate nature. Many of the stars go on
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and on about the Source and when they
communicate with humans, they are always
bringing the conversation to a knife’s edge.
I’ve been through so much that it is nice to simply
be here and say hello. Intensity has its proper
place and that is why the younger stars are
naturally driven to manifest this in the necessary
ways. After watching so many things occur, you
develop a distance in your perspective. This
inner space makes relaxation possible because no
matter what happens, part of me is not
involved. If you can learn a talent from me
regarding how to approach your life, this would
be it. As a silent observer, you are present, you
reflect things exactly as they are, and you do not
surrender part of your being to passing
phenomenon.
Let me take you on my celestial knee for a
moment. Sweet star children, the Universe is a
marvelous place! Never forget that you belong
amongst the stars and that the whole Existence is
your home. You are never alone, you just
sometimes feel like you are. Remember that we
have always been here and always will be in
some form. Seasons change, and many things rise
and fall. The Love that brings two friends
together never fades away. It has been my
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pleasure for us to connect. I shall never forget
you and I pray that you remember me.”
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Secrets of the Galaxy 6: Polaris and
Friends
“I have guided many a seeker before and will
continue to do so for some time. Eventually I will
be released from your eyes as Pole Star
designation and shall be just another star in your
sky. I look forward to the quiet, and am already
experiencing the winding down of attention in
my direction. Even a couple of hundred years
ago, many humans were connecting with me
nightly. Sharing energy, they came to look upon
me as an old friend. Some developed a
relationship with me that lasted through many
Earth lives. How much humanity has
forgotten! They wind their way forward at a
reckless pace, convinced that they are advancing,
not remembering that the whole point of the
journey was supposed to be to discover and
enjoy.
Being quite a distance from your Sun’s System, it
is a marvel that communication can be
successfully established. Human beings are a
wonder. Throughout your species’ existence,
many have shown the propensity towards
remarkable perceptions and achievements. I
honor you and have learned from you even as
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you have from me. Perhaps you may not be
consciously aware of my influence, but over the
years, I have guided humanity not just as a
marker in the sky, but as an archetypal
representation of an aspect of your
subconsciousness; something in you which is
unswayed no matter how difficult the
journey. Sailing a straight and steady course
with your life, you can never go wrong.
I’d like you to know Merak and Dubhe. They
have been humbly silent, but are feeling forlorn
simply being seen by modern man as the stars
that point to me. As a friend to humanity, I ask
you to enjoy them on their own terms the next
time you see them in the sky. One of those nights
when the big dipper looms enormously overhead,
cast your eyes upon the last two stars and thank
them for their beauty. For them I have much
gratitude. They have been good friends to me
and I wish to share their blessed qualities with
you. In the greater bear they make up part of the
mother to the lesser bear child of which I am a
part. Centuries of human stories are derived
from existential truths that have been intuitively
perceived.”
(Merak and Dubhe come forward.)
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“Our Love for Polaris brought us to add in this
joyous expression. How inconceivable it was for
us to have this means of communication where
we can speak to humans in human language. Of
course we always interact light upon light, but
this method develops the intimacy so the next
time you see us in the sky we will have a deeper
connection and the energy dance of our auras will
mean more. We could each speak individually
but in this moment prefer to unify and say that
we are here in friendship. Honored to portray an
aspect of the Great Bear, we have warmth and
regard for all of life. We are gentle, lucid, and
would like to mention that Polaris is not the Pole
star by coincidence. It takes a certain kind of
leader even amongst the stars to hold the
attention of millions through millennia. Without
a bit of angst, this noble sentinel has a unique
quality that has steadily held together the center
of our mythos.”
(Polaris returns…)
“I will hold forth for some time and after awhile
recede to give another the duty of maintaining
core vigilance. Imagine all the stars pulsing while
they converse with one another. There is much
chatter in the skies. If only you knew! Many
stars gossip about one another even like human
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teenagers. This might seem odd until you
remember that all is God playing with
God. There are so many ways for Existence to
experience itself and all of our forms, disguises,
roles, and masks, are just colors of the
game. Above all relieve yourself of worry, guilt,
and unnecessary stress. The process of letting go
is a path that will never lead you astray. Find
your own center and stay the course.”
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Secrets of the Galaxy 7: Gentle Deneb
"In the Swan I am the tail and in the Northern
Cross, I am the head of Christ. As part of the
Summer Triangle, I, Vega and Altair remind you
of the divine power of 3. Simply gaze through
the portal we create, open up and allow
perceptions to form. This is a type of dimensional
gateway for higher energies to flow into this area
of space. Imagine a steady stream of Love
pouring through. You can drink of this and be
healed of any ailment. Relaxing you can touch
the present more deeply than ever before.
I have successfully been able to cultivate an area
of peacefulness in my sphere of influence for
many millennia. A combination of vigilance and
compassion has created a celestial oasis that many
galaxian races have silently acknowledged is one
place where they will not war. An aspect of why
my method has worked is because it is free of
judgment. This allows others to be nondifferentiating as well in my presence. It is the
harmony of the center revealed from without,
encouraging the process within.
Along the path of the Milky Way, many come
here to be in the quietly rejuvenating energies
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that emanate from my being. Any can partake of
this resonant energy anytime. I can tell the
facilitator of this message even now is deepening
his connection to my subtle soothing vibes. Most
beings who find their way to your solar system
have been here before. For the destructive
aspects of some of these beings, I am aware and
would like you to know that I know about what
has been occurring.
At the core of my message to you is to see
yourself as you are and recognize the beauty of
it. So many create an idea about what they would
like to be and constantly feel that they are failing
to live up to what they themselves have
constructed. Then they suffer self condemnation
and the agony of guilt. Cycling downward
deeper and deeper into the prison, it takes a
mighty lifeline to save the day. Acceptance of the
uniqueness of each creature speaks to reason as
well as feeling which awakens understanding.
You must also realize that you are swimming
through the air even as the Aquatics on your
planet swim through water. Is it not clear to you
yet that you emerged from the Sea? This is the
womb of the Earth. There is much about your
world that you know about only in ancient myths
and fairytales. Thank the Creator that you have
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this much or else you would have no link at all to
reconnect with what is still there and more. All
the beings in all the realms are aware of and
experiencing the same transition that are you
humans.
I am your friend and my light always shines in
support of your efforts towards transformation."
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Secrets of the Galaxy 8: Pleiadian Echoes
"One of the strongest influences on your Earth
culture, we know all there is to know about
you. Where we exist, time does not move as it
does for you. A million years is like a
moment. Your growth as a species can easily be
considered in a scientific manner. Your planet
looks remarkably like a Petri dish to us
sometimes. The difference is in those among you
who have been able to consciously connect to
their own source. They transcend the
circumstance and are capable of communication
with the greater universe.
We have always and always will send you
vibrations of harmony. At various times, our
aesthetic has come to the forefront of human
affairs and things have been peaceful for many
years. The Atlantians and later the Egyptians
were well acquainted with our mysteries. You
see echoes of our presence in the hieroglyphs and
depictures of ancient god forms. Imagine silence
deepening and penetrating every bit of
space. Release boundaries of thought and
interpretation. Just be and let pure presence
remain.
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Each of you is much like our star cluster many
call the 7 sisters. Each individual star maintains
independence while working together for the
good of all. So the 7 becomes 1. Now this new
unity can take part in an even greater
community. In like manner, each of your 7
chakras is 1, representing a world of its
own. When they work together, the 7 becomes
1. Then this higher 1 can work with other 1’s here
to become yet another level of organic
oneness. This is the way dimensions are
superimposed upon one another and
transmigrated.
Eventually all stars will unite to serve
truth. There are just a few lost in bodies that have
forgotten the Joy of Unity. They will suffer for
awhile; perhaps may even cycle through a few
more incarnations. Not to worry. Purity is being
restored in your area. Sol has had enough of the
Free Will experiment careening forward
unimpeded; it has been thrown off by outside
influence. He can turn a deaf ear to Gaia’s pleas
no longer. Harmony must be established in a
way that reflects the growth of experience and the
beauty of nature."
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Secrets of the Galaxy 9: Aldebaran, Eye
of the Bull
"Coming forward to speak out of necessity, I
reinforce certain aspects of character that have
been somewhat lacking in humanity’s display of
attributes as of late. Know ye no sense of honor
or integrity? So ready to trade away self-respect
for fleeting gain, people are destroying their own
souls for what amounts to absolutely nothing in
time. One must focus on the eternal not the
transitory. Up and down are merely the
oscillations that bring beings to understanding
through experience. You must remember to
bravely play the cosmic game. Rather than
searching for final victory, enjoy the intricacy of
its unfolding.
Choices made with the whole Earth community
in mind will awaken the nobler qualities in
humanity that had unfortunately grown dormant
through the instigation and repetition of lesser
brain pathways. Beware of that which constantly
draws you out through the senses. Pleasurable at
first, many of these enticements can become
addictions which pull you again and again down
from spirit consciousness into solely body
perception. Rather than living in the open free
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spaces of the inner world, you will be always in
search of sensation. One of your Souls, Gautama
Buddha, was a pioneer of freedom in this regard.
Throughout history I have been associated with
the Bull’s Eye and have also been recognized as
an emissary for Archangel Michael. Indeed today
He is more active in the Earth sphere than He has
been for millennia, due largely to the fact that
certain dark forces were set loose by mischievous
entities. This is all part of the cosmic cycles and
provides the circumstance where angelic beings
can become more personally involved with
humanity’s spiritual progression. Truly this is a
time of great joy for those on the astral
plane. They understand that it is the backdrop of
darkness which makes light possible.
It is the right moment to call forth your own
personal power and engage in the effort to protect
and encourage the children of light. They must
come to understand that it is not unloving to
protect yourself from one who harms you. The
perpetrator may immediately polarize and try to
define you, but that is the only technique they
have, and once you learn to hold steadfast in spite
of their reproaches, they will no longer have any
control over you. Often the demonic entities
attempt to evoke your worst fears, but if you have
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taken over this process consciously, they will find
themselves rendered completely impotent.
Be truthful, be strong, and be well good spirits. I
send you the benefit of my energy always.”
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